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ABSTRACT 

The thesis is an inquiry into the nature of bondage and release in the 
A/;_tavakragJtii The focus in the first half of the thesis is upon to the 
practices of discrimination ( vive.I:~ and concentrative absorption( samad/JA. 
In place of discrimination and concentrative absorption the A'-tavakrogJta 
offers naturalness ( akrtrim~ and spontaneity (yadrccb3'. The thesis argues 
that the A'-tavakragJtamust be understood as a critique of Yogic and 
Advaitic soteriology as exemplified by texts such as the Vediintasara and 
jivonmul:tivivel:a. The thesis then situates A.s.tav/J.krogJta in a 'genre' of 
literature characterized by the repudiation and abandonment of 'means' to 
release: 'anarchic spirituality.· Finally, the appearance of Y ogic and Advaitic 
soteriological language in the A,.~tavakragJta is accounted for by arguing that 
it is used to ironic effect by the text. 
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1.0.0 Introduction 

The A,_tava.kragJta is a text which has largely been ignored by 

Western scholarship. What little has been written in European languages on 

the A,_tava.kragJta has either given an interpretation of the text along the 

lines of the thought of Sankara and his followers.• or has been an 

interpretation written from the point of view of Advaita Vedanta itself. For 

example, Swami Nityaswarupananda's English translation of the text begins 

its preface with the following words: "The A'-tava.kra SaO;!bit' or A,.tavakra 

Gita as it is sometimes called, is a short treatise on Advaita Vedanta, 

ascribed to a great sage, A~tavakra."2 

What these interpretations fail to notice is that this particular text 

contains expressions which lie outside the realm of the Advaita tradition of 

Sankara and his followers, discourse which cannot possibly be accounted for 

by a strictly Advaitist interpretation. The limitations of the Advaitist 

interpretation become especially apparent when it is noticed that the 

dogmas and dictums of Advaita Vedanta itself are called into question by the 

text. Thus, the use of Advaita Vedanta -- as either a philosophical base from 

which one may attempt to give a reading of the text, or as a philosophical 

context to which one might attempt to orient the text -- fails to provide an 

adequate interpretation of the A,.tava.kragJta 

•see, for example, R. Hauschild, Die AiS;t.iva.kra-67/.i(Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 
1967). 

2Swami Nityaswarupananda,tr., AiS;tava.kra Sa.thlul.i(Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama, 
1987), p. v. 

l 
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In light of the above problems, the thesis will examine the nature of 

bondage and release in the A~tava.kraglta It will contend that the text must 

be seen as essentially a critical reaction to the Advaita metaphysics of 

release. Hence, the A!_t8va.krag7t8 cannot be regarded as a text within the 

tradition of Sankara's Advaita. 

Though the A!_tava.kragJta is primarily a reaction against Advaita 

Vedanta, its critical comments also apply to Yoga, and to the ritualized 

procedures of meditation in Tantra, as well. It can therefore be understood 

as a general critique of the spiritual practices of its time and of the 

philosophical views underpinning of those disciplines. Hence, with these 

considerations in mind, the thesis will explore the metaphysics and 

soteriology underlying the spiritual practices of Advaita, Yoga and Tantra. 

Two principles central to the soteriologies of Advaita and Yoga 

concentrative absorption ( samad.bi) and discriminative cognition ( vivek'4 -

will be the focus of the thesis. The thesis will contend that these two means 

to release -- though central to the Advaita and Yoga conceptions of spiritual 

practice -- are rejected by the A~tava.kraglti on the grounds that their 

nature is essentially the same as that from which they claim to free the 

aspirant. 

Part one of the thesis (introduction and chapter two) will be an 

interpretation of the A!_tova.kragJta Part two (chapter three, chapter four 

and conclusion) will attempt to situate the A!_tova.kragJta in both its 

historical and philosophical/soteriological context. 

http:samad.bi
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The A!_tavakragita is written in dialogue form, in imitation of the great 

Indian epics. However, the text cannot be called a true dialogue. Though a 

subtle tension is sometimes noticeable in the gentle teasing and pseudo

queries that take place between the two participants, janaka and A~iavakra, 

both speak from the same voice and the same point of view. Hence, the 

dialectical tension in the text is not, for the most part, supplied by the 

perspectives of the two participants in the text. 

As an introduction to the interpretation that follows in chapter two, I 

think that it is worth looking into the meaning of the choices of A~iavakra 

and janaka as the two participants in the A!_tavakragita I will turn, then, to 

a few of the more pertinent appearances of A~iavakra and janaka in epic 

and philosophical-epic to see if there is anything about their characters that 

might shed light upon the meaning of the A!_tavakragita 

1.1.0 A,iavatra in the Maba/J/Jarata 

The principle story concerning the sage A~tivakra occurs in the 

Vanaparvan section of the Mllhabbarata.3 The tale of A~iavakra is worth 

telling, and I think it may have some bearing upon the meaning of the 

A!_tavakragJta The story is set in a dialogue between the sage Lomasa and 

Yudhi~thira. The dialogue begins with Lomasa telling Yudhi~thira that one 

named A~iavakra -- whose name means 'crooked in eight limbs' -- has 

defeated a great siita named Bandin. His interest aroused, Yudhi~ihira asks 

Lomasa to tell him about A~tivakra, and Lomasa complies with the tale of 

A~tivakra. 

3Mahi/Jharata, III, 33. 132:1-134:35. 
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A$tavakra, we learn, is the son of Kaho<;la. a brahman who has married 

Sujata, the daughter of the sage Uddilaka. The story begins with Sujata 

carrying the yet to be born A$tivakra. As Kaho<;la is working hard at his 

studies late into the night, A$iavakra, still in the womb, mocks his father's 

understanding of the scriptures. Insulted, Kaho<;la curses the as yet unborn 

A$tivakra: the child is to be born with his limbs twisted in eight ways. 

As the child grows in her womb, Sujata begins to worry about the 

family's financial situation. She convinces her husband to petition the king, 

janaka, for assistance. Kaho<;la, however, is required to engage in dharma

combat with janaka's siita, Bandin. Kaho<;la is defeated and Bandin has him 

drowned. Uddalaka asks his daughter to remain reticent toward A$tivakra 

concerning the fate of his father, and A~tavakra is raised believing that 

Uddalaka is his father and that Uddalaka's son, Svetaketu, is his brother. 

Twelve years later, the truth is revealed during a moment of jealousy 

between A~tavakra and Svetaketu. Incited by the disclosure of his actual 

relationship to Uddalaka, A~tavakra presses his mother for the details of his 

father's demise. Fearing his wrath, she divulges the whole story. A~iavakra 

decides that, like his father. he must go to the palace of king Janak a to face 

his own fate. He encourages his uncle to accompany him in attending a 

sacrificial rite being performed in janaka's court. 

When they arrive, A~tivakra, due to his age, is refused entrance. 

However, on the road outside the palace, A$tivakra and Svetaketu encounter 

the king, janaka. A~tavakra manages to convince the king that a brahman 

takes priority to a king with regard to use of the road, and janaka allows him 

to pass on to the gate. The gatekeeper instructs them that only the old and 
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wise and best may enter, and that juveniles are not allowed. A$iavakra asks 

the gate keeper if age is a matter of having an old body. The gatekeeper 

responds that the young are made wise by their elders, and that wisdom is 

had only through experience. A$tavakra retorts that the gods judge one to 

be an elder on the basis of what he knows, and not according to the number 

of gray hairs on his head. Acknowledging the boy's cleverness, the 

gatekeeper allows them into the courtyards, where A$iavakra once again 

encounters Janaka. 

A$iavakra then makes known to janaka his intent to engage in debate 

with Bandin. Janaka warns A$iivakra of Bandin's 'skill with words' but 

A$iivakra is unmoved in his resolve to meet with Bandin. janaka decides to 

test A$iavakra himself to discover whether or not he is fit for dharma

combat with Bandin. Following two set of riddles, all of which A$iavakra 

answers, he asks him a final set: "What does not close its eyes when asleep? 

Stir when it is born? What has no heart? What does grow under 

pressure?"4 A$iavakra answers: A fish sleeps without closing its eyes, a 

freshly laid egg does not stir, a stone has no heart, and a river grows with 

pressure. Impressed by his wit, janaka admits to A$iavakra's 'age' and 

suitability for debate. A$tavakra then engages Bandin in dharma-combat. 

After a brief exchange between the combatants, Bandin starts the 

debate with a number-riddle which relates the numerals from one to twelve 

to the respective categories denoted by the numerals. Bandin begins the 

challenge with those things denoted by the number one, A$iavakra continues 

4j.A.B. van Buitenen.tr., TlleMalJ8/JfJ8rata, vol. Z (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 197)),p.477. 

http:Buitenen.tr
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with two, Bandin takes over at three, and the exchange continues until 

Bandin reaches the number thirteen. Unable to complete the verse relating 

to the number thirteen, Bandin hesitates, and the verse is finished by 

A~iavakra. Bandin is forced to concede victory to A~iavakra. After he 

returns those whom he has defeated in debate to their former status among 

the living, Bandin is drowned in the sea. A$iavakra and Kahoc;ta are then 

reunited, and the curse upon A~iavakra is lifted by his grateful father. 

What does the story tell us about the character A~iavakra, and what, if 

anything, can this tell us about the A~tavakragJta? I think that it is fairly 

clear that A~tavakra represents the figure of the Upani~adic sage. At one 

point A~tavakra declares that he has come as a representative of the 

teaching of the non-dual brahman.5 This is made more evident by the 

structure of the debate. 

The thirteen numbers represent the thirteen principles: the five 

senses, the five objects of sense, the mind, the ego, and the intellect. Bandin 

is unable to go beyond the thirteenth number, i.e., the thirteenth principle, 

the intellect.6 He is merely 'clever with words,' and his character clearly is 

meant to portray the intellectual whose arguments are not inspired by 

spiritual insight but operate solely within the categories of the discursive 

mind. A~iavakra is able to go beyond the number thirteen, meaning that he 

is able to transcend the thirteenth principle. Hence, the character of 

A~iavakra is intended to represent the point of view of the mystical self 

beyond the thirteen principles, a point of view which has been obscured by 

.5 /JralJmtU/vaita 133:18. 
6 /Judtllli 
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eristic arguments of the siita Bandin.' Seen in this way, there is a definite 

Upani~adic tone to the Mababbarata story of A~tavakra. 

The details and interpretation of the other imagery in the story are less 

clear. What, for example, is the meaning of the name 'crooked in eight 

ways'? The number eight is a number often associated with the eight 

aspects of the spiritual path: Pataftjali's yoga consists of eight limbs or 

components of practice, and the Buddhist path to enlightenment is also 

referred to as eight-fold. Conceivably, then, the choice by the author of the 

A~tavakraglta of the character A$iavakra as a protagonist, may be a 

reference to the eight 'limbs' or aspects of the yogic path -- the intent behind 

the reference being that understanding is not dependent upon the practice of 

yoga but is 'sudden' and without means or 'limbs.' Perhaps this can be 

clarified through reference to another text in which we find 'crooked limbs.' 

7The tradition of debate as dharma-combat can be infer.red f.rom a numbe.r of texts, 
such as the Br.l11Nli.r8.J!ya.kop8.t1i.sad and the SaiJkaradigvijaya. Debates often concerned 
the mo.re essential aspects of one's existence, such as one's spiritual life. Hence, they 
we.re not always a matter of me.re elocution. Encounters often meant the death of the 
lose.r. In the Brhad8nJ4ya.kop8.t11~. III. 7:1. Uddilaka admonishes Yajnavalkya: 

Ifyou. Yajnavalkya, do not know that Sut.ra and that Internal Rule.r, and still 
t.ry to take away the cows that belong only to the k.nowe.rs of Brahman, you.r 
head shall fa.11 off. 

Madhavananda, t.r., Brbad8ra.qyaka Up8.t11~(Calcutta: AdvaitaAsh.rama, 1965). p. 346. 
In the late.r lite.ratu.re we find the defeated one becoming the disciple of the more 
intellectually powerful of the two combatants. Hence, in the S8.t1"karadigv1jaya, 8:32
8:38. ~arikara. addresses M8Jl~ana: 

I have come he.re fo.r an offering of philosophical disputation .... The wage.r in 
the disputation should be that the defeated one should become the disciple of the 
victo.r.... My mission in life is to establish the t.ruth of the Vedanta by defeating 
in debate all who hold an opposite view. So eithe.r accept the t.ruth of Vedanta 
fo.rth with. o.r come fo.r a debate and accept the Vedanta after defeat in debate. 

Tapasyananda. t.r.. Sa.n.ka.ra-dig-v1jaya by Madhava-Vidyaranya (Mad.ras: S.ri 
Ramak..risna Math. 1986), p. 85. 

http:lite.ratu.re
http:k.nowe.rs
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In the Cbu1111g Tzu, there are a number of references to crippled, bent

over sages and gnarly twisted branches.8 At one point in the text, Hui Tzu 

says to Chuang Tzu: 
I have a big tree of the kind men call sbu. Its trunk is too gnarled 
and bumpy to a apply a measuring line to, its branches too bent 
and twisty to match a compass or square. You could stand it by the 
road and no carpenter would look at it twice. Your words, too, are 
big and useless, and so everyone alike spurns them.9 

Like the words of Chuang Tzu, the teaching of A$iivakra in the 

A,_tavakraglta is 'useless.' The text does not seem to offer any clear advice 

on how to practice yoga or meditation, and for this reason its teaching seems 

less than satisfactory, and even frustrating, to the aspiring seeker. But this 

is precisely the point of the teaching. Understanding is not a matter of 

technique or method, just as release is not an 'end' that can be acquired by 

some particular 'means.' Like Chuang Tzu. A~iavakra's words in the 

A,_tavakragJta are 'big and useless.' They point beyond the need for means 

and artificial techniques. 

Further evidence of this interpretation of the relationship between 

A~iavakra's name and the eight limbs of yoga is bore out by the wisdom of 

the child A~iavakra. A~iavakra's wisdom is not dependant upon his 

experience in the world but is inherent in him, just as the self is inherently 

free and fully realized.lo The reference to the unborn self by Janaka in his 

query into A$iavakra's understanding also directs us to the inborn nature of 

8Burton Watson, The Complete '/Yor.ksofChuaos Tzu (New York: Columbia 
University Press). See, in the 'inner chapters,' pp. 63-6. 74, 84. 

9 //Jid, p. 35. 
10Aa15:20; 18:5 

http:realized.lo
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A~iavakra's understanding, just as the wisdom of the child A~iavakra is an 

example of how understanding is not dependent upon age, experience, or the 

practice of yoga. 

The very young, the very old, the crippled, the mad, the stupid and the 

foolish are favorite metaphors among writers who portray the sage who has 

'shaken off' the world. In the character of A~iavakra we find an excellent 

example of the use of these metaphors: A~iavakra is not only the gifted 

child prodigy, but is also twisted-up like an gnarly old tree. 

A~iavakra's particular characterization in the A.s.taval:ragltais perhaps 

also intended as an indirect reference to the teachings of 'seeing all things as 

equal,'11 'contentedness in all states' and 'letting things be.'12 In the 

A~taval:raglt3,we find the teaching that all things are but manifestations of 

consciousness. One point, then, of A~iavakra's appearance as it relates to the 

teachings of the A.s.taval:raglti is to refer indirectly to the teaching that 

regardless of how people might appear, they are all manifestations of the 

self that is inherent in all things.13 

A clue to the other teachings implied by A~iavakra's appearance might 

be supplied by another siory in the Chuang Tzu. It reads: 
All at once Master Yu fell ill. Master Ssu went to ask him how he 
was. "Amazing!" said Master Yu. "The Creator is making me all 
crookedly like this! My back sticks up like a hunchback and my 
vital organs are on top of me. My chin is hidden in my navel, my 
shoulders are up above my head, and my pigtail points at the sky. 
It must be some dislocation in the yin and yang!" 

ff samadarii'naA6, 17:15. Cf. BfJagavadgita, 6:29, 5:18. 

f2A611:3 

l 3Cf. CllandoKYOpatlJ'pd VII, 25:2. 


http:things.13
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"Do you resent it?" asked Master Ssu. 
"Why no, what would I resent.. ... I received life because the time 
had come; I will lose it because the order of things passes on. Be 
content with this time and dwell in this order and then neither 
sorrow nor joy can touch you.... Nothing can ever win against 
heaven... What would I have to resent?"l4 

Hence, A~iavakra's appearance may also be an indirect reference to the 

teachings of 'letting things be' and 'contendedness.' 

In conclusion, there are three features of the .Mahabharata story of 

A~iavakra that may be understood to have a bearing upon the interpretation 

of the A!_tavakragJta that I will offer in the following chapter. The first 

concerns A~iavakra's relationship with the number thirteen and the 

discriminative intellect. The second concerns the relationship between the 

meaning of A~iavakra's name and the eightfold path of yoga. By combining 

these two features, we might say that A~iavakra represents the figure who 

has transcended the methods and practices of discrimination and yoga. The 

third feature I wish to emphasize from the above account is the notion of the 

inborn nature of A~iavakra's understanding. One might say that he also 

represents the inherent freed om and prior enlightenment of the self. 

1.2.0 Jana.ta in Philosophical Epic 

In the jlianakha.(.1(/a section of the Tripurarabasya, the story of 

A~iavakra is picked up where the story in the Mabab/Jarata leaves off.l.5 

14Burton Watson, tr., The Collected IYor.ksofCbuaJ'lg Tzu, p. 84-85. 
l 5The Tripunirahasya consists of three sections, the M8.h8t.my1t-, jli8.a1t-, and 

Ca.ry8.kba1ula The sto.ry of A~fivakra occurs in the jfili.aakha.q{la, chapters 16, 17 and 
18. The setting of the jJi8.aakh94<fa is the instruction of Para5urama by Dattitreya. 
Teun Goudriaan writes: 



1 1 


The story is set in the latter chapters of the ]Jianakbll.(1¢a section of the 

Tripurarabasya and the intent behind these chapters is the explanation of 

how the world, which is constructed out of thought, originates out of pure 

consciousness. t 6 

In the Tripurarabasya, A~iavakra's knowledge is portrayed as 

incomplete, and following his victory in the debate he is instructed by an 

unknown women and by king janaka. The point behind A~iavakra's being 

instructed by a woman is likely polemical, the philosophical point being that 

the Upani~adic wisdom of brabmavidy8, represented by A~iavakra, 1s 

'completed' by the Saktic wisdom of the goddess, represented by the 

unnamed woman. Something similar may be said of janaka's instruction of 

A~iavakra. In the Tripurarabasya, A~iavakra likely represents the 

renunciate who forsakes the world, whereas Janaka, who is a king, 

Its fundamental viewpoint, as usual in Sikta circles. is that of Advaita. but of a 
special kind: the world and the soul are nothing else than a real manifestation 
(8/JJJ8sa> of the Supreme Sakti, who also completely covers the principle of 
eternal luminous intelligence represented by the Supreme Siva as whose 
freedom of will and action She functions. 

Teun Goudriaan andSanjuktaGupta. lli11du T811tric8J1dS8ktaliterature(Wiesbaden: 
Otto Ha.rrassowitz, 1981), p. 167. 

l 6Goudriaan continues: 
[These] chapters continue the theme ofTripuri as pure consciousness ( cit.J) 
with the world as the product of her spontaneous effulgence. In complete 
autonomy (sv8ta.Dtrya), She causes the picture of the world to appear on the 
wall of her own Self ... In chapter XIV (vs. 57f.) the question as to how creation. 
characterized by articulated thought ( vi.kalpa), could originate from the 
11irvikalpaciti is answered by means of the thirty six tattvas( categories of 
existence). Most of the truths are set into the frame of simple stories. such as 
that of A~~vakrawho was enlightened by an unnamed woman and by janaka of 
Videha (chaptersXVf.). 

J/Jid, p. 168. 
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represents (from the perspective of the devi traditions) a more complete 

wisdom which does not discriminate the world from pure consciousness. 17 

Hence, in chapter seventeen of the Jliiinakhll.(l(fa, we find janaka 

relating to A~iavakra the story of his own realization. janaka prefaces his 

presentation with a description of the first grade of seeker: 
O A~iavakra! One can distinguish three grades of seekers. The 
best one realizes Brahman during the course of instruction... He 
does not have to struggle to get it. 

janaka then begins the description of the conditions of his own release: 
Let me tell you of my own experience. I was sitting alone with my 
wife on a luxurious couch in the garden in the front of my palace. 
Far way, from heaven, the words of great saints18 regarding the 
non-dual nature of reality fell on my ears. Soon realization 
dawned upon me.... I got into this realization within half an hour 
and later remained in an objectless trance for three hours. I felt 
dissolved into an ocean of highest bliss... I began to think after a 
while:... "I will get back again into that state...." 
0 A~iavakral Thinking like this when I was about to withdraw 
within, disregarding the outside world, a good thought came to me: 
... "What have I to reach up to after all?... How can one think of 
trance and absorption in 'I' which is full and pure joy in essence .... 
'I' have nothing left to be done or undone. Hence, what is the use 
of withdrawing the mind. 'I' ... is filled with both perfect joy in 
both withdrawal and projection .... What loss can come to 'I' which is 
absolute, unrelated and blissful by withdrawal or non-withdrawal 
of mind, and what is to be gained by this?"19 

l7Jnteresting1y, at one point (J.Jiaaakll8J!(la. 17:49), Janaka instructs A~~va.kra not 
to seek out the knowledge of the n.irYikalpa state but the knowledge of the savii:alpa 
state. 

18sidd1Jas 
l9A.V. Vasa.vada, tr .. Tripuri.ra./Jasya (jlianai:lllll!(la) (Varanasi: Chowkhamba 

Sanskrit Series, 1%)), 17:77-17:102, pp. 107-109. 
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Thus, the point of the janaka story in the Tripurarabasya is the non

discrimination of the world from pure consciousness. In this story, Janak a 

realizes that it is not necessary for him to abstract himself from the world 

and abide in concentrative absorption. 

Another version of the same story appears in the Yogavas.i_s.tba20 The 

Yogavas/,s:tbabegins its story by distinguishing two types of seekers: 
The first: treading the path indicated by the master, the seeker 
gradually reaches the goal of liberation. The second: self 
knowledge literally drops into one's lap, as it were, and there is an 
instant enlightenment. 21 

The text then has Vasi~tha tell Rama the story of Janaka: 
While {Janakal was roaming lone day} he heard the inspiring words 
uttered by certain holy, perfected ones.... Having heard the words 
of the sages, king janaka... sought the seclusion of his own 
chamber.22 

Having heard the words of the siddbas. janaka begins to contemplate their 

meaning: 
I shall give up the apprehension of all objects... Intention or 
motivation is the seed for this world-appearance. I shall give up 
this motivation!.... What shall I do with' this court and royal duties 
when I know these are all ephemeral? They are useless to me. I 
shall renounce all activities and duties, and remain immersed in 
the bliss of the self ...23 

Then janaka comes to the realization that he can remain absorbed in the 

midst of his daily activities: 

20for discussions of the context and content of the YoKavasi#,ha see chapters 
three and four of this essay. 

21 Venkatesananda. tr .. The Concise YoKa Vasi~tlia, Albany: State University of New 
York. 1984), p. 164. 

22 J/Jid.. p. 165. 
23 l/Jid.. pp. 165-167. 

http:chamber.22
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What difference does it make if I am engaged in ceaseless activity 
or if I remain idle? ... I am firmly established in the self; let what is 
mine be mine! There is nothing that I should work for, nor is there 
any meaning in inaction ... 

Vasi~iha then relates to Rama that janaka is then able to go about his usual 

duties: 
Reflecting thus, king janaka rose from his seat... and began to 
engage himself in the royal duties, without any attachment to 
them. Having abandoned all concepts of the desirable and the 
undesirable.... he engaged himself in spontaneous and appropriate 
action.24 

Vasi~iha concludes his presentation to Rama of the story of Janaka: "Thus 

have I narrated to you how king Janaka attained self-knowledge as if by an 

act of grace which caused the knowledge to drop from heaven, as it were."25 

What can be learnt about the character of Janaka from the above two 

stories? Admittedly, both texts use the story of Janaka for their respective 

purposes. But certain features in the stories are similar. Both accounts of 

Janaka's realization preface their stories with references to the various 

grades of seekers. Likewise, in both accounts, Janaka's realization is 

instantaneous: it comes with little effort on his part and its effect upon him 

is total. Hence, in both texts the character of janaka is clearly meant as a 

representation the most highly advanced type of seeker, the one for whom 

realization comes suddenly, completely and without effort. 

The substance of janaka's realization also has significance. Janaka 

realizes that his release is not dependent upon anything and that the self is 

24 //Jid, pp. 167-168. 
2.5 Ibid., p. 170. 

http:action.24
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inherently free. It is not necessary for him to remain in the yogic state 

which is abstracted from the world. The character of janaka therefore 

shares certain traits with A~iavakra. However, whereas janaka's realization 

'dawns' upon him suddenly, A~iavakra's realization does not 'dawn' upon 

him at all, as he is born fully realized. 

We have, then, in the characters of A~iavakra and Janak a the 

representation of two types of individuals: the sage who is born fully 

realized and the highest grade of seeker in whom realization dawns 

spontaneously and without effort. 



2.0.0 The Philosophy of the Ast4YakraJ!fll 


In this chapter, I will attempt to characterize the 'philosophy' of the 

A~tava.kragJtB. Although it may be somewhat misleading to speak of 

'philosophy,' as it is conceived in the modern sense, occurring in the 

A,.~tava.kraglti there is an 'argument' to be found in the A.s.tava1rag7ti even 

if we do not find philosophy in the systematic sense occurring in the text. 

The text begins with Janaka asking A~iavakra the question: "O Lord, 

teach me how man attains wisdom,26 how salvation27 comes, and how 

renunciation28 is achieved."29 With this question the orientation of the work 

is set: it intends to discuss the natures of bondage and release as they relate 

to the traditional means to salvation. Hence, the principal philosophical 

concerns of the A,,tava.kraglta are soteriological in nature. 

In this chapter, I will discuss the nature of bondage and release in the 

A,,tava.kragltii The analysis will pay special attention to the status of the 

practices of discrimination and concentrative absorption as they relate to the 

nature of bondage and release. I will begin with an outline of the 

metaphysical character of the A,,tava.kragltaand then move to a discussion 

of the soteriological features of the A,,tava.kragitii For preliminary purposes 

26jlJ8na 
27.mukt.i 
28 vair8$ya 
29 All verses quoted are, except where indicated. from R. Mukerjee, tr .. The Song of 

the SelfSup.re.me( Clearlake: Dawn Horse Press, 1982). Phrases or verses which have 
been retranslated (either by or under the supervision of Dr. Phyllis Granoff) are 
indicated by the use of square brackets:'[).' 

16 


http:Sup.re.me
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I will classify the A~tava.kragJt330 as falling into a general class of literature 

which scholars have called 'mystical.' 

2.1.0 The Self: Metaphysical Language3 t 

Mystical texts often speak of an ultimate state of consciousness, or of an 

ultimate reality, which the mystic is said either to merge with, touch, intuit 

or 'see'. In the AG, the term which is most often used to signify this sense of 

ultimacy is the term 'self.'32 As such, the term 'self' replaces that which the 

text views as ultimate. 

To guarantee the transcendent and absolute character of what the text 

views as ultimate, the mystical state (or ultimate reality) will often appear 

described in negative terms. For example, in many mystical texts the 

mystical state is often described as being ineffable or beyond thought. 

Likewise, in the Aa the self is distinguished from those categories of 

existence which are seen by the text to be less than ultimate. 

2.1.1 The Via Negativa and the Self 

The discrimination of the self from conditional existence is rehearsed in 

the AG in a traditional manner. that is, by way of a description of the 

30ffenceforth. A6. 
31 I take 'metaphysics' to mean those intellectual activities related to the set of 

fundamental assumptions (stated or unstated) found in any given philosophical 
position. As such. metaphysics includes both the postulation of fundamental 
propositions and second order speculation about those postulates. As such. the absolute 
presuppositions from which any work attempts to operate will deter.mine the point of 
view of the work. 

32 Btma.a. This term appears throughout the UJJ8J1i.sads and is a central term in all 
later Vedintic thought. 
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discrimination of the eternal from the non-eternal.33 The self is first 

distinguished from the grosser categories of existence. The text reads, 'You 

(Le.. the self} are neither earth nor water nor fire nor wind nor sky."34 

Thus, the self is not made up of the physical elements. Nor is the self the 

body or the empirical self.35 janaka states, "I am not the body, nor does the 

body belong to me. I am not [the empirical self]." 36 

Next, the self is distinguished from subtler orders of existence. janaka 

may say "I am not the body," but this does not mean that the self is to be 

equated with the sense of 'I,' or what we might call the 'ego.' The self is not 

the l-sense.37 Describing the ultimate identification of the enlightened sage 

with the self, A~iavakra says, "He is devoid of [I] and [mine].''38 

The self is also distinguished from all intentional states of mind. We 

read, "virtue and sin, happiness and sorrow, are attributes of the mind, not 

of yourself. You are neither the doer or the enjoyer."39 Similarly, another 

verse reads, 'You are not the body, nor is the body yours; you are neither 

33 nityliaitya.YllSlu'YiYll.ka 
341 :3 Cf. Kai'Ylllyopui/8(/, 23, "I do not have earth, water, fire, air, ether." Cf. also 

UpadeSasibasri I, 15: 20, "I am neither an individual element or all the elements..." See 
Sengaku Mayeda, tr., A T/JoUSll./ld Teac/Jings: T/Je UpadeSasaJJasri offanxara <Tokyo: 
University of Tokyo Press, 1979), p. l+t. 

351Jva. Cf. 6au¢ip8da.k8.rik8, 3:7; 3:14: Vivekactlf/8.maqi 192. 
362:22 Cf. UpadeSasallasri, I, 4:5: I, 12:16; II, 1:12: II. 1:21. 

37 allatq.k8.ra. Cf. B1l.1J6avadgit8, 3:27. 

3817:19. Cf. UpadeSas8/iasri, I. 14:29, "He to whom both 'I,' and the notion of 


'oneself.' and 'my,' the notion of 'one's oYn,' have become meaningless, becomes a 
knower of Atmu. H Mayeda, p. 138. 

391 :6. Cf. UpadeSasiburi. I. 12:16-17, "(The notion that] Atmll./1 is a doer is false. 
since it is due to the belief that the body is Atmu.. ..It has been full ascertained that the 
understanding, '(I am] a doe.r,' '(I am] an experiencer,' is false." Ibid, p. 130. Cf. also 
UpadeSasa.llasri. I. 15:19, "As AtmaJJ is pu.re and free from evils. [one should] negate 
impurity, and as the Srutisays, '(He isl bodiless' (Isa Up. 8), [one should negate] the 
subtle body." Ibid, p.143. 

http:allatq.k8.ra
http:nityliaitya.YllSlu'YiYll.ka
http:l-sense.37
http:non-eternal.33
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the doer or the enjoyer."40 Hence, for the AC the self is neither the mind 

nor its states: "Passion and aversion are qualities of mind (not of you). The 

mind is never yours."41 

2.1.2 Epithets of the Self 

What, then, is the self? Surprisingly, the AC speaks quite a bit about 

the self. Most of what the AC says about the self is given in the form 

epithets. Some epithets are thoroughly negative, while others are more 

positive. Though some epithets are positive, they usually denote a sense of 

purity from conditional existence and mental states. Each positive epithet is 

not strictly intended to give a defining characteristic of the self but points to 

the limits of description.42 

The epithets can be divided into a number of groups.43 The first group 

contains terms which pertain to the conscious and the noetic aspects of the 

self. The most important and common synonym for the self in this group, 

and perhaps in the A4 is 'consciousness.' The self is often identified with 

consciousness,44 and is sometimes called 'of the form of pure 

4015:6 
41 15:5 
42rhere are a large number of epithets of the self given in the AG. The large 

number of epithets given is not intended to give the sense of an infraction of the limit 
of language. Rather. the large number of epithets is intended to evoke a greater sense 
of the utterly transcendent nature of the mystical self. 

43As the self is identified with the sage in the Aliany set of epithets of the self can 
be said to be equally applicable to the sage, and vice versa. I have therefore brought 
together epithets of the self with those of the sage in the following list. 

44 ci/1:12; 2:16; 2:20; caila.Dya, 9:6. For cit cf. the .Kaivalyopan~sad,21; 
NiSi.tJJhotlanl/8.panyufJ8.11ipa 7; 8; S8.DJ11y8sopani~ 1; Sk8.lldopanipd 4. It is a 
primarily epithet of the soul (purup} in Sio}.khya, and is found throughout §arikara 
Advaita. Cf. UpadeSasahasrJ, 1.17:13, It is aJso an important term in Kashmiri ~aivism. 

http:groups.43
http:description.42
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consciousness. '45 This consciousness is not necessarily conscious of any one 

thing in particular. Hence it is spoken of as pure;46 or as 'pure 

consciousness;'47 'only pure consciousness;'48 'of the form of only 

consciousness;'49 and 'pure intelligence.'50 This consciousness is 'described' 

as transparent, 'clear and spotless;'5t 'without stain or blemish;'52 and 'all

pervading' like a cloudless sky or empty space. Hence, the self is also called 

the 'sky of consciousness. '53 

Another group of terms, related to the first, expands upon the 

allusion to self as consciousness. The self is called the transcendent 

witness54 of all things; and is spoken of as the 'witnessing soul. '55 The 

'witness' is the passive observer in all states of consciousness. The self as 

witness does not react to what it sees, that is, it neither thinks, wills, nor 

brings to memory anything with respect to what it sees. It merely looks on 

in silence. In this respect, consciousness is often alluded to as illuminating. 

Hence, we read that the nature56 of the self is to illuminate.57 Once again, 

For the term cai/8./Jya, cf. Maitryupa.ai..sad6:10; 6:38; Bralu11opll.lli~2; 
Sarvopaai..salsiropll.lli,sa42; 3; 4; UpadeSasa.basrZ I. 1:1; .fivasiit.ra. 1:1. 

45cidrtipa1:3; 15:4 , 
46suddba18:35; 18:43; 18:70 
47 suddbacaiwya. 
48 suddbaciomatra2:19 
49 ciom8tra.rtipma15:10; 15:12 
50 celll.llal/ suddba10:5 
51vimala20:8;20:11. Cf. N8'Ja!Jiodupll.l1*8420. 
52oimjll.lla18:5; 20:1. Cf. Svel8ivalaropa.ai..sa46:19; Muq(lakopa.ai..sa4 III, 1:3. 
53ciduasa15:13 Cf. Venkatesananda, tr.. The Concise Yoga ~~a(Albany: State 

University of New York Press, 1984), pp.96, 120, 291, 393-4. 402, 405, 406. 
54sa.tsi1:12; 1:3; 1:5; 15:4. Cf. SvetaSvalaropll.lli~ 6:11; Maitryupa.ai!84 6:16; 

Kaivalyopaoipd 18. 23: Sarvopaoi~paoi.sa41:3; Muktikopaoi~ 1:3. Cf. also 
UpadeSasa/iasrZ I, 7:2-3; I, 15:17; SU)kbyaklirika,19. 

55 siiJ:~ipuru~14:3 
56sva./Jbava 

http:Muq(lakopa.ai
http:Svel8ivalaropa.ai
http:fivasiit.ra
http:Maitryupa.ai
http:illuminate.57
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the self does not reflect, but in itself, is 'pure luminosity,'58 or 'only pure 

light.'59 It is the self-luminous60 'one seer.'6l 

The next group of epithets of the self relate to the self in its noetic 

aspect. The self is said to be awakened62 or 'awakened consciousness.'63 As 

the intelligence of the self is said to be 'without any particular object,'64 that 

is, 'without an objectifying activity,'65 the self is referred to as 'pure 

awakened knowing or consciousness;' 66 as 'only awakened consciousness;'67 

and elsewhere as pure and awakened;68 and as the essence of knowledge. 69 

This knowing or consciousness is also said to be 'supremely blissful.'70 

57prakaia.2:8. Cf. Ka/JJopui~ 3:12, Sve/8Svata.ropui.sad. 5:4; P.raioopui~ 1:6; 
2:2; 2:2: KaivalyopaDJ~ 17: SarvopaD~pu1~ 2; 3: H1J11JSopu1~2. Cf, also 
1Jll1J8avads1ti'5:16; 13:33: 6au(laJJ84Uarik8. 2:3; 3:12: 3:26. The term prdasa, as an 
epithet of the self, is important in ~arikara Advaita. The term also figures prominently 
in the theology of Abhinavagupta. See Harvey Alper, "Siva and the Ubiquity of 
Consciousness," journalofIndiu Pllilosoplly 7 ( 1979): 345-407. 

58iuddllaspllura.qa.rtipa18:71. Cf. splluranta in the Maitryupui~ 6:24.. The 
technical term spllura/18 is important in the Saivism of Kashmir. See J. Singh, tr., Siva 
Stltras <Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1979), p. 89; and The Doct.riile ofKecognition 
(Albany: State University of New York, 1990), p.73. 

59 splltlrl.imlit.ra.11:8; 15:17. See footnote 30. 
60svapnik'sal:15. Cf. N.rsi0Jllotta.rat8puyupui~2; 5: 6; 8; 9. 

61 eko d~t.rl :7. For the term ~t.r. cf. the JJ.rllad8ra.qyakop1JJ1i,sad. III. 4:2; III. 
7:23: III. 8:11: IV. 3:23: IV. 3:32; ClJ8.atlogopui:;adVII. 8:1; VII. 9:1; Maitryupu1':;ad 6:7: 
6:11: Prainopui$84 4:9. 

62/Judd/Ja18:35 
63 /Jod/Ja2:17: 11:6: 15:5; 18:1. Cf. Parama!JllJl)sopllDi~3. 
64agid/Ja/Judd/Ji1:17 
65aJak,syasp1Jura.qal8:70. See footnote 30. 
66iuddlla/Jod/Ja18:69 
67 /Jod/Ja.matra2:17 
68 visudd/Ja/Judd/Ja 1:9 
69}718.aasvartlpa15 :8 
708.1Jaodaparam8.aaoda/J /JodlJal:lO 
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By way of privation, the next group of terms point to an absence of 

mental activity in the self. The self is said to be 'devoid of thought;'71 'empty 

of thought;'72 'free from discursive thought;'73 and 'without thought'.74 The 

self in its pure state is also 'free of mental tendencies.'75 The self is said to 

be formless;76 or 'of the form of emptiness.'77 It is also said to be 

indefinable;78 and 'without a nature. '79 

Terms bearing ontological significance can also be found in the text. 

One group of terms pertain to the self's transcendence of the natural realm. 

The self is said to be 'beyond nature;'80 'beyond appearances;'8l 'free from 

particularization;'82 and 'undefiled by the impurities of gross existence.'83 

The self is also said to be 'without change;'M and immutable.85 It is also 

71nirvi.ta/pa18:5;2:17:11:7; 15:5: 18:66; n.t4sa41b{Da15:15. Cf. 
BrahmabindupaJJi~ad 8; 9; and Tej'ob.iJ1dup8Jli~ 6. The term nirvikalpa occurs widely 
in the Advaitic sources. Cf. 6auflap8dak8.rit8, 2:35; 3:34: . See Nikhilananda. tr.. Toe 
Mi4</Dkyop8Jli~(Mysore: S.riRamakrishnaAshra.ma.1974), pp. 127. 188. Cf. also the 
YogaviSL,~t/Ja. op c1~ pp. 53, 57, -400. The term also occurs in a number of Buddhist texts, 
such as the Villlala.kJrtinirdeiasUtra See Robert Thurman. tr.. The Holy Teaching of 
Vimal.d:irti(University Park: Pennsylvania State University P.ress, 1976), p.35. Cf. 

alsoMiil1J.1JJad1Jya.makak8.rik8. 18:9. 
72 vikalp8Sunya14:4. 
73 nirvi.m~20:10. The term may be a .reference to the technical term vim~ in 

Kashmi.ri Saivism. See J. Singh, tr., The Doct.rineofRecosnition(Albany: State 
University of New Yo.rk Press, 1990), pp. 45, 48, 56, 68, 90-92. 

14n.1scm1a18:16 

nn~a11:8; 15:17: 18:21. Cf. Mukti.topa111~2:Z1. 

76ninik8.ra1:5: 1:18; 18:57. Cf. Ch8adogyoJJ8J1i~IV, 4:5. 

77iufiyllk8.ra18:57 

78aJJirvacya18:79 

79nil)svahhava18:79: 20:5 
80prak.(tel/ Para.I! 15:8 
81 ni~prapa7ica18:35. Cf. Mii18.JJ1ad./Jy8.111aka.k8.ri.ta, 18:9, 22:15, 25:24. 
82nirvise~20:4 
83 8.111ala2:16. Cf. HllJJ)Soplllli~ 2: Ramapiirvatap8Jlyupani~ 94; Muktikopani.sad. 

2:69; B1Jagavadgit8, 14:14. 
84nirv.itira18:5; 15:5; 18:57. Cf. Bhagavadgit8, 18:26. 

http:Mii18.JJ1ad./Jy8.111aka.k8.ri.ta
http:Kashmi.ri
http:immutable.85
http:thought'.74
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indestructible;86 undecaying;87 eternai;88 imperishable;89 and 'beyond being 

and non-being.'90 

A number of terms also relate to the ontological autonomy of the self. 

Hence, the self is said to be unconditioned;9t unlimited;92 unattached;93 and 

'without support.'94 Another group of terms relate to the absolute 

uniqueness of the self. Under this grouping is found a number of epithets: 

the self is non-dual;95 'beyond the opposites;'96 'absolutely alone.· that is, 

'one without an other;'97 indivisible;98 all-pervading;99 complete;too 

indivisible;tot and 'without space or gaps.'102 

85 k~taslllaI:I3; 20:12. Cf. Sarropa.a~paaisad 1; 3. Cf. also Bh86avadgil8, 6:8; 
12:3; 15:16. The term is also found in Sinl.khya and Sankara's Advaita. See S. 
Mayeda, A TlJousa.atl TeaclJiags, p. 249. 

86avia8Siaa3:1. Cf. B.r1Jad8.rtu/yakopaai~. IV. 5:1<t; BhqavadKit8. 2:17; 2:21. 
87avayaya 15:13 Cf. Kal./Jopaaisad. 3:15; SvetaiYataropa.ai.sad 3:12: 6:10; 

Mai/.ryllfJ8.11I"'8d 6:18; 6:20; 6:35; Muq.¢Jkopa.aiiad, l, 1:6; Ill, Z:7; Tejobintlupaai~8; 
Saaµiyisopa.aipd, 4. 5; Muklikopaaiiad, 1:Z4; Z:Z5; Gauf/aJJ8dak8.riki 1:10; 1:26. The term 
is also used extensively throughout the Bhagavatlgi/8. 

88#.11.iU.aaI8:7. Cf. B.r1Jad8nu/yabJJJS1U'it«/ II, 6:3; Kalllopa.ai~ 3:16; 5:6; 6:1; 
Mait.ryupaai.sad.6:34: KaiYIJ/yoJJ8.11~ 8; Bhqaf"tldgi/8, 1:30; Z:Z4. 

89at:sriyal8:74. Cf. Maitryupa.ai~Z:4; 4:4; Gau{lap8dak8.riki 3:40; Bh86aYadgit8, 
5:21, 10:33. 

90 /Jl11ini/J1Javavihinab 18:19 
91 nirapek~ 1:17. Cf. N_rsi.rq.IJottara/8.pa.Dyupaai.sad 9; Ksurikopaai,sad 21. 
92nirup8tl1Ja20:13 
93asaiJga1:12; 1:5; Di}/saiiga1:15; 2:1. For asaiJga, cf. B.r1Jad8.ra.l!yakopaoi~ III, 

8:8; III, 9:26; IV, Z:4; IV, 4:ZZ; IV, 5:15: IV, 5:15; IV, 3:15; Muklikopaai~2:28; 
6auflap8tlak8riJ:i 4:72; 4:%. 

91ai.rila.m/Ja18:21. Cf. MuJ:likopaai.sad.1 :33. 
95ao'Ya.il81:13: ao'Yaya 4:6; 18:43; 20:6;20:7. For 84vailll cf. B.r1Jad8ra.rJyakopaaI~. 

IV, 3:32; .Mi.J/t/tlkyopaoi~ 7; 12; Paramallll.IJ!SOJJ8Di~ 2. Its use as a technical term 
traditionally begins with the 6aut/ap8tla.k8rik8.1:17. Cf. also 6au(lap8tla.kariJ:8.1:16; 
2:18; 2:36: 3:18. For advaya cf. Kaivalyopaai~ 19; Gauf/apaqakariJ:B.2:33; 2:35: 3:30; 
4:4: 4:45: 4:77; -£:80: 4:85. The term advaya can also be found in Mahayana texts. Cf. 
Thurman., tr., TlJe Holy Teaching ofVimala.kirti. pp.71-77. 

96gallU/vaadva20:2 
97 e.tal:lZ; 1:9; 2:16: 3:1; 5:2. This term is found extensively throughout the 

following: C1JiUulo6YOP811J~ B.rhaJ.iraJ/yakopaai,sad, Taitliriyopao1~ 

http:KaiYIJ/yoJJ8.11
http:Kalllopa.ai
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A final group of terms carry soteriological significance.103 The self is 

said to be free;t04 'absolutely autonomous;'l05 actionless;t06 'without 

striving;'t07 'free from disease[?);'l08 peaceful;I09 coot;• 10 and 

unperturbed.• t 1 

2.1.3 The Self and the World 

As was noted above, the AG holds that the self is all-pervading. This is 

to say that all that appears, appears in the self. just as a hiker, on a dimly lit 

trail at dusk, may mistake a rope on the path for a snake, so too does the 

world appear to take on a real existence. The AGreads, "[You are] that... 

Kat./JopatJi~ Svetafva/aroJJ8.11J~ and Mai/ryl.IJJ8.lli~ Cf. in particular 
CllfirldoKyop8.11~. VI. 2:1. 

98ekasmia 15:13; 20:'4 
99 v1llllu1:12. Cf. Kat/JofJ8.11i.sad, 2:22; Mai/ryl.lp8.11i,sad 6:7; Muq(la.kopaoi~ 1:6; 

Kaif"lllyop8.11i~6; llau(la.padakariIB. 1:1. 1:10; .Bllqa'f7u1Kit8. 5:15; 10:12. 
100pli'rqa1:12; 18:35. Cf ParamalillJl!SOP8.lli~3. 
101.airvi/Jllqa 20:12 
102 Dir/JJiara 1:17 
103There are also a number of other terms which relate to the self in its 

soteriological capacity in other senses. I will leave these important terms for 
discussion later in the essay in a section more closely related to the A6s view of 
soteriological matters, as they constitute the A6s distinctive contribution to the topic of 
spiritual liberation. 

l04muktal:12; 17:20; 18:7; 18:21. Cf. the term mukti appears in the 
llrlladaraqyakop8.111~. III, 1:3. IV, 5:6; Hll.Jl)SoJJ8.111~ 1; Tejo/Ji.aduJJ8.11~ 13; 
MuktikopatJ1'sa41:5. 15. 17-20, 22. 23. 25. 26, 29, '40. 

105 kevala3:9; kaiva/ya17:18. For .kerrala, cf. Svet8ivaJll.rop8.11i~ 1:11: '4:18; 6:11: 
Nada/JiadupatJi,sad.20; BllqavadKitB. 4:21; 5:10; 18:16. For kaivalya, cf. 
Kaivalyop8.111~ 2'4; AJ11.(18./Jiadupaoi,sad 29; Mukti.kopaoi~ 1:18; 1:26; 1:36; 
Yogaslitra. 2:25; 3:50; 3:55; '4:26; 4:3'4. 

106a.tr1)'sl:12; .111-,.kriya 20:9. For akriya. cf. Bllagavadgit8, 6:1. 
107.air8y8sal8:5 Cf. 81lDJSOpaoi~2. 
108.a.irimaya18:35: 18:57 
109 saa1a1:12: 2:1: 11:1: 15:13 
110sitalaiaya1:17. Cf. ParaozaiJllJl!sopaoi,sad 2. 
111 ak,subdlla 1:17 

http:Nada/JiadupatJi,sad.20
http:Tejo/Ji.aduJJ8.11
http:CllfirldoKyop8.11
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supremely blissful consciousness [in which] the universe appears as illusory, 

[falsely cognized] like the snake apprehended as the rope."112 Hence, the self 

is immanent in all things. The te1t reads, 'You encompass the universe as 

the universe enters into you." I 13 Elsewhere we read, "I am in all beings and 

all beings are in me."114 In another sense, however, the self is also not of 

this world. The self also transcends all things. "The Self is not in any object, 

nor is any object in the Self ...."115 The self is thus both transcendent and 

immanent. The AG states, "just as a reflection covers both the inside and 

the outside of the mirror, so the Supreme Lord encompasses both the 

interior and exterior of the body."116 

The AG also holds very closely to the doctrine that the self is radically 

autonomous and unique.117 This means that for the Ali there is only the 

self. We read, "In reality, [you are the one (reality). No thing exists, either 

sarpsaric or non-sarpsaric], other than yourself."l 18 Elsewhere the text reads, 

"In the ocean of existence, the one (the pure Self) only was, is, and will 

1121 :10. The example of the rope that is mistaken for a snake is a favorite 
metaphor in Indian discussions of m8y8 and false cognition. Cf. 6au{lap8dak8riki 2:17. 
"As the rope, whose nature is not really known, is imagined in the dark to be a snake, a 
water line, etc., so also is the Atmao imagined (in various ways)." Nikhilananda, p. 105. 
Cf. Sankara's UpadeSasabasrZ I, 14:17: I, 18:4i6; I, 18:114: II, 2:109. Cf. also 
Viv-ekacii(l&mllJ'!i. 197. The rope-snake metaphor also appears in texts such as the 
La.ilka'YIJ/Jirasiitra. "Like the ignorant who not recognizing the rope take it for a snake, 
people imagine an external wo.rld, not knowing that it is Mind itself." See D. T. Suzuki, 
tr., The laokavaJaraSutra (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1932), p. 262. 

1131:16 
1146:4 Cf. Svet8ivabuopaoi,SIUI. 3:7; 4:15; <f:l6; 6:11. 
1157:-4 
1161:19. Cf. Muqflakopaof.sad, II, 1:2; UplUleSasi.llasrZ I, 13:11: I, 17:42. 
117fhere is very little mention of /J.raiJmao in the text. This may be related to the 

text's doctrine that the self is the only reality. 
11815:16 
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be.''119 "He alone fills the constellation of the universe:·120 In short, for the 

A(i "all is the Self."121 

If there is only the self, and nothing else, what is the status of the 

'world' in the AG? The response of the AG is that the world is only an 

illusion.122 It is merely a product of ignorance. "All this world springs from 

ignorance."123 just as the 'snake' on the hiker's trail is a creation of 

ignorance, so too the world is a product of ignorance: "The universe becomes 

manifestl24 due to ignorance.... Due to ignorance the snake... becomes 

"125manifest .... 

The subject, his world, and his knowledge of the world are not real 

categories for the AG According to the A(i distinctions made between the 

world and a subject observing the world are all made in ignorance. In 

reality, all three apparent categories reside in the self, and the self is without 

distinction. "The triple categories of the knower, the knowledge, and the 

object of knowledge do not exist in reality. It is in myself without attributes 

where the triad becomes manifest due to ignorance."126 

11915:18 
12011:2 
12118:9 Cf. CllhldoKYOjJ8.Jli~ VII. 25:2. "The self indeed is all this." See 

Gambhirananda. tr .. Cllaadoga Upa.a~:s:.d(Delhi: Advaita Ashrama.1983). p. 564. Cf. 
also JJ.rllad8ra.qya.kojJ8.JJ.i_sad, II. 4:6; IV. 4:23; Ait.reyopa.ai_sad, I. 1:1; UpadeSasallasrJ, II. 
1:6; II. 1:37; At.ma/Jodha. 47. The YoKaY8sJ~a reads, "There is only the self and self 
alone. The self alone is everywhere; everything exist as the self. All this is truly the 
self." Venkatesananda, tr., p. 154. 

122 .m.iy.io.ui'lni3:11. Cf. 6au</ap.idakariki 1:17. "This duality (that is cognized) is 
mere illusion (.M.iy.iJ." Nikhilananda, tr .. p. 64. 

12318:70 
124 /Jll.iti 
1252:7 
1262:15 
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Thus, the world, as an entity in itself, is given no real ontological status 

in the AG "This world is only an illusion and is nothing."127 The world is 

neither real nor even provisionally real in the AG The same can be said for 

the status of ignorance.128 Ignorance is not even given the status of 

'indeterminate' in the AG It simply does not exist. "The universe is 

material and unreal.129 lgnorance130 is also nonexistent."131 Hence, in 

reality, nothing exists for the AG. "In the yogic [view] nothing exists."132 

"There is nothing whatsoever." t 33 

Whatever goes by the name of 'world' is in reality the self. "This visible 

universe is not different from you."134 Thus, the AG does not deny the 

reality of consciousness. What it denies is the reality of autonomous objects 

separate from consciousness. Hence, when the AG says, "Nothing exists in 

reality,"135 this means that nothing exists apart from consciousness. "This 

universe with the body is insubstantial. This is certain. The Self is pure and 

is of the nature of consciousness. [Hence, in what locus can things be 

imagined?)"136 For the Ali there is only consciousness. There is no 'thing' 

separate from consciousness. "You alone are manifest in whatever you 

12715:17 
128 avidy8.. 
129 llSll.t 

130av-1'1'y.i Cf. ClJ8.adopopani~ I, 1:10; Brll~ya.kofJllJJJ~, IV, 3:20; IV, 4:3; 
IV, 4:10; /SofJllJ1isa4 10; 11; Kat./Jopani~ 2:4; 2:5; Svel8SYataropani.sa45:1; 
Maitryupani~ 7:9 Mu11(1akopani.sa4 I, 2:9. 

13110:5. Cf. the Yo1av-8si#IJa, "In fact ignorance does not even exist!" 
Venkatesana.nda, tr., p. 56. 

13218:80 
13318:78 
13415:12 
13518:70 
1362:19 
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see."137 The light of consciousness is ubiquitous, for the AG In every 

conscious act there is only consciousness illuminating itself. "When this 

universe [appears). it is I alone who [appearJ.t 38 "just as [I alone make 

manifest the body by means of illuminationt39 so do I make manifest the 

world.]" 140 Hence, in the A£4the self is called 'self-iUuminating.'141 

The most frequent metaphor used by the AG to give the reader an 

understanding of this apparent relationship between the self and the world, 

is the analogy of waves on the ocean.142 In the analogy, the waves are 

identified with the universe, while the ocean is identified with the se1f. "I 

am like the ocean and the universe is like the wave."143 Both are composed 

of water, which is identified with consciousness. "just as the waves and the 

13715:14. The Yogav~t./Ja reads, "All these innumerable names and forms are 
consciousness alone .... jiva and Mind etc. are all vibrations in consciousness.... This 
world appears to be material, yet in .reality it is pure consciousness." Venkatesananda. 
tr., pp. 50-51. 

1382:8 
t 39pnikaSa 
1402:2 
141svapni.taSa1:15. Cf. the Yogavasi,~t./Ja, "It is self-luminous .... " Venkatesananda, 

tr., pp. 46, 113. 
l42Cf. the laiz.Uvatarastitra,"Mind seeds ( cittabijal take their rise in the way 

images [appear in a mirror] or [waves roll on] the ocean waters." Suzuki, tr., p. 244. Cf. 
also A5vagho~. "This is like the the relationship that exists between the water of the 
ocean [ie. enlightenment] and its waves [ie. modes of mind) stir.red by the wind 
[ignorance]." See Y. S. Hakeda, tr., Tile Awa..teninK ofFait./J Att.ri/Jutedto Asllv!J8/Josa. 
(New Yo.rk: Columbia, 1967), p. 41. Cf. also the Yogav8si,~tlJa, "The entire creation came 
into being like ripples on the surface of the ocean." Venkatesananda, tr .. p. 48. 
"Though like the deep ocean it is not agitated, yet it is agitated like the waves appea.ring 
on the surface." Ibid, p. 141. 

1436:2 Nitya.svarupananda, tr., A~t8va..tra.Sa.oJiiit8 (Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama), 
p.51. 

http:A~t8va..tra.Sa
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bubbles of foam are not different from the water, even so the universe 

streaming out of the Self is not different from it."144 

The analogy of the waves and the ocean is intended to give the idea 

that the world is merely ripples in the pure consciousness of the self. The 

ripples represent the waves of the mind, i.e., thought. "In me, the limitless 

ocean, [the whole universe is imagined.]"145 Hence, in the Aa the world is 

identified with thought. "All that exists is mere imagination."146 For the Aa 
the world is but a construct of thought: a mere "figment of imagination."147 

Thus, to the extent that the world is a product of the mind, is it an illusory 

entity. "Even with the false appearance of the universe in imagination,148 it 

exists in me as the silver does in the seashell, the snake in the rope, and the 

water in the sunbeam."149 In this sense, the world as an entity is nothing. 

"This world is merely a mode of thinking.150 In truth15t it is nothing." 152 

At times in the text, the 'universe' is said to arise out of the self: "Oh, in 

the boundless ocean of myself as the winds of mind arise, manifold worlds 

1442:-4. Cf. the YoKavasi.~t/Ja, "Even as waves a.re inseparable f.rom the ocean, the 
universes are inseparable from consciousness." Venkatesananda, tr.. p. 261. Cf also 
Vivekactlflama.qi 390, 496, 497. , 

145 vi..talpa 7:3. Cf. the YoKavi's.i,~t.ba. "Then mind a.rise as a wave arises when the 
su.rface of the calm ocean is disturbed." Venkatesananda. tr.. p. 39. 

146kalp1JD8m8t.ra.18:7. Cf. 2:20; and the Yogavi'si.~t.ba: "The materiality of creation 
is... an illusory projection of one's mind-- imaginary." Venkatesananda, tr .. p. -41. "AH 
This is mere imagination or thought. Even now nothing has ever been created." llJid., 
p. 49. "The world is nothing but pure hallucination. It is nothing more than an idea." 
l/Jid., p. 99. Cf. also the la.ilkarratarastlt.ra. "The world is no more than thought
const.ructio.n .... The t.riple wo.rld of existence is no mo.re than thought construction." 
Suzuki.. tr .. pp. 229-230. 232. Cf. also Vivekactlflama.qi 194. 

147 kalp1/al8:28. Cf. 6auflap8'/ak8.riL8,2:12. 2:33. 

148 vikalpita 

1492:9 

150 /Jllava.namatra 

151 pa.ram8.rt.ba 
15218:4 

http:pa.ram8.rt.ba
http:Vivekactlflama.qi
http:la.ilkarratarastlt.ra
http:Yogavi'si.~t.ba
http:YoKavi's.i,~t.ba
http:Vivekactlflama.qi
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quickly appear as its waves."153 The metaphor continues: "From me the 

universe has streamed forth, and in me it will disappear, just as the pot 

dissolves into the earth, the wave into the water, the ornament into the 

gold."154 The sage relates to his listener that the world is no different from 

the self. "From you the universe emerges as a bubble from the sea."155 "It is 

from you that the world springs as the waves from the ocean."156 But this 

'streaming forth' should not be confused with a willful act of creation. The 

universe arises spontaneously out of (or more accurately, within) the self. 

"In me the boundless ocean, the waves corresponding to the worlds 

spontaneouslyl57 rise and vanish."158 There is no 'reason' or intent behind 

the arising of the world: it simply arises: "It is a marvel that in the 

boundless ocean of myself, (individuals --like waves] -- rise, jostle, play with 

one another, and merge spontaneously."159 Hence, the world is not 'willed' 

or created, by some higher agent. For the Ali it simply and spontaneously 

arises. "The waves representing the universe spontaneously arise and 

disappear in you, the infinite ocean."160 

1532:22. Cf. the Yogavi"s1.~tlla, "Just as waves rise and fall in the ocean. the worlds 
a.rise and vanish." Venkatesananda, tr., p.132. 

1542:10 
1555:3 
15615:7 
157sva/J./Java/8 
1587:2 
159 sva/J./Java/8 2:25 
l60t5:11. Cf. the YogavasJ.~t.!Ja. "In that infinite consciousness. whirlpools known 

as the th.ree worlds arise spontaneously and naturally ..." Venkatesananda, tr., p. 82. Cf. 
also A5vagho~a·s statement that the 'reproducing mind. "arises spontaneously." Hakeda, 
tr., p.48. 
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Having sketched the AG's general metaphysical perspective, I will now 

move to a discussion of the soteriological dimensions of the AG There are 

three features of the AG's metaphysics that should be kept in mind for the 

discussion on soteriology which follows: the inherent freedom of the self, the 

identification of the world as being no different from consciousness, and the 

spontaneous arising of the world in consciousness. 

2.2.0 Bondage: The Language of the Soteriological Problematic 

Soteriology, as the word suggests, concerns itself with the topic of 

salvation. In the Indian context, salvation is spiritual liberation.161 The term 

'soteriology' also implies that salvation can have a 'logos.' By this I mean the 

following: If it is fair to say that there are soteriological concerns in Indian 

thought, then, it may be said that each Indian approach to liberation has a 

'logic.' By a 'logic of liberation' I mean that there are various rationales 

behind the different approaches or 'paths' to liberation in the Indian 

tradition. The AG is not different in this respect, although the approach of 

the AG toward the very idea of a 'soteriological approach' is unusual, though 

not without parallels, in the Indian tradition. 

The notion of a soteriological rationale, being something which justifies 

or explains an approach or solution to liberation, presupposes that there is a 

problem. Simply put, the problem, in Indian thought, is bondage.162 

161 mo.qa; mukti Kaivalya and nirva4a are also terms used to designate the 
ultimate goal of life. liberation, and they are sometimes used as synonyms for 
liberation, although they are also associated with certain schools, as in Buddhism and 
Sa.D).khya. In general. in the Indian traditions, soteriology involves spiritual 
liberation. 

162 h811d./Ja 
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Generally, bondage is associated with suffering and the cycle of rebirth.163 

Each solution to the problem involves a spiritual path, that is, each tradition 

prescribes its own way to release. Each way carries a rationale underpinning 

the way prescribed by that particular tradition. It is the AG 's response 

toward these rationales, and approach to the very idea of a soteriological 

problematic, which is distinctive, and which I intend to examine in what 

follows. 

2.2. l The Problem with the Problem 

What does the AG see as the source of the soteriological problem? 

There are two possible answers to this question: a naive answer and a 

sophisticated (yet simple) answer. A superficial reading of the AG reveals 

the superficial answer. "Desirel64 alone is the soul of bondage."165 In the 

paradigmatic formulation, bondage is due to the thirst for sensual objects. 

"Passion for sense objects is bondage."166 But what is it about desire that 

creates bondage? Bondage is not simply due to desire as such but is found 

·in the attachment to things brought about by desire. Bondage involves 

grasping, clinging and longing. Someone said to be 'bound,' in this sense, 

craves what he does not have, becomes attached to what he comes to 

possess, and subsequently pines for what he inevitably loses. 

What is more, grasping, clinging and longing are perpetuated by a 

process which involves the creation of mental tendencies to gravitate toward 
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such states in the future. According to the Sar:pkhya,167 any mental state, 

such as the state of grasping, leaves a 'residue' in the mind, a kind of mental 

impression upon the mind-stuff. This mental impression becomes the 'seed' 

of a mental tendency to act in a similar way in the future.168 Thus a pattern 

of behavior is set up through a kind of mental conditioning: craving, 

attachment and longing are acted out; acting-out leaves an impression upon 

the mind; these mental impressions create the seeds of future mental 

tendencies; these seeds come to fruition, giving rise to inclinations, which 

are in turn acted out; acting-out creates more future mental tendencies; and 

so on. Hence, the AG states: "[Mental tendenciesl69 are the cycle of 

rebirth)."170 

By moving to the discussion of mental tendencies, the inquiry into the 

sources of bondage has shifted to another level, to the subtle level of the 

mind. The unreflective enquiry into the source of bondage blames the 

objects of sensation themselves as the source of bondage. But a more careful 

consideration of the problem sees the realm of mental processes as closer to 

the source of bondage. 

Often, however, it is the sense of T-ness which is identified as the 

problem to be overcome. Hence, the AG reads, "when there is ego there is 

bondage."171 The problem here is the false identification of the self with the 

l 67The Yogavas.1.~tha. the Yogasiit.ra, and a number of other texts and traditions also 
speak of mental tendencies in this way. 

168see S.N. Dasgupta, A llistoryofI.ndia.a P./Jilosop./Jy (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1975), p. 263. 

169 v8sa.ai 
170 saJl)sBra 9:8. Cf. the Yogavasi_~tha. Venkatesa.nada. tr., pp. 328. 252-254. 
1718:4. Cf. B./JqavaJgitB, 18:58. Cf. also the Yogavasi_~tha. "The ego-sense is the 

source of endless sorrow." Venkatesananda. tr., p.216 

http:Yogasiit.ra
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empirical self: "O child, you are ever bound by the (noose of believing you 

are the body)."172 Through identification with the actor in the cycle of 

desire, the self appears to undergo the misery of craving and the anguish of 

loss. This false identification with the agent brings suffering: '"That I am 

the doer' -- this egoism bites one like a big black [cobra]."173 

But what is the source of the ego? One way of approaching this 

question is to ask another question: when does the sense of T arise? 

According to many philosophers and sages, the T always accompanies the 'I 

think.' Where there is thought there is a self-conscious 'I.' Not surprisingly, 

then, it is thought itself which is identified as the source of bondage by the 

AG174 

Thought is always intentional, that is, it always has a object. It is 

always a thinking about something. An object of thought is something which 

is always identified as something by being distinguished from that which it 

is not. This is to say that thought always involves seeing identity as well as 

difference, affirmation as well as denial.175 In popular jargon, thought is 

'dualistic.' It distinguishes a from not-a Hence, the AG states, 

"Unhappiness has its roots in duality."176 

With regard to the soteriological problem, the focus of the AGis upon 

thought, especially the tendency to think in certain ways. "There is bondage 

1721:14. Cf. the UpadeSasahasri, I. 12:5." He who misconceives the body as Atman 
has pain ..." Mayeda, tr .. p. 129. Cf. also Vivekacu(l8maq.l 16<t. 

1731:18 Cf. UpadeSasahasrZ I. 12:16-17. 
174Cf. the YoKavi'sJ.~tha, "Ideas and thoughts are bondage ..." Venkatesananda. tr .. p. 

108. 
175 SIJO!Kalpavikalpa 
1761:16 
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when the mind is attached to any ... [viewpoint)."177 This point is closely 

associated with its metaphysics. The world is a product of creative 

imagining. It is a construct of thought. Hence, as bondage is a part of the 

world-appearance, bondage too, is a product of thought. "The body together 

with... heaven and hell, bondage and freedom and anxiety are mere 

limagination)."178 In fact, for the Aa bondage is nothing other than the 

thought of being bound. "One who [thinks he isl freedom is free, as one [who 

thinks he) is bound [is] bondage. There is truth in the popular saying, [you 

are what you think)."179 

Rather than seeing bondage as an entity unto itself, the AG looks upon 

it as a tendency to think in a certain way. This tendency includes the 

tendency to think about bondage and about the means of escape from 

bondage. For the very idea of 'bondage' seems to perpetuate the cycle of 

bondage itself, as people who have deemed themselves 'overweight' 

incessantly think only of food the moment they go on a 'diet.' Brooding on 

the subject only seems to perpetuate the problem. At one level of reflection, 

bondage, and its correlative, sorrow, are believed to be due to the cycle of 

desire's tendency to create more desire. But this sorrow is the ego's own 

mental production. Hence, at another level of abstraction we have the ego's 

reflection upon its own self-perpetuating cycle of despair. But clearly, this 

177 drsti8: 3 
l18 Jcafpl!.Jlam8t.ra2:20. Cf. the Yoga.nisi,~t/Ja, "Since the entire creation is within 

the .mind, the notions of bondage and liberation are also within it." Ven.katesananda, tr., 
p.%. 

1791:11 The reference isli.kely to the Bluwavadglt8, 8:6, where the idea is conveyed 
that one's final thought at the moment of death determines one's next existence. Cf. the 
Yoga.vasi.~tha, "The mind creates delusion, the mind produces ideas of birth and death; 
as a result of its own thoughts it is bound and liberated." Ven.katesananda, tr., p.120. 
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sort of second-order hankering gets one no closer to a solution. In this 

sense, bondage is the result of worry and concern over the problem of 

bondage itself. Hence, the AG states: "The world sorrowl80 is caused 

through [concern and worry)."181 

The point being noted by the AG is this: talk of a solution presupposes 

the problem to the extent that thought about the solution is pervaded by 

thought about the problem. What is important, argues the Ali is noticing 

how extensive the network of 'problem' entities -- thought, the ego, duality, 

etc. -- truly is. The approach which the AG takes toward the soteriological 

problematic is to treat it on its own terms. It subverts the discourse of 

liberation by turning its own logic in on itself ,l 82 It does this by showing 

what the premise of a problematic implies. What the premise of a 

problematic implies is that the notion of a problematic is, on its own grounds, 

part of the problem; for the idea of a problem is just that, an idea. If thought 

is the problem, then the notion of a problem is part of the problem, too. 

Hence, if the idea of a problematic is part of the problem, then the idea of a 

solution is part of the problem, too. What the AG does is take the premises 

that accept duality, egoity, and cogitation as characteristic of the problematic, 

and show how these characteristics are not transcended in the traditional 

attempts at a solution -- the so-called 'means' to liberation. I will begin 

with the AG's discussion of the solution presented by the classical yoga. 

l80tJubkba 
181 ci~tayall:) 

l82Note that I am not saying 'uses logic to destroy logic.' 
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2.2.2 The Practice of Concentration 

According to the analysis presented so far, the problem of bondage is 

primarily the problem of cogitation. Thus, stopping of the mind from 

cogitating would appear to be the remedy for the problem: "One who sees 

the universe endeavors to obliterate it."183 This ploy gives rise to two 

possible alternative states: trying to achieve the state in which mental 

functions have ceased and achieving the state in which mental functioning 

has ceased. One of the two alternatives is an active state while the other is a 

state of inaction. "The yogis who are attached to the body show insistence on 

action or inaction." 184 

The condition of attachment to the objects of the senses is characterized 

by the tendency of attention to seek out ever new objects. The mind is 

attracted to objects, becomes attached to objects, and comes to identify itself 

with its objects. However, dissatisfaction and disappointment accompany 

this tendency of the mind to move toward objects, as objects, and pleasure 

derived from objects, are short lived. Hence, the mind is described as flitting 

about, shifting its attention to new objects trying to appease its appetite for 

new experience. This tendency of attention to move toward objects is thus 

seen as a primary cause of discomfort by the yogi. 

Through the cultivation of the one-pointedness of attention,185 the yogi 

attempts to use this tendency of attention to focus upon and identify with 

objects, with the intent to control the mind's tendency to flit about. By 

focussing attention upon a single object, the yogi attempts to break the cycle 
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of attraction and subsequent dissatisfaction. This practice is also said to halt 

the process of the creation of new latent mental tendencies. The goal of the 

practice is the cessation of mental functioning.186 

The practice of yoga involves a process which has attention develop 

through degrees of one-pointedness. Through extended practice, 

concentrationl87 develops into prolonged meditationl88 and meditation into 

concentrative absorption. 189 The yogi then passes through stages of 

concentrative absorption, with each stage containing a subtler form of 

mental functioning than its predecessor. Then, by concentrating upon the 

flow of thought itself, an insight into the mental processes themselves arises 

which (theoretically) allows the yogi to discriminate between the mind and 

the pure self.f 90 With the successful completion of this final stage of 

meditation, the yogi passes into the concentrative absorption in which 

mental functioning has ceased.191 This state is said to be deadly to the seeds 

of future mental tendencies. Through repeated entry into the concentrative 

absorption in which mental processes have ceased, and through constant 

discrimination between the self and nature, ,the yogi becomes established in 

final release, a condition of complete independence from the effects of latent 

mental tendencies and the like.192 

186 cittav.rtti11irod/Ja 

187 d/J8.ra.q8 

188 d/Jyana 

(89 S8JJ1idlli 

l90See J.H. woods, t.r ., T/Je Yoga System ofPata018Ji(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass. 

1983), p. 287. 
l 9 l IJSIUIJPfll/ai18samid/Ji 
l92See J.H. Woods, T/Je Yoga System ofPata018Ji fo.r a mo.re complete description of 

Yoga philosophy and sote.riology. Cf. also BhSKanulgit8, 6:11-14 
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It is this picture of spiritual practice that the AGfinds inconsistent. The 

AG points out that the strategy oriented toward one-pointedness 

presupposes that the mind is already distracted. "One who experiences 

distraction193... undertakes self-control."194 One-pointedness is therefore 

relative to the condition of distraction. "Encountering the tigers of sense 

objects, the frightened ones at once seek shelter for achieving {cessation]l95 

and {one-pointedness] ...."196 But, as has been pointed out already, belief in 

the effectiveness of the cure presupposes that the symptom is real. The 

solution thus remains tied to the problem. On these grounds, the AG sees 

the practice of one-pointedness as foolish. "The {fool] intensely practices 

[one-pointedness and cessationJ. ..."197 

The AG also points to the fact that the practice of concentration 

involves an effort, that it is an intentional activity directed toward a goal. 

This kind of activity therefore presupposes an T which is trying to achieve 

some particular state. Thus, the yogi remains caught in the web of egoism 

and ambition. "The ignorant sustain the world ... feverish for the attainment 

(of liberation)."198 The yogi's misery is merely compounded by his own 

effort to relieve his situation. 'You are unhappy because of effort."199 Hence, 

193 vil:~pa 
194.airod./Ja 18:17. Cf. the 6au(lap8dakaril:8, 3:40, "The Yogis ... depend upon the 

control of thei.r mind for fearlessness. destruction of mise.ry, the knowledge of the self 
and eternal peace." Nikhilananda, tr .. p. 198. 
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the yogi does not find release in the practice of yoga. "The ignorant one does 

not attain liberation through his effort of yogic practice."200 

Another problem the AG has with the practice of yoga is the tendency 

of the yogi to become attached to the practices themselves. A relative 

degree of bliss is possible through the practice of yoga. Thinking that this is 

an indication of progress on the path, the yogi becomes caught up in the 

practice of yoga. He thinks that he is closing in upon his goal when really he 

has only become engrossed in another, if subtler, kind of experience. "In this 

world men who are habituated to various practices... do not know the 

Self..."201 

In a succinct statement, the AGsums up its thoughts on the practice of 

absorption: "That you practice meditation202 -- this indeed is your 

bondage."203 One of the primary targets of the AG's critique is clearly the 

practice of concentrative absorption. 

It may be possible to generalize how the AG views the practice of 

meditation. Meditation may be upon an object with form or it may be upon 

an object without form. Meditation with form clearly involves a mental 

content. But what of meditation upon that which is without an object? The 

response of the AG is that this is still a form of meditation upon an object. 

This type of meditation turns the objectless state into an object to be 

meditated upon. Hence, in this form of meditation, consciousness retains an 

20018:36 
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object. This object is the awareness of the absence of any object.204 Thus, 

this form of meditation still relies upon a prior conception of that which is to 

be meditated upon, and this object is conceptualized as 'nothingness' or 

'formlessness.' "A man who meditates205 on the unthinkable206... resorts 

only to a form of ... thought." 207 

The upshot is that meditation upon an object does not move beyond the 

object as long as the object remains in consciousness, even if that object is as 

subtle as the awareness of the lack of any object. The state of objectless 

consciousness remains a goal, something to be achieved. As long as the goal 

is objectified in this way, consciousness does not move beyond the realm of 

objects. Meditation remains bound to an object. "The intelligence of one who 

strives after liberation cannot rise beyond a supporting object."208 

There is another possible state of affairs and this is the state of 

meditation or concentrative absorption in which all mental functioning has 

ceased, the objectless state of consciousness. The AG does not deny such a 

state. What it does deny is that the state of consciousness in which subject 

and object have disappeared is possible through meditation upon an object, 

and that such a state gives any lasting sense of relief. I will treat this state 

under the rubric of inaction, something which the AG associates with 

renunciation. 

204a!JJuiva-pratyay818JQ118Jlavr.ttir.aidra. See A. Avalon., T./Je Serpe.atPower<New 
York: Dover,1974), p.80. 
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2.2.3 Renunciation, Inaction and the Cessation of Thought 

Yoga involves detachment (or renunciation) as well as practice. The 

rationale behind renunciation is easy to see. If the problem is attachment to 

the objects of the senses then the solution to the problem would appear to 

involve an avoidance or rejection of the offending object. But overcoming 

the problem is not that easy. A self-enforced renunciation remains relative 

to attachment. It is merely the cultivation of aversion. "From impulse209 

arises the feeling of attachment.210 From withdrawa1211 arises the feeling 

of aversion."212 

The AG clearly associates renunciation with inaction and withdrawal. 

As withdrawal remains relative to involvement, it remains within the sphere 

of bondage. The AG associates this with a mental state. "Bondage is there 

when the mind desires or grieves over anything, rejects or accepts anything, 

feels delight or anger with anything. "213 That aversion is merely a mental 

state can be seen by recognizing the fact that renunciation and detachment 

involve discrimination between what is acceptable and what is not. 

Discrimination is a form of cogitation; hence, acceptance and rejection 

remain within the sphere of thought. 

Thus, rejection or aversion presupposes the problem it intends to 

remedy, not merely the problem of desire but also the problem of worry 

over the problem. Therefore, renunciation is not seen by the AG to be a 

209 pra.V('tla 
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viable means to the ultimate state. "Abidance in the Self, which does not 

spring from anything .... cannot be obtained even through renunciation with 

only a loincloth. "2 •4 

Desire and egoism also permeate the enterprise of self-imposed 

detachment and renunciation. The seeker is trying to grasp release. he 

wants liberation, he desires salvation. But he cannot escape from his 

problem. as every attempt at a solution is the act of an ego trying to escape 

from its own suffering. "As the ignorant one wants peace he does not attain 

it."21.5 If the ego is that from which the seeker is trying to escape, and if 

every act of seeking is an act of the egoism, then the remedy can be seen to 

be only an exacerbation of the problem of egoism. "One who has ego-sense 

in respect even of emancipation, and also attachment to his body, is neither a 

wise man or a yogi. He simply suffers misery." 216 

The naive renunciate thinks that inaction is doing nothing; and clearly, 

this is mere selfish escapism. "One who has egoism in his mind acts though 

he is inactive."217 In the Ati the naive renunciate is even presented, at 

times, as either a kind of phoney or as incredibly foolish. "Outwardly he 

appears devoid of mental fluctuations through his efforts, but inwardly he 

craves sense-gratification."218 The naive renunciate is not truly inactive 

because his mind remains active. Thus, he does not escape from the 

21413:1 
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tendency to act. "The withdrawal of the ignorant is transformed into 

action."219 

The AG also addresses those yogis who see inaction as the state in 

which all mental activity has ceased. The AG does not deny the possibility 

of such a state. But what it does deny is that any permanent sense of relief 

is granted by such a state. Even though it is a state in which subject and 

object have vanished, it is still a state that is turned into an object. It 

remains as something discriminated from the realm of conditional existence, 

and hence, it remains bound to the idea a distinction between itself and the 

'ordinary' state of consciousness. Thus, any sense of freedom granted by this 

state remains tied to it. The yogi is therefore released only so long as he 

remains in such a state. "If one of defective intelligence forsakes such 

practices as the control of the mind, instantaneously do the wishes and 

fancies take over contro1:·220 As should be apparent by now, the problem 

with this state is that it is only a state. 

What is more, in terms of the formulation of 'the problem,' the state in 

which all thought process have ceased has actually become a part of the 

problem. When someone goes to an oral surgeon to have his wisdom teeth 

pulled, the anesthesiologist gives his patient a drug to take the patient's 

attention away from the pain. What is the drug doing? It is distracting the 

patient's attention away from the pain. The same is true of the practice of 

concentrative absorption. "Even in inaction the ignorant is distracted due to 

21918:61 
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commotion..."221 Hence, concentrative absorption, like the anaesthetic, is in 

actuality a very subtle and sophisticated form of distraction 

2.2.4 Discrimination and the Way of Vedanta 

Those who practice meditation upon brahman do not fare much better 

in the AG Meditation upon brahman reduces brahman to an object of 

attention. If one seeks to identify with an object, then this identity cannot 

be said to be with the objectless brahman. "One who sees the supreme 

Brahman meditates, "I am Brahman."222 Hence, the aspirant does not come 

to identify with the absolute brahman through this kind of practice. In fact, 

as long as meditation upon any object continues, the mind does not move 

beyond the objective sphere. No amount of meditation upon an object can 

move the mind onto that which is not an object. As long as there is an object 

there is a subject. Hence, this practice goes nowhere. It remains within the 

sphere of meditation upon an object. "Men of defective intelligence meditate 

on the pure, non-dual Self but do not realize it. Due to delusion they [will 

not be released) throughout life."223 Once again, the problem is the idea that 

a supposed subject will gain liberation through identity with an absolute. As 

long as the ego desires to obtain release for itself, as long as the subject 

seeks to identify with brahman, the state of bondage continues. "The 

ignorant one does not attain Brahman, as he wants to become Brahman."224 

22118:58 
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The received soteriological doctrine of Advaita Vedanta is that 

liberation is only possible through revealed scripture, particularly through 

the realization of the import of a great saying.22.5 Depending upon which 

interpretation of Sankara is followed, according to the Advaita texts, the 

realization which gives liberation occurs either directly upon hearing a great 

saying, or (with the help of yogic means) after pondering and then deeply 

meditating upon a great saying.226 This realization is an unmediated 

knowledge of the identity of the self with brahman. It is a direct intuition227 

of brahman as a metaphysical reality. 

But according to the A4"this knowledge is ineffective. In chapter three 

-- a chapter devoted to the discussion of the Vedantic means -- it states, 

"Having realized 'I am That'228 from which the universe streams, why do you 

as a wretched creature run... ?"229 It goes on to say, "Even after hearing that 

the Self is pure consciousness and is unsurpassedly beautiful, why do you 

become deeply entangled with sex and get tarnished?"230 "It is surprising 

that, realizing the Self in all beings and all beings in the Self, the man of 

wisdom continues being egoistic."231 "Strange it is that, having realized the 

transcendent non-duality and become fixed in the goal of liberation, a person 

22.5 .111a.1Jav8.kya. See Mayeda, tr., pp. 18, 47, 87. The term .111a.1Jav8.kya is used by 
later Advaitins such as Sadinanda. 

226See S.N. Dasgupta, A His/Qryoflndilll1 Philosophy; Vol. II (Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1988), p.80. For example, texts such as VBkyavrtti stress immediate 
realization while others. such as Apa.rok~u/Jhtiti stress the use of yogic means. 
Regardless of whether or not ~arikara was the author of these texts, they can be seen to 
represent the soteriological 'poles' of the ~arikara school. 
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yet comes under the sway of lust and is distraught by sexual habits."232 

Hence, for the Ati the great sayings, and the knowledge had from them, are 

ineffective and irrelevant to what they claim to be remedying. 

So far, the AG has had much to say about the practice of meditation. 

But the AG also has much to say about the practice of discrimination.233 The 

goal and the practice of the discriminative process (i.e., the discrimination of 

that which is eternal from that which is non-eterna1)234 is epitomized by the 

dictum, 'not this, not that.'235 The state or object at which this practice aims 

is that reality in which no mental constructs or distinguishing marks can be 

found: the non-dual, qualityless brahman. The state correlated with this 

reality is the concentrative absorption which is devoid of thought.236 Hence, 

the critique of the concentrative absorption in which all thought has ceased 

can also be seen as an aspect of the critique of discrimination. In logical 

terms, the problem with this state is that it itself is distinguished from states 

of being that have distinguishing characteristics. It is a state that has 

2323:6 
233 vivek11. Cf. Cll8.Lulogyop1J.111~ VI. 9:2; Yogasiitra, 2:26; 2:28; 3:52; 3:54; 4:26; 4:29; 

Vivekacu¢8.m84i 175. 203.345 
234.nityanityavastuviveka. See Sankara's Bra/Jmasut.ra/Jll~a. I.1:1. The 

Vivekacu¢amll.J!1; 152. .reads. 'To .remove his bondage the wise man should discriminate 
between the Self and the non-Self. By that alone he comes to know his own Self as 
Existence-Knowledge-Bliss Absolute. and becomes happy." See Madhavananda. t.r .. 
Vivekacu¢8.m84i(Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama. 1982). p.58. 

235 .11eti11eti A. Bharati writes. "The classical definition of this purely cognitive 
type of engagement as well as its consummation is .11itya-1J.J1itya-vastu-viveka 
"discrimination between eternal and the ephemeral things" -- the "eternal." of course. 
being the formless. pervasive Absolute, the "Ephemeral" being everything else .... The 
person who does whatever he does contemplating upon this distinction is a "knower" 
(}nan.A or at least a full-time seeker of "knowledge" CJ1in8su>." The light at the Centre. 
pp.167-8. 

236 .11irvikalp8S8JI18dlli Cf. V.ivekactJ¢iim84i 342, 353. 357. 365 
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become an object. In short, a nondualism which distinguishes a 'nondual 

state' from a 'dualistic state' is a form of dualism. 

But the AGcontains much that can be described as discriminative. The 

negative descriptions of the self all seem to imply the practice of 

discrimination. The AG is not concerned with the advocation of the practice 

of discrimination, however. In chapter three of the Ali the practice of 

discrimination comes under critique. "The wise are free from attachment to 

this world and heaven. They discriminate between what is ephemeral and 

what is eternal. and they aspire after emancipation. Strange it is that even 

they would dread emancipation."237 Since the effect of discrimination is the 

production of distinctions, a critique of distinctions is an implicit critique of 

discrimination. Hence, in an indirect way, the relentless critique in the AG 

of the contrasting notions238 is a critique of the practice of discrimination. 

The source of the contrasting notions is the tendency of thought to either 

affirm or deny.239 The source of this tendency is located in 

discrimination.240 The faculty which discriminates is the intellect, or 

discriminative mind.241 Hence, the AG 's, critique of discrimination is a 

critique of the efficacy of the faculty of discrimination to free the aspirant 

from his self-imposed bondage. 

2373:8 
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2.2.5 Summary 

The AG sums up its critique of the practices of Vedanta by contrasting 

the great sayings242 with discrimination.243 '"This is That,' 'I am That,' and 'I 

am not That,' such thoughts are extinguished for the yogi who has become 

silent and who knows for certain that all is the Self."244 'I am that' and 'I am 

neither this nor that' are thoughts which stand in relation to one another. 

They are activities involving thinking. Hence, they do not give the mind the 

power to transcend itself but keep it trapped within the realm of thought. 

The yogi, too, remains tied to either trying to escape from his malaise or 

doing nothing. "The [fool] does not achieve repose either through effort245 or 

through inactivity."246 The yogi remains bound to meditation upon either an 

object with form, or an object without form, or to the state in which mental 

functioning has ceased. "The view of the ignorant is always addicted to 

either ideation247 or no ideation."248 

Hence, the seeker remains in a kind of double-bind situation. There is 

nothing he can do to remedy his situation since this involves an effort 

directed toward a goal. and this effort remains a form of activity oriented 

toward the benefit of a subject. Nor can be do nothing as this either remains 

a form of doing something or, as in the case of absolute inaction, remains 

relative to activity. 

242 ma.luivlikya 
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There is also always the danger of the seeker interpreting a text like 

the AGas advocating withdrawal and inaction. In such interpretations, the 

text is used to legitimate doing nothing. Of course, this is precisely what the 

text means by inaction, and so such a reading of the text has missed the 

point. The only difference between the one who thinks he is released and 

the earnest yogi, is that the yogi is perhaps more sincere in his efforts. 

Ultimately, however, the yogi is no better off than the one who merely 

thinks he has 'attained release.' 

2.3.0 The VI ay of the Sage: Prescriptive Soteriological Language 

After everything that has been said above, it is obviously somewhat of 

a misnomer to speak of a 'solution' in the AG But the AG does contain 

language which speaks of a solution or 'way.' There can be no doubt that the 

AG inherits much of the traditional Upani~adic way of talking about 

liberation and means. But it also develops a rather distinctive way of 

looking at the very notion of a 'problem' itself. In one sense this is a 

solution. But in another sense it is not trying to present another 'solution' as 

much as it is trying to look at the very idea of 'having a problem and looking 

for a solution.' Its strategy, if it can be called such, is to look into the idea of 

a problematic as such so that it can then be abandoned. It assumes the 

vocabulary of the game, that is, it talks about the problem and the solution, 

but in the end its discussion of an alternative solution does not really enter 

into the game. 
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2.3.1 Clear Understanding 

Much of the advisory and prescriptive language of the AG is devoted to 

the discussion of clear understanding. A correct understanding of the 

problem of bondage seems to be one of its primary concerns. Much of the 

discussion focuses upon how the sage should look upon the world and his 

place in it. 

The sage of the AG sees that the world and its problems are not worth 

worrying about. "My son, rare is the blessed person whose passion for 

living, enjoyment, and learning is extinguished through observing the (ways 

of the world)."249 Seeing that the world is not worth worrying about, the 

sage is able to be at peace. "A man of wisdom becomes serene through the 

realization that this world is ephemeral, tainted by the threefold misery, 

worthless,... [worthy of censure and a sham].250 The sage of the A(; looks 

upon the world and himself as if they were nothing. This, argues the A6 is 

the way to serenity. [Knowing that the universe is nothing to me, that I am 

free from mental tendencies, of pure intelligence -- as if I were nothingness 

itself -- peace is achieved]."251 The sage calls upon his listener to ignore the 

ways of the world and be free. "[See all changes as confined to the material 

realm. At that moment, free from bondage, you will abide in your pure 

essence]."252 

The sage also has similar advice with regard toward the body. He 

advises his listener to ignore the tendency to identify with the body. "With 
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the (sword) of wisdom -- 'I am pure consciousness' -- cut the noose (of 

believing that you are the body] and become happy."253 Forgetting his 

body, the sage is relieved of his identification with its sin and stain. 

"Knowing for certain that 'I am not the body nor does the body belong to me; 

I am intelligence itself,' one has, as it were, absolute autonomy. He does not 

remember (his merits or sins]."254 The sage tells his listener that release is 

immediate and spontaneous for the one who detachs himself from the body 

and remains relaxed and at ease in simple awareness. "If you [detach the 

self] from the body and abide at rest255 in pure intelligence, lat once]256 you 

will become happy, serene, and free from bondage."257 

The listener is also told that he is not to identify himself with any of 

the social classes, or categories of devotees; for he is not other than the self, 

and the self is beyond these categories. 'You are neither a varQa. such as the 

Brahmana, nor do you belong to an asrama.... You are non-dual, formless, and 

the witness of the universe .... Be happy."258 Understanding that he is free 

from agenthood, the flame of the devotee's mind is extinguished. "As one 

comprehends that his Self is neither the doer or the enjoyer, all fluctuations 

are extinguished. "259 

2531:13. Cf. Vivekaciidamani307. 
25411:6 . . 
255 viiramya The term also means to be relaxed, at ease and trusting 
256ubwui. AdhuDaor 'now' can also mean 'in this life,' referring to the state of 

;ivanmukti Here, however, I will take preference to sense of the term which connotes 
the 'suddenness' of release. 
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In one verse, the text prescribes meditation: "[Free from] the illusion of 

the reflected self260 and its internal and external fluctuations, recognize26t ... 

the Self as immutable, non-dual, pure consciousness."262 Hence, the sage 

may spontaneously manifest meditation. However, he does not attempt to 

exploit such states. "O wise one, you may enjoy (the world), undertake 

duties, or practice samadbi [Free from all, you may do them)."263 At 

another point, the text speaks of the sage as being liberated by 'mere 

knowledge.' It states, "The blessed one abides emancipated without any 

effort through mere intuitive enlightenment."264 The point here, however, is 

that the sage does not resort to the toil and moil of the yogic means. 

For the most part, however, the AG stresses correct understanding. 

"Comprehending that Self, he is untouched in his inner life by the duality of 

virtue and sin, just as the sky is untouched by the smoke apparently related 

to it."265 Other verses, too, deal directly with correct understanding. "Burn 

260 8.b./Jaso '118111 
261 pari/Jluivaya. The use of a term for meditation is clearly anomalous with 

respect to the work as a whole. Can these passages,be interpreted in a way such that 
the text remains consistent? Perhaps the following is a possibility: The AG is not 
necessarily aofaKooistic toward meditation. As critique, the AG merely points out that 
meditation aimed at some goal is contradictory. It does not reject meditation perse. as 
that would be contradictory with what it has said about rejection and acceptance. It 
therefore allows for the possibility of meditation and remains consistent. 
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' vi/118.oa is ambiguous in the context of the work as a whole. The context of its use here 
is a discussion of yogic means. The use of the term seems to imply the superiority of the 
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knowledge in later verses (e.gJ4:2), the positive use of the term, as an appellation of 
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the forest of ignorance with the fire of certitude that 'I am non-dual and 

pure consciousness;' abandoning sorrow be blissful."266 "I am undefiled, 

[one), and pure intelligence. AU this visible universe is illusory. There is no 

other remedy... than this...."267 

One verse mentions the identity of the self with brahman: 

"Understanding for certain that the Self is Brahman and that existence and 

nonexistence and mere imaginings, one becomes free from desires. What 

would he know, say or do?"268 But this verse can be qualified with the 

following two verses. The first reads, "(Being certain that there is no other 

creator god (than the self), one becomes devoid of desire, feels peace and 

finds no attachment anywhere]."269 The second verse reads, "Knowing for 

certain that 'it is I who exist as everything from Brahma to the clump of 

grass.· one becomes free from [cogitation};270 pure and serene, he [becomes 

indifferent to] what [he has done and not done)."271 For the AG it is the self 

which is the sole reality. Hence, the text places emphasis upon the self over 

brahman. 

2.3.2 Abandoning Viewpoints and Teachings 

The AG says very little about the requirements of formal instruction. 

With regard to the teacher, he is one who is able to evoke equanimity in 

others. "[Is he not the true teacher who, having recognized the true nature 
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of consciousness, causes others to cross over to the equanimity of seeing no 

distinctions by showing the logic of seeing all things as equal and not 

clinging?)"272 But from the point of view of the student, the teaching and the 

teacher are not important. "[An intelligent person reaches the goal by being 

taught in any manner, while the one who is not intelligent, though seeking 

throughout his life, never finds truth)."273 

Hence, the description given above concerning clear comprehension 

should not give the impression that the the AGis advocating the acceptance 

of some particular viewpoint, opinion, teaching, or doctrine. Opinions and 

'positions' are all to be given up. "There is freedom when the mind is 

unattached to any lviewpoint}."274 Hence, the sage of the AG advises 

ignoring the opinions of teachers. "Observing the diversity of opinion among 

the great seers, sages and yogis, what person is there who [would not be 

disinterested in them] and attain tranquility?"275 

What is more, all teachings and instructions are to be left behind. "Even 

if Siva, Hari, or Brahma becomes your preceptor yet without [completely 

forgetting what they say] you cannot achieve Self-abidance."276 The 

scriptures, too, are to be let go. 'You may expound the diverse scriptures or 

listen to them time and again. Yet you cannot have Self-abidance without 

[forgetting everythingJ."277 Hence, the AC is not concerned with advocating 

some particular opinion, or point of view, or teaching on the subject of 

2729:6 

27315:1 

274 d.~ti8 :3 

2759:5 

27616:11 

27716:1 
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liberation. In the end, its teaching is that all teachings are to be abandoned. 

This 'teaching' is not inconsistent with what has been said above, either. If 

the text said, 'abandon every teaching except this one,· then the text would 

be inconsistent. But since the text says 'abandon every teaching, including 

this teaching,· it is not inconsistent. 

Hence, just as the AGis not concerned with metaphysics, philosophical 

speculation, theories. or doctrines. the AG should not be read as a text which 

advocates an 'intellectualized' form of spirituality. With its repudiation of 

the means to release, the text may seem to be advocating a purely 

'intellectual' approach to the spiritual life. But this tone is actually quite 

foreign to the text. It is the intellect which is criticized in the text as 

inadequate to the task it presents itself with. Hence, the AG should not be 

read as a text advocating a merely 'intellectual' approach to spirituality. 

2.2.3 Dissolution and Yoga 

·laya,' or dissolution, can mean many things, including sleep. 

'Dissolution,' as it is used in its positive sense within the context of spiritual 

practice,278 is usually taken to mean the practice of dissolving the mind, the 

mind's construction of the world, and the body aggregate.279 Two chapters 

in the AG(five and six) deal with the topic of dissolution. The verses seem 

to be aligned such that the first verse of chapter five corresponds to the first 

278In its negative use, its means sluggishness or sleepiness. Of course, critics of 
the practice of Jaya play on the ambiguity of the term. 

279See Venkatesananda, tr., Tile Concise Yoga Vasis:tila, for discussion of the 
practice of dissolution. 
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verse in chapter six, the second verse of five with the second verse of six, 

and so on. 

In its discussion of the strategy of dissolution, A~iavakra first describes 

the dissolution of the body: "For you there is no contact with anything 

whatsoever. Pure as you are, what do you wish to renounce? Having 

dissolved the body aggregate, thus ... undertake dissolution." 280 Janaka, in 

the corresponding verse in the subsequent chapter, says: "I am as infinite as 

(space]. The (material world] is like the pot. This is true knowledge. Thus 

neither (abandonment) nor [grasping} nor dissolution is possible."281 In 

other words, space pervades the pot regardless of whether the pot is 

disintegrated or not. Likewise, the body is but a mere thought-construct of 

pure consciousness. It makes no difference to the sage of the AG whether 

the body has been dissolved or not. 

The first verse of the second set of verses reads: "From you the 

universe emerges as a bubble from the sea. In this manner having known 

your non-dual Self, practice dissolution."282 Its counterpart reads: "I am 

like the ocean, and this phenomenal world is like its waves. With such an 

understanding... there is neither renunciation nor acceptance nor 

dissolution."283 What this exchange means is that it is not necessary to 

dissolve the bubble in the sea. The foam and waves are already the same as 

2805:1 

2816:1 An alternate reading is "neither abandonment nor grasping is dissolution." 
Dissolution, here, would be dissolving the ego and its intentions. This does not mean 
that the yogi should abide in a state of mental arrest. la.ya, then. is not mental arrest 
but the dissolution of effort, volition, and intentional states. He.nee, dissolution, in the 
A6, would not mean the cessation of thinking or functioning. 

2825:2 
2836:2 
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the ocean. For the ocean to be the ocean it is not necessary for it to first be 

calm. Whether it is calm or not, it is still the ocean. In other words, whether 

the sage has dissolved his mind or not, the coterminous identity of the world 

with consciousness is not dependent upon dissolution. 

The third set of verses read: "As the universe, even though visible, is 

dissolved in your non-dual Self, it no longer exists, being unsubstantial, like 

the snake vanished in the rope. Undertake ... dissolution... in this manner."284 

Its counterpart reads: "I am like the seashell. The world ... is [imaginary] 

like the identification of the seashell with the silver. With such an 

understanding, there is neither [abandonment) nor [grasping) nor dissolution 

for the Self."285 Hence, there is no need to dissolve the universe for the one 

for whom the world is but a imaginary construct. The world is allowed to 

arise and dissolve on its own. 

The fourth set of verses read: "Become (complete] and the same, 

whether in pleasure or pain, hope or disappointment, life or death. 

Undertake dissolution in this manner."286 The response reads: "I am in all 

beings and all beings are in me. This is true knowledge. Thus there is 

neither any renunciation nor acceptance nor dissolution."287 Once again, the 

point being made in this last verse is that there is no need for dissolution or 

completion for the self is already complete. 

Now, there is also a practice called Jayayoga. This is not necessarily 

what the AG has in mind in its comments on the practice of dissolution. 

2845;3 
2856:3 

2865;4 Cf. B.liaganu!Kita. 2:15: 12:13: H:2i. The use of sama and ptlr.qa is also 
reminiscent of the Nath terminology. 

2876:4. Cf. CaufiapM/akarikB. 3:42. 
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However, Jaya, ' -- the dissolution of the mind, the world and the body -- is 

not necessarily something entirely different from what came to be called 

/ayayoga 

In its later manifestations, Jayayoga comes to be associated with the 

more advanced and esoteric phases of ba_tbayoga, incorporating into its 

terminology and descriptions of the Jaya process the pr3.pa-na¢i-cal:ra 

system, the ku.(1¢/l/ini-arousal, and also the processes of nadayoga 

(concentration upon the subtle sounds heard in meditation). In these 

descriptions, Jaya is said to involve the dissolution of grosser states of being 

into subtler orders of being.288 Hence, the process of Jayayoga' (in the wide 

sense) involves the progressive absorption of lower structures of being into 

higher structures. The process is usually described in terms of an ascent.289 

Descriptions of the ascent are organized hierarchically -- each ascent 

following its respective tradition's metaphysical superstructure -- and the 

process is often presented as the inverse of the cosmological process of 

creation, whose description descends along the same lines of the ontological 

hierarchy as those followed by the process of yogic ascent.290 

288A. Avalon writes, "By this method of concentration [ laya -kra.mtii ... the gross is 
absorbed in.to the subtle, each dissolving into its immediate cause and all into Cidatmll or 
the Atmi which is Cit [pure consciousness I. A. Avalon, T.be SerpentPower (New York: 
Dover. 197'4), p. 238. 

289 S.B. Das Gupta writes of the process of ascent in. the Nath sects, "The yoga 
practices of the Nath Siddhas is Ul,16 or regressive. firstly in the sense that it involves 
yogic process which give a regressive or upward motion to the whole biological as well 
as psychological systems which in there ordinary nature possess a downward tendency; 
and secondly. in the sense that the yogic practices lead the Siddha to his original 
ultimate nature ..." S.B. Das Gupta, O/Jscure ReliKiousCults (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1969). p. 229. 

290See. for example, A. Avalon, T/JeSerpentPower. p. 39. 
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Descriptions of this process may include a description of how the mind, 

through meditative absorption in the internal sounds,291 is dissolved into the 

celestial sound current,292 and of how the celestial sound current is dissolved 

into the formless realm.293 Or, a description of the process may involve an 

exposition of how the subtle energies, or pnlJJa, are absorbed by the 

kuQ{la.finisakti and how the kuQ{lafinisakti is dissolved into the great 

void.294 I am not concerned with the particular descriptions. But I think 

that in all of these descriptions, layayoga, in general, can be seen as a 

technique for the dissolution of the mind, the world-construct, and the body

aggregate, which involves the progressive absorption and dissolution of 

lower structures of being into higher structures. 

The complex of practices I have described above (/ayayoga in the wide 

sense} are sometimes divided into a hierarchically organized set of yogas: 

ha.thayoga, mantrayoga, layayoga, and rajayoga.295 Each yoga in the series 

focuses upon an increasingly subtler object than its predecessor.296 

291118'/a. 
292Sa!Jda 
29311irgu4a Referring to the Nidahi11dt1p8.lli$ad. A. Avalon writes, "There is a 

particular method by which Laya (absorption) is said to be attained by hearing the 
various bodily sounds." TlleSerpe11tPorer, p. 220. 

294 mallasu11ya 
295Referring to the Vtmiltopa.11J.sad, 5:2, and the Yogal8.ttvop8.lli.sa4 A. Avalon 

writes, "there are, it is commonly said, four forms of yoga, called Mantra-Yoga, Haiha
Yoga, Laya-Yoga, and Raja-Yoga." T.heSerpe11tPoJYer, p. 185. See also S.S. Goswami, 
La.ya Yoga(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980), pp.11-12. 

296A. Avalon writes, "Speaking in a general way, ordinary H~ha-yoga is specially 
concerned with the physical bociy...; Mantra-yoga is specially ... co.ncer.ned with the 
forces and powers at work outside, though affecting the body. Laya yoga ... the 
supersensible forces and functions of the inner world of the body.... 
The last and most difficult form of Yoga is Raja-Yoga. By means of Mantra, H~ha and 
Laya-Yoga the practitioner ... becomes fit for Savikalpa-Samidhi. It is through Raja
Yoga alone that he can attain to Nirvikalpa-Samadhi." A. Avalon.TlleSerpe11tPower. 
pp. 222. 255. 
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Ha,t.hayogafocuses upon the body, mantrayoga upon shifting attention from 

gross sounds to subtle sounds, Jayayoga upon purely subtle processes, and 

ra/ayoga upon the exclusively mental practice of concentrative absorption. 

There are passages in the AG which seem to refer to these practices. For 

example, chapter twelve of the AG can be read as a critique of what I have 

generally referred to as Jayayoga.297 

In the A(iwe read of disinterest on the part of the sage with regard to 

the ascending series of yogas. "At first I [became disinterested in ritual 

action done by the body], 298 then expansion of the word, and then [mental 

activity]. Thus [have I become just as I am)."299 The practices associated 

with .ha.t.ha, mantra and Jaya yoga are also often associated with highly 

ritualized procedures.300 The sage of the AG simply ignores such practices. 

"Understanding fully that... the undertaking [of ritual action stems from 

ignorance as much as] the cessation of action [stems from ignorance, thus do 

I exist as I am]." 301 

297The opening phrase of chapter twelve of the AG seems to be especially reievant 
to the ha/11ayoga of the Nath yogis. Na.th yoga focuses upon the practices of 
ha/lzayoga. 8safia, pr8.qiyama, /J1U1dha and the like. S.B. Das Gupta writes of the yogas 
of the Sahajiyas. "the first thing we should take notice of is the importance attached to 
the process of Kiya-sidhana or the yogic practices for making the body strong and fit 
for higher realizations. This principle and and practice of Kaya-sidhana is ... common 
to all schools of esoteric yoga and the exclusive emphasis of the Na.th-siddhas was on 
this Kaya-sidhana. Yoga in general involves psycho-physiological processes; it is 
therefore that higher forms of yoga should never be entered upon without a mature or 
perfect body. For this purpose ... the practices of Haj.ha-yoga are to be adopted." S.B. Das 
Gupta, O/Jscure .Religious Cults, p. 92. 

298 kiya.k.rtylisahalJ 
29912:1 
300Jhis is especially so in the Tantric setting. For an example of the complexity of 

the conditions for the use of .mantnlwithin the tantric context. see A. Bharati, The 
Taotric Tradition (London: Rider, 196)), pp.126-7. 

30•12:6 
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There is also a yoga involving the mystical ascent of the soul by way of 

the sound current.302 At each station or levef303 of the ascent, the soul 

302fab<fa. What I have in mind here is the Sab<layoga of the sants. S. B. Das Gupta 
has an interesting comment with regard to the yogic practices of the proto-sant Kabir: 
"It is important to note in this connection that in the practical aspect of yoga the 
system of Kabir ... was essentially the same as that of the Nath yogins ..." Obscure 
Religious Cults, pp. 246-247. Das Gupta offers evidence of this with the fact that Kabir, 
"had a yogic system of his own involving the theory of the lotus or plexus, the nervous 
system and the control of the vital wind." p.357. But what Das Gupta fails to notice is 
that the Sa./J<fayoga of the sants differs from the ku4(1ah'o.iyoga of the .ha.Jha yo gins 
and tantrikas. The sants do describe the ca.kn-system, but they also go on to describe a 
number of structures (usually represented as worlds) beyond the seven cakras. 
Jabdayoga ignores the ku4(1alinJ-ca.k.ra system and concentrates instead upon the 
internal sound current or Sab<la. Kabir writes: 
Apply yourself, 0 friend. 
To the practice of Shabd -
The Shabd from which even the creator came into being; 
Imprint that Shabd 
In your heart, 0 friend.... 
Shabd is the master. 
And listening to Shabd 
One becomes a disciple; 
But rare are they who know 
The true meaning of Shabd. 
Shabd is the real Master. 
Shabd is the disciple's soul too; 
Only he knows this 
Who goes within 
And realizes the Shabd 

Imprint that Shabd 
In your heart, 0 friend .... 

Satt Kabir kiShalxlavali Sad.ho s.ha/J<IsBdhana keejai tr. U.K .Sethi. Kabir: T.he TYeaver 
of6o<lsName(Punjab: Radha Soami Beas, 1984), pp. 225-226. 

Furthermore. ialxla.yoga begins its ascent at the point between the eyebrows. not at 
the base ca.Kra, as does the ku4(1aliniyoga Kabir writes: 
Between the two eyes is the Master, 
The messenger of the Lord. 
Between the black and white moles 
Is the shining star, 
And within the star dwells 
That unknown and unseen Lord. 
Between the eyes is the Master. 
The messenger of God. 

Between the eyes shines the 
A tiny petal. 
And within the petal 
Is the hidden door; 

http:ku4(1alinJ-ca.k.ra
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serves as the the subjective pole of attention. Hence, in each state304 of 

attention along the lines of ascent, the soul intends an object of attention. 

But the soul cannot pass from the meditation upon formlessness into the 

beyond of subject-object non-differentiation as it remains bound to the 

intentionality of an observing subject. Thus, it can only approach its goal 

asymptotically. Hence, in this yoga, there remains no way for the 'soul' to 

enter the 'formless' realm. It can only contemplate the brilliant light of 

formlessness, for as the soul is ascending ever higher through the upper 

reaches of the mind, it remains tied to the process of ascent itself. Hence, the 

sage of the AG simply ignores the ascent of attention along the lines of the 

sound current. "Due to lack of interest in [objects of sound].305 and as the 

self is not an object to be seen, my mind is free of any distraction and is one

pointed. Thus, I am as I am."306 

As was noted in the above sections, the sage of the AG is indifferent 

toward the practice of absorption, too. Meditation is only practiced by those 

who see a problem to be rectified. "(One expects concentrative absorption 

when that which attacks concentration causes distraction)."307 But the sage 

On that door adjust 

Your telescope, 

Thus with ease go across the deadly sea. 


Between the eyes is the Master. 
The messenger of God. 

Kabir Sakhi-S811g.ra./J, Musid.aain811 beech hai. U.K. Sethi. Kabir: The 1/Teaver ofGod's 
Name, p. 327. 

303pada 

304avastha 

305ia1Jda 

30612:2 
30712:3 Mukerjee gives. "distracted due to superimposition" for 

sam8dhy8s8.tlivik,sipl8u. So.ag oft.he SelfSup.re.me, p. 167 Our reading is sam8dhy-Bsadi

http:Sup.re.me
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sees through this picture and recognizes the incoherence of such practices. 

"(Seeing... meditation]308 and the abandonment of mind and its objects, as 

mental constructs,309 thus do I remain as I am.]"3 to Hence, rajayoga, being 

that yoga which is concerned with the successive phases of concentrative 

absorption, is also ignored by the sage of the AG 

layayoga(in the most general sense, encompassing both ku.(l(lalinJyoga 

and sabdayogtn can been seen as the esoteric, or quasi-cosmological, 

description of the practice and processes of concentrative absorption. This 

can be understood in the following way: Focussing the mind upon an object 

tends to break down the sense of separation the mind has with its object. 

Over an extended period of concentration, the mind comes to identify with 

its object. Once identification is established, attention shifts to a subtler 

object of contemplation. As meditation progresses, attention is shifted onto 

increasingly subtler objects of meditation. In this way, each order of being is 

'dissolved' into a higher and subtler order of being. Finally, attention is 

shifted onto 'formlessness' 311 or the 'void.'312 With the final absorption into 

either the 'nameless realm'313 or 'mindlessness,'314 all orders of being 

making up the individual are said to be dissolved into pure consciousness. 

But the dissolution of the individual into formlessness cannot be 

vik~ipt.au. See also R. Hauschild, .D1e.A,s:t.ivaknl-67t.a(Be.rlin: Academie-Ve.rlag.1967), p. 
44. 

308d1Jyana 
309 vikalpa 

31012:) 

311 nirKuqa 

3 t 2 111a./11iSiinya 

313 8118.11li 


314 UOJ11811l 


http:vik~ipt.au
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accomplished by merely contemplating the void, as there remains no way for 

the meditator to move beyond the support of an object of meditation. Hence, 

the sage of the AG simply ignores the practice of meditation upon 

formlessness. "A man who meditates on the unthinkable ... resorts only to a 

form of his thoughts. Abandoning that meditation, [I remain as I am)." 315 

The AG summarizes its thoughts on meditation with strong advice: "Forsake 

in every way even contemplation.316 Hold [on to) nothing in your 

consciousness."317 

2.3.3 Abandoning Desire, Wealth, Duty, and Liberation 

Along with the abandonment of yoga, meditation, and 'intellectual' 

approaches to spirituality, the AG also discusses the abandonment of the 

four ends of life: desire, wealth, duty and liberation.3t8 The abandonment 

of the first two ends should come as no surprise. If, at the superficial level, 

desire is the 'problem,' then the removal of desire would seem to be the 

'solution.' The text reads: "The destruction of desire is liberation."319 Hence, 

it states that desire is to be treated with detachment.320 "Cultivate strong 

detachment, free yourself from desire and be contented."321 

However, desire is not the only thing that the AG recommends as 

worthy of abandonment. It also recommends the renunciation of all 

31512:7 
3t6dhyana 
3171'5:20 
318 .kima. artha. dharma. mo.k..(08 
319t0:4 . 

320 vainigya. Cf. Yogastltra, 1:15; 1:12; 3:50; Vive.kactl¢8.ma4i 372. 
32110:3 
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possessions. "One cannot be happy without renouncing all."322 Of course, it 

is not so much the objects, as the attachment to them that is the locus of the 

source of unhappiness. Therefore, the AGstates, "Be free from ego-sense 

and possessiveness and make yourself happy."323 Since all objects of 

attachment are ephemeral and phantasmic, their permanence should not be 

expected, for to expect their permanence is to invite personal disaster. "Look 

upon friend, land, wealth, house, wife and other objects of fortune as a 

dream or a magician's show lasting for three or five days."324 For the AG 

detachment is the way to happiness. "Through non-attachment to the world 

alone one attains constant bliss of realization ...."325 

The AG also advocates the abandonment of duty.326 "Having given up 

desire as the enemy, wealth as associated with mischief, and also [duty] as 

leading to both desire and wealth, practice neglect [of the goals of life)."327 

Religious observances and rituals, acts of virtue, and good deeds are all 

abandoned with the abandonment of duty. Such states are intentionally 

directed toward some end, the achievement of which reaps 'good karma.' 

The practitioner of religious rites directed toward some end and the 

righteous 'do-gooder' soon get caught up in the web of their own goodness 

and self-worth, and subsequently become fixated upon the actions 

themselves. "Enough of wealth, desire and [religious observances)328 in the 

32218:2 
32315:6 
32410:2 
32510:4 
326 dilarma 
32710:1 
328 suk.rta karma. The phrase also carries the sense of 'good deed' or 'act of virtue.' 
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[forest] of the world. The mind [never stops from them)."329 Hence, there is 

no attempt by the AG to mediate or 'synthesize' dbarma with mok,sa. Both 

are simply abandoned. The sage knows that there is nothing he can do to 

secure his own destiny. "Knowing for certain that happiness and sorrow, 

birth and death, surely come of themselves through fate, one does not seek 

after the goals of life; he becomes non-active. His deeds do not involve 

him."330 Thus, he gives up trying to do effect his fate. 

Having abandoned his 'freedom' to 'choose the correct path in life,' the 

sage is aloof to even his own spiritual liberation. "When the mind becomes 

free from such duality of opposites as 'this is to be done' and 'this is left 

undone,' it attains indifference towards righteousness. wealth, desire, and 

liberation."331 The sage neither strives for nor detests the lesser or higher 

goals of life. "Only a few broad minded persons have no sense of either 

attraction for or rejection of righteousness, wealth, desire, and emancipation 

as well as life and death."332 Hence, even the quest for ultimate spiritual 

fulfillment is given up by the sage of the A6' 

2.3.4 Letting Go of Grasping and Rejecting 

So far the discussion has focussed upon the abandonment of 'this or 

that.' But what of abandonment itself? The AGexpands its discussion of 

abandonment to include abandonment itself. It associates 'grasping and 

rejecting' with the practice of affirmation and denial. Its argument is that as 

32910:7 

33011:4 

33116:j 

33217:6 
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long as renunciation has anything to do with either affirmation or denial, the 

goal of renunciation cannot be attained. Hence, the AG advocates 

indifference toward the cogitation of choices. "Do not agitate your mind 

with... affirmation and deniat.333 Silencing these, abide happily in your own 

Self...."334 Likewise, the practices of identifying the self with, or 

differentiating the self from anything are also to be abandoned. "Abandon 

all distinctions335 such as 'I am that,' 'I am this' and 'I am neither this nor 

that.' Knowing for certain that the Self is all, be free from any reasoning 

whatsoever336 and be happy."337 Abandoning identifying and 

distinguishing, the sage lives happily. "Due to my abandonment of the sense 

of association or dissociation ..., I live in ... happiness."338 

The sage of the AG sees no need for identification with or revulsion 

from anything in the world, for the world is but waves on the ocean of 

consciousness. "This visible universe is not different from you. Hence how, 

where or in whom can there be any thought of ... acceptance or rejection ?"339 

Freedom, then, is the freedom from acceptance and rejection. "There is 

freedom when the mind neither desires nor ,grieves, when it neither accepts 

nor rejects anything, neither feels happy nor is angry with anything."340 

333SIU!Jkalpavikalpa 
33118:19 
335 vibllaga 
336o.il/saDJkalpa 
33715:15. Cf. the Yogavas1.~t1Ja. "One should abandon the divisive notions of This I 

am' and 'This I am not' ... Venkatesananda, tr., p. 299. Cf. Vivekacflffamaqi 455. 
33813:4 
33915:12 
3408:2 
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Hence, the final word on abandonment is that it too is to be abandoned. 

"Abandoning renunciation and acceptance I live in true happiness."341 

How is the reflexivity of abandonment to be understood? One way of 

understanding it is to see it as going beyond mere rejection. just as the A(/ 

does not advocate either action or inaction, it does not advocate either 

abidance or renunciation. Abidance and the way of action stress the attempt 

to control the phenomenon of suffering, as if it could be over-powered. But 

this attitude of self-assertiveness only feeds the fire. The other way, that of 

renunciation and inaction, stresses the attempt to avoid suffering. But this is 

mere escapism. Abandonment, as the AG sees it, is somewhere 'between' 

domination and indifference, 'between' and yet beyond. 

The abandonment of the 'contrasting notions' can be understood as 

taking a path with no fixed direction. The choice as to which action is proper 

or which is not, falls away for the sage of no fixed path. "[When and for 

whom will the pairs of opposites, such as what is to be done and what is not 

to be done, cease. Out of disinterest be intent on abandonment and be 

lawless)."342 Hence, 'anarchic spirituality,· ,including forgetting about the 

customary ritual obligations, religious observances and doctrinal dictums 

governing the 'path,' is one sense of abandonment. 

Another sense is given by the English term 'abandonment' itself. The 

usual way of thinking of 'abandoning' is in terms of giving something up. 

This takes the form, '/ give some thing up.' But what of giving one's seff 

up? Instead of thinking of abandonment as some T rejecting some 'thing,· 

34113:1 
342avrala 9:1. ·Avra.ta' also carries the sense of 'not observing religious rites and 

obligations.' 
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the term 'abandon' is here thought of as it often is in its substantive sense, as 

in the phrase, 'with careless abandon.' Hence, the text reads: "When there 

is no ego there is freedom.... Reflecting on this, refrain from acceptance or 

rejection of any thing with [a carefree abandon that is both happy and 

aptJ."343 Thus, abandonment in the AG is best thought of as living 'with 

abandon.' 

2.3.5 Letting Things Be 

Independent of inner and outer limitations, the sage described by the 

AG lives happily, unfettered by the incessant need to control his 

environment and himself. "Through autonomy344 one achieves happiness; 

through autonomy one attains the supreme; through autonomy one attains 

repose: through autonomy one reaches the supreme state."345 The sage 

makes no goal of his activity nor attempts to coerce or manipulate situations 

or those around him. In this way, his nature is to be happy; he has no need 

to bring about his happiness by external means. "The man [whose activity 

has no objectJ346 becomes tranquil by nature."347 

The sage of the AG simply Jets things arise as they arise. He 

discriminates no 'plan of action,' but lives his life as it comes to him, and lets 

it go as it passes by. "(Ignoring the (conflicting pairs) and living off what 

343helaya 8:4 
344 svataotry8t. The term svataot.rya has a technical use in Kashmiri Saivism. 

See, e.g., J. Singh, SivaStitras<Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1979), pp. 6, 16, 19, 33, 53, 105, 
159, 211, 216, 224. 

34518:50 
346aJak~yasp./JUr8J!8 
34718:70 
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comes to you, you reach perfection)."348 The sage is aware that his attempts 

to control and alter the course of his life are ineffectual: "Knowing for 

certain that happiness and sorrow, birth and death, surely come of 

themselves [by chance).349 one does not seek after the goals of life; he 

becomes non-active. His deeds do not involve him."350 just as the waves 

rise up spontaneously on the ocean, so too does the sage allow the world to 

ebb and flow. "[Recognizing that things come to be and leave contrary to 

anything that you can do]. one becomes unaffected and free from pain. [and 

finds peace)."35f 

Attempting to effect control only brings misery, as it inevitably fails. 

When expectations are frustrated, anger and despair ensue. Removed from 

expectation and the attempt to control the world and his mind, the sage lives 

simply and happily. "Knowing for certain that in the course of time fortune 

and misfortune visit one [by chance),352...contented...., with senses... 

unperturbed, one neither desires or grieves."353 Hence, as situations and 

events arise and pass by, the sage remains unaffected. He has not removed 

3489:4. Cf. Vivexacii(8maqi539. 
349daiv8t 
35011:4 Cf. B/Jagavadg718. 5:7. 
35111:1 
352daiv~ Paiva means 'fate' or 'destiny.' In the ablative, however, it means 'by 

accident.' There is a difference between the two, and I am not entirely convinced that 
'fate' is what the text means to imply here. 'Fate' implies a preordained determinism. 
Hence. in 'fatalism.' events are grounded in a predetermined order. When things 
happen accidentally, however, the order of their occurrence is entirely undetermined. 
Metaphysical considerations aside, what is being underlined here is the fact that no 
one can know the ultimate 'why' of any occurrence o.r event. The upshot is that there 
is no sense hankering over such causes and essences, since. ultimately, they are 
mysterious. Cf. the Yogavas.1,~t/Ja See Ven.katesananda, tr., pp. 95. 143, 167. 
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himself entirely from them, nor is he entirely indifferent to them. He simply 

lets them be. "[Whatever happens to be, you simply exist)."354 

2.3.6 The Inherent Freedom of the Self 

How is it that the sage is able to find happiness with no apparent 

effort? The answer is that the sage is already free. He is the self. and the 

self is inherently free. "You are the Self and surely ever free. Why do you 

ponder355... for nothing?"356 There is no need to seek the self, as the self is 

always present. "The Self is neither (far] nor [close] because (you have it 

already)."357 Hence, any attempt to procure the self is ridiculous because the 

self is always already 'there.' 

One qualifying point should be noted with regard to the 'teaching' of the 

inherent freedom of the self. What I have in mind here is a possible reading 

of the text which has the seeker trying to extract a purely intellectual 

meaning from the text: 'The text says I am already enlightened, therefore I 

don't need to practice.' This kind of response clearly falls under the category 

of 'doing nothing.' It is an intellectualized strategy formulated by the 

devotee in his attempt to rid himself of his predicament. What is essential to 

an adequate representation of the text's argument is a recognition of the 

text's presentation of the double-bind dilemma of the devotee: there is 

nothing the devotee can do that will solve his problem, yet he cannot do 

not.bing as this is mere escapism. 

3549:8 
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What the AG tries to preserve is the tension in the spiritual life of the 

seeker between trying to effect release and giving up entirely in disgust. 

The spiritual life confronts the seeker as an irresolvable dilemma. No 

inference with regard to practice can be drawn from the dilemma, as to do so 

means the adoption of one or the other disjuncts. Ultimately, the distinction 

between the seeker and the sage is false. But in the mind of the seeker, the 

ideal of the 'sage,' as distinct from the 'seeker,' acts as a kind of limiting or 

critical-concept guaranteeing his double-bind situation. Paradoxically, the 

seeker is the sage, yet there is nothing that he can do to become the sage. 

Any attempt at trying to become the sage is the expression of a confusion on 

this point, a confusion indicative of the seeker's malaise. Hence, as long as he 

thinks in terms of release, his 'release' remains an impossibility. 

2.4.0 The Happy W anderec: Ecstatic Language 

Most of what the AG has to say is not about the seeker, but about the 

sage who is awakened and released. Perhaps this is one of the most 

distinctive features of the AG It speaks less about how the aspirant should 

go about seeking release, than it does about the sage who already is 

enlightened. Much of the language in this final category is in the first 

person. The language here is meant to be the expression of a sage who is 

beyond all means. It is the song of a sage confessing his ecstatic condition. 

2.4. l Beyond Meditation and the Means to Release 

Much of the point of the repudiation of meditation and means to 

liberation can be seen to be based upon the ontological priority of the 
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natural state of the self. By this I mean that nothing can be said to be the 

cause of the self's liberation. Nothing can cause the self to do anything. The 

self is ontologically prior to cause and effect, so it makes no sense to speak of 

something effecting the liberated state. The self is already liberated. There 

is no need to liberate the self. It is in need of nothing. 

Hence, the need for means to liberation drops out of the picture in the 

AG The sage is the self. "The person whose mind is absorbed in the Self is 

bereft of doubts and does not take resort to the means of emancipation ...."358 

There are no means, and hence, there are no fruits of practice. "For the wise 

one, always [free of thought)359 like the sky, ... where is the goal, and where 

are the means?"360 Liberation is not some tfling that is to be acquired. It is 

grounded in the self, and the self is not an object amidst other objects. 

Hence, the text asks rhetorically: "What is creation and what is withdrawal, 

what is end and what is means, what is the seeker and what is the 

accomplishment?"36t For the sage, there is no seeker, no teacher, and no 

scripture. He is aloof to such things. "To me who am Siva ... what is teaching 

and what is scripture, what is disciple and what is master, and what is the 

ultimate goal of life?"362 He therefore has no need for instruction upon the 

traditional means to liberation. "For me, completely poised in my own Self, 

there is no need of discourse about the three goals of life, about yoga, and 

about wisdom."363 
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As the sage is the self, and the self is free, the sage is already free. 

"Having nothing to achieve what would he do?"364 However, the text does 

speak of a kind of 'magical means.' "Now I have abandoned the world along 

with my body due to [some trick).365 I see only the Supreme Self.''366 The 

point being underlined here, though, is that there are no logical means to 

attain the self, as the freedom of the self is not 'caused' by anything. 

Hence, the sage does not resort to meditation as a means to liberation 

but remains aloof from either meditation or non-meditation. He does not 

choose between remaining meditative or non-meditative, since, "The wise 

man... does not know the mental alternatives367 of contemplation368 and 

non-contemplation.... He abides in the state of absolute aloneness."369 The 

sage is neither distracted nor seeks to concentrate. "For the yogi who has 

[become serene] there is neither distraction nor one-pointedness ...."370 For 

such a one, asks the text rhetorically, "What is distraction and what is 

concentration?"371 "Where is meditation and where is non-meditation ... ?"372 

The sage of the AG has nothing to meditate upon since he intends no goal to 

be achieved. Besides, "What would he meditate373 who sees no duality and 

ceases to think ?"374 Seeing neither dissolution nor meditation as necessary, 

36418:17 
365 kauia.Ja. The term can also mean 'clever skill' and' good fortune.' 
3662:3 
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the sage asks rhetorically, "Where is dissolution of consciousness and where 

is samadb1?"375 

The sage also has little regard for the traditional Vedantic soteriological 

means and ends. The text reads, "To me ever transcending the duality of 

opposites, what is scripture and what is knowledge of the Self,376 what is 

mind dissociated from objects ... ?"377 Thus, there is no meditation upon 

brahman for the sage of the AG "Where is delusion, where is the world, 

where is meditation of the Reality?"378 just as there is no meditation upon 

brahman, there is no direct intuition of brahman, and no release as a result 

of such intuition. What object would there be to intuit for such a one? For 

'intuition' implies that there is something intuited and someone intuiting. 

The sage asks, "What is... direct perception...379 and what is the fruit 

thereof?"380 Hence, just as the sage of the AG is aloof from the means and 

ends of Yoga, so too he is aloof from the means and ends of Vedanta. 

However, the AG does say that the sage enjoys the freedom of which 

the way of yoga speaks. "The action of the wise shares in the fruits of 

withdrawal."381 He also enjoys the fruit of the way of knowledge. "The wise 

one, in spite of his absence of desire for Brahman, enjoys the nature of 

Brahman."382 Thus, the sage of the AG 'has' what the followers of Yoga and 

Vedanta seek. "He has obtained the fruit of wisdom as well as of the practice 
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of yoga who, Self-contented and purified of senses, [enjoys] his aloneness."383 

Notice that this does not say that the wise one obtains the fruit of yoga 

through the practice ofyoga, only that the wise one enjoys the fruit of yoga, 

that is, that he enjoys what the yogi's seek.384 The difference between the 

two is that the sage of the AG does not seek out the fruit as if it were a goal 

(as it is not). Yet he enjoys it, nonetheless. 

2.4.2 Naturalness 

In place of meditation and artificial means, the A(i offers 

naturalness.385 The sage of the AG is fully at home in the natural state. He 

is simply himself as he goes about his daily routine. Naturalness is the 

inherent state of the self, and hence of the sage. "The wise one, even when 

engaged in practical life,386 does not have any distress like the ordinary man 

due to his [natural state)."387 

In one sense, in contrast to the 'transcendent' reality or mystical 

'beyond' of other-worldly mystics, 'naturalness' is an 'at-homeness' in 

everyday circumstances. It is ordinary existence. But in another sense, 

'naturalness' is not quite the same as the common experience of most people. 

Naturalness is beyond, or perhaps 'between,· the transcendent and the 

38317:1 
384Jnterpreting this verse, T. Byrom writes, "The seeker may abandon meditation 

only after he has gathered the fruit of long practice." I find nothing in the text to 
suggest this. See T. Byrom, tr., The He1J.rto/'Aw-arcness(Boston: Shambhala, 1990), p. 
89. 
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See J. Singh, SivaStJtras (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1979), p.xx. 
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everyday. In metaphysical terms, it denotes the coincidence of the 

transcendent and the immanent, the absolute and the relative. In simpler 

parlance, by emphasizing naturalness, the AG wishes only to point out that 

the sage it speaks of does not abide in a state which is exclusive of the 

waking or 'ordinary' state of consciousness. 

Another sense of 'naturalness' can be seen by comparing it to 

'effortlessness.' Naturalness is easy. The sage's natural state is effortlessly 

maintained, as it is his natural state. "For the wise one who delights in the 

Self... control is [always] natural."388 He does not try to remain serene. This 

consideration leads to another sense of 'naturalness,' one that can be seen 

by contrasting it with artificiality. The sage does not seek to exploit artificial 

or unnatural techniques and methods.389 He is also natural in the sense that 

his serenity is not 'put on' or artificial. "The wise one's conduct, though 

unrestrained and natural,390 shines, but not with the artificial serenity of the 

ignorant one with his mind full of desire."391 

The naturalness of the sage of the AG also lies in his spontaneity. The 

sage may suddenly become absorbed in , ecstasy or in a deep, serene 

meditative state, but these states are not sought out by him. "The mind of 

the liberated one does not engage itself in either meditation or activity, but 

becomes meditative and active without any intention."392 Hence, 

naturalness is also a continual openness to ecstasy. The sage totters between 

388ak.rtrima18:41 
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ecstasy and the waking state. He is continually absorbed in his natural state, 

yet he is blissfully aware of objects as they arise in consciousness.393 He is 

therefore at all times 'ecstatic.' This is called 'natural samadhi' by the AG 

"He renounces all goals of desire and becomes the embodiment of perfect 

bliss pertaining to his essential nature. Glory to him who abides in ... natural 

(and continuous absorption)."394 

2.4.3 Beyond Contrasting Alternatives395 

However. the primary aim of the AG 's critique of traditional 

spirituality is the practice of discrimination. Most of its critique is directed 

at the pairs of opposites and contraries that arise from the cogitation of 

affirmation and denial.396 The text almost seems to be attempting to 

exhaust the seemingly endless series of bifurcations that are made by the 

discriminative faculty.397 

The AG begins with bifurcations and polarities at the level of common 

experience. The sage of the AG does not distinguish between the contraries 

usually observed in ordinary life. The text asks rhetorically, "Where is 

distance, where is nearness, where is outside, where is inside? And where is 

the gross and where is the subtle?"398 Nor does the sage worry about 

393These objects are neither pursued nor obstructed but are tacitly recognized as 
consciousness itself. 

394a.K.rtrimo 'aoavacc./Ji.11.11esam8d./Ji18:67. Cf. UpadeSa.sa./JasrZ L 13:25; 
B./JagavadgJtB, 6:7; Yogavasi.~t.ha, Venkatesanada, tr .. pp. 223. 227. 294. 296-297; 
Tripurira../Jasya (jJJ8.lla.k./Ja.q<fa). 18:162; 20:121-127. See A. V. Vasavada. tr. Tripuri
Ra./Jasya (Varanasi: Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series, 1965), pp. 123. 140 
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distinctions made in the social sphere. "In the wise man whose mundane life 

has waned, and who transcends humanness, there is neither violence or 

compassion, neither pride nor humility, neither surprise nor agitation."399 In 

intercourse with others and amidst his daily routine, he remains himself 

regardless of how he is treated or what confronts him. "He neither abuses 

nor praises, neither rejoices nor is angry. He neither gives nor receives. He 

has [no tastes or desires in regard to] all things."400 

The sage also has no concern for ethical considerations. He does not 

care if his actions are moral or not. The sage states, "I have given up good 

and evil, and live in ... happiness."401 Hence, for the AG, the sage is someone 

who is no longer in conflict with himself. The sage does not care if he is on 

the proper path or not. For such a one, asks the text rhetorically, "Where is 

good and where is evil ?"402 

The sage no longer perceives things in terms of discrimination. "I do 

not see any duality."403 Everywhere he goes anyone or anything he meets, 

the sage sees only the self. "The wise do not see this and that... but see (only) 

the immutable Self."404 He moves about happily, independent of the world 

and any responsibility to it. "The wise one, alone and unattached to all 

things, rejoices. He is without any possession, moves about at pleasure,405 is 

free from the conflict of opposites,406 and dispels all his doubts."407 
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The AG also addresses more subtle dualities. It points out the more 

fundamental dualisms that exist in the metaphysics underpinning traditional 

forms of soteriology -- dualities such as those between 'the transcendent' 

and 'the immanent,' 'the absolute' and 'the relative.' In the more radical 

phase of its critique of discrimination, the text asks, "Where is Self and 

where is non-Self?"408 Hence, even the notion of 'self' is to be given up. 

There is no 'thing' to which the term 'self' refers, as the self is not a thing. 

The AG also challenges the distinction between Brahman and m3yii, it asks, 

"What is illusion409 and what is... sa1J1s3ra.... What is the jlva and what is 

That Brahman ?"41 O Likewise, the AG challenges the traditional distinction 

between the absolute and the relative. "To me ever free from (discursive) 

reasoning what is relation41 t and what is absoluteness,412 what is happiness 

and what is misery?"4 I 3 

To the casual reader, the AG may seem to be a standard Advaita text. 

But if it is a form of advaitism, it certainly is not a form which distinguishes 

a non-dual reality from dualistic realm. The text asks rhetorically, "Where is 

duality and where is nonduality?"414 Hence, the advaita of the AG is no 

ordinary form of advaita. Rather, it is a text which repudiates any attempt 

made by the discriminative faculty to discriminate, by way of the 'neti neti' 

dialectic, a non-dual, transcendent absolute from mundane existence. In 

40718:87 Cf. Mu11{1akopani$8ff IL 2:9. 
40819:4 
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fact the text concludes on this note: "What is existence and what is non

existence, what is dual and what is nondual? Nothing of me springs up. 

What more can be said?"415 

Hence, for the A<; there is no mystical 'void' or metaphysical 'non

duality' (as discriminated from the 'everyday world' or 'phenomenal realm') 

which the sage or mystic need attempt to abide in or intuit. To the sage of 

the A<; such states are merely more things to which mystics and 

metaphysicians may cling. 

2.4.4 Beyond Discrimination and Renunciation 

For the A<; the discrimination of the self from nature is unimportant. 

The reality of the self is ubiquitous. Hence the text asks rhetorically, "For 

the yogi who is free from the duality of opposites, where are righteousness, 

desire, wealth, and [discriminationJ...."416 The same can be said for the 

knowledge born of the practice of discrimination. In Vedanta, the practice of 

discrimination, in the form of the 'neti netl ' via negativa, is said to lead to 

that which can only be characterized as 'neti netl the formless, qualityless 

brahman. The knowledge had of brahman is, therefore, a discriminative 

knowledge, a knowledge of a reality as discriminated from conditional 

existence.417 Both the mediated knowledge pointing to that experience and 

the discriminative knowledge of that reality itself, are inconsequential for 

41520:14 
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the sage of the AG He asks rhetorically, "[Where are the scriptures and 

where is discriminative knowledge?]"4t8 

Likewise, for the sage of the AGdiscrimination as a means to choosing 

the proper course of action is unnecessary. The sage does not act according 

to carefully considered decisions. Discrimination as a virtue falls away for 

the sage. "To the yogi whose nature is [without existence) what is patience, 

what is discrimination ... and what is courage?"4 t9 The sage of the AG also 

has no concern for the discrimination associated with renunciation and 

detachment. The hope of the renunciate is that by discriminating out objects 

which are conducive to either desire or pain, the sorrow associated with such 

objects can be avoided. The process is a two-step procedure: first, 

discriminate those objects or situations which either will directly lead to pain 

or which will lead to pain in a matter of course ( nathe mental tendencies), 

then reject or renounce said objects or situations and thereby detach 

yourself from their effects. It is this kind of renunciation which the AG 

criticizes. 

The happiness born from the practice of rejection is a happiness 

relative to the efficacy of the intellect which is discriminating. In order for 

the process to be effective, the mind must constantly be discriminating. 

Hence, no permanent state of detachment is possible since the efficacy of the 

result is relative to the ongoing practice itself. Hence, efficacy is proportional 

to the degree of obsessiveness with which the practice is carried out. 

Obsessiveness would seem to preclude a satisfactory sense of happiness, and 

4 t 8 v1/iiB.na 
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so the practice does not seem to have any conclusion as it is only effective so 

long as the discriminative intellect moves between its options. 

Hence, the above type of renunciation is not deemed to be a viable 

'solution' by the Ati The sage of the AGdoes not worry about objects of 

sense, desire, or repulsion. 'The emancipated one has neither aversion nor 

craving for the objects of the senses. With his detached mind [he takes 

whatever he gets)."420 He takes life as it comes to him and ignores the 

alternatives of rejection and acceptance. "The man of poised intelligence 

knows that the visible world from its very nature has no substance. He 

considers nothing acceptable or rejectable."421 He moves about and 

partakes freely of the senses, yet is unmoved to either grasp or reject. "The 

emancipated person, the noble minded one, as he sees, hears. touches, smells, 

eats, accepts, speaks, and moves is free, indeed, from attachment or 

aversion."422 

The sage of the AG perceives nothing separate from the self, and so he 

has no need for renunciation. The text asks, "For one who has envisioned the 

Self as pure luminousness and does not perceive the phenomenal world, 

where is the rule of life, where is non-attachment, where is renunciation, 

and where is control of the senses?"423 He no longer looks upon the world as 

a problem to be solved, as for him, the world is not some 'thing' distinct from 

consciousness. "For him the sense of reality of the world is annihilated and 
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he has neither attachment nor aversion424 for it."425 He looks upon the 

world as no different from consciousness. 

2.4.5 Seeing All Things as Equal 

Since he sees all things as manifestation of consciousness, the sage looks 

upon all things equally. He sees no intrinsic worth or value which allows 

him to distinguish hierarchically some objects from others. "There shines the 

wise one who has no ego-sense and looks upon a clod of earth, a stone, or a 

piece of gold as of equal worth. The knot of his heart426 is perfectly cut 

asunder...."427 Nor does he distinguish good people from bad people. "One 

who is free from desires neither has praise for the good nor blame for the 

wicked."428 The same is true of noblemen and rogues. He sees all in the 

same light. "No [mental tendency] springs in the heart of the wise man 

encountering or honoring a learned Brahmin, a god, a place of pilgrimage, a 

woman, a king, or a beloved person."429 He looks upon all people, states of 

being, and things as manifestations of consciousness. Hence, he looks upon 

them all as inherently of equal value. "The ,wise one who sees the same430 

424 virakti. The term also means 'indifference to' or 'alienation from.' 
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everywhere, finds no difference between happiness and misery, man and 

woman, fortune and misfortune."43 t 

Likewise, he has no preference of heaven over earthly existence, or of 

the life of a hermit over the life of one in society, but goes about his life as if 

it made no difference which lifestyle he were to adopt. "Whether he 

possesses the kingdom of heaven or adopts mendicancy, whether he gains or 

loses, whether he is in society or solitude, the yogi whose nature is free from 

[alternative choices)432 finds no diff erence."433 As noted above, the wise one 

does not distinguish proper courses of action from improper ones, but 

follows the course of life as it spontaneously arises. "The wise one who has 

achieved pure consciousness434 by just hearing [of the nature of reality] and 

who is tranquil... makes no difference between action, proper or improper, 

and inaction."435 Whatever course his life happens to be taking he follows it 

effortlessly. He lives his life spontaneously. 

2.4.6 	Spontaneity 

just as the waves rise and fall spontaneously upon the ocean, so too the 

sage of the AG lets thoughts and situations arise spontaneously. "In me, the 

limitless ocean, let the wave of the world [spontaneously] arise and vanish of 

itself. I neither increase nor decrease thereby."436 He moves about like a 

ship adrift in the wind. He lets nothing within him obstruct the course of 
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events in his life. "In me, the infinite ocean, the ship of the universe moves 

here and there, driven by the wind of the mind. I do not have any 

[resistance]."437 He neither shirks away from thoughts as they arise nor 

hankers after them. Whatever comes to him he allows to come. "Rare is the 

individual who knows the non-dual Self as the Lord of the Universe. He does 

whatever comes to his mind and has no fear from anywhere."438 

He does not act according to preconceived plans. His actions are 

'without why.' "A person liberated in life performs his action but would not 

say why, although he is not a fool. Although living in the world he is quite 

happy and blessed."439 He allows situations to unfold by themselves. He 

does not try to manipulate events but does what is required at the moment 

of its requirement. "Fully understanding that nothing in reality is ever 

really done.... I only do whatever comes of itself ."440 The liberated sage 

merely follows the course of his life as it presents itself to him. "For the yogi 

who is liberated while living, there is neither any duty nor desire in his 

heart. In this world his deeds merely follow the lot of his life."441 

To the sage of the At:i life is play. He takes nothing too seriously. 

"There can be no comparison between an ignorant creature, who carries the 

burden of the world, and the knower of the Self, who plays the sport of 

life."442 He may spontaneously retire into seclusion or he may playfully 

wander about the world. "The wise are free from imaginings, unfettered in 
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intelligence, and unbound. They (may) sport in great enjoyment or take 

resort to the mountain caves."443 

The liberated sage wanders about spontaneously or 'as he pleases.' 

"Contentment ever abides in the heart of the wise one who subsists on 

whatever is his lot. He roams about at his pleasure,444 sleeping wherever 

the sun sets."445 But this wandering 'at will' is not a consequence of the 

operation of his own will. "To the yogi who is guileless and simple and 

realizes the supreme goal of life, what is willfulness,446 what is restraint and 

what is the determination of the Truth of the Self?"447 The sage does not act 

according to his own will, but spontaneously and without volition. 

Hence, in place of discrimination and aversion, the AG offers 

'spontaneity.'448 Instead of acting according to deliberation, the sage of the 

AG acts naturally and according to spontaneity. "The wise man who 

comprehends the entire world as his Self lives as he likes.449 Him, none can 

f orbid."450 Spontaneous action is carefree, purposeless and appears random. 

"By nature void in mind45t and acting [spontaneously]452 he has no feeling of 

44318:53 
444 svacc.IJ1J.11clam ca.rata./J The term svacc.IJ1J.11da has a technical use in Kashmid 

Saivism. Cf. SivaSiitras. Singh, tr., pp. 49-50. In his Spa.11daair.q.aya, K~ma.rija refers 
to the Svacc./J1J..11da T1J.11t.ra: "One should regard everything as the form of Siva and 
Saktiand finally it says 'One who has this conviction is liberated while living .... The 
yogi functioning freely by means of svacc.IJ1J.11da yoga is united with the status of 
Svacclzaada and acquires equality with Svacc./J1J..11da He becoming Svacclzaadamoves 
about freely, and enjoys full Freedom (Srracc./Jaada T/J..111.ra VII, 258)." See J. Singh, 
Spanda.Karikis (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1980), p. 124. 
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honor or dishonor like that of an ordinary man."453 However, by 

'spontaneity' the AG does not mean 'acting out of desire.' "For him who has 

abandoned the mind's passions, who is above duality of attributes and is 

desire less, for him any experience that comes as a matter of course454 gives 

neither pleasure nor pain."455 

Spontaneous action is action that is unobstructed by either moral or 

sensual hankering. It is action that does not intend an object or goal. Hence, 

intentional states of mind fall out of the picture as unimportant in the AG 

Likewise, the notion of an intending subject -- planning his course of action, 

making the correct moral decisions and discriminating out sensual and 

reprehensible objects -- has no place in the AG The sage of the AG acts 

non-volitionally, intends no object, and discriminates no proper course of 

action. 

2.4.7 Beyond Bondage and Release 

Since the sage of the AG acts naturally and spontaneously, he has no 

need for liberation and does not worry about bondage. "The wise one, being 

without both concentration and distraction, is neither a seeker of liberation 

nor the reverse."456 He has neither an aversion for conditional existence nor 

directs his longing toward knowledge of the self. "The wise one neither 

[hates samsar4 nor [loves] Self-realization."457 All categories, high or low, 

452 ;'1Ul.rcc./J8 
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including sorrow and happiness hold no power over him. As far as he is 

concerned, he is neither liberated nor seeking after liberation. "To him there 

is neither heaven nor hell, nor even liberation in life."458 He is not a man of 

the world nor a world renunciate. These are simply artificial categories for 

the sage of the AG "He is neither happy nor unhappy; he is neither a recluse 

nor a man of company, neither liberated nor aspiring after liberation ....."459 

Hence, there is no distinction between bondage and release for the sage of 

the AG The text asks rhetorically, "For one who does not perceive ... nature, 

but [is] the Self shining in infinite forms, where is bondage, where is 

salvation, where is joy, and where is sorrow?"460 

In the manner of a confessional, the sage of the AGexpresses his utter 

transcendence of the traditional categories of 'bound' and 'liberated.' He 

neither longs for liberation nor wishes to remain bound. "As I have known 

the Supreme Self ... I have neither desire for bondage or liberation, nor care 

for salvation."461 He is the self and the self is ever free. "[I have neither 

bondage or release. All that exists, exists in me.] The illusion is now [stilled 

and without support)."462 The listener is told that he, too, is never bound or 

released. "There is neither bondage nor salvation for you."463 

Hence, for the A(.i there is no distinction between bondage and release. 

The text asks, "What is knowledge and what is ignorance,... what is bondage 
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and what is liberation ... ?"464 The distinction between liberation in life and 

liberation at death is also another artificial distinction. "What is liberation in 

life465 and what is aloneness at death?"466 Likewise, just as there is no 

distinction between liberation and bondage, there is no seeker after 

liberation and no one who is bound. "To my indivisible, essential Self, what 

is... the aspirant for liberation, what is the yogi and what is the wise man, 

what is the [bound) and what is the free man?"467 All such distinctions are 

products of the discriminative mind. The sage concludes, "To me ever 

abiding in the immutable and indivisible Self, what is impulsion and what is 

withdrawal, what is liberation and what is bondage ?"468 

2.4.8 Contented in all States 

The yogi or sage who seeks freedom in meditation is only free as long 

as he is absorbed in meditation. But the sage of the AG has no need to seek 

the relative bliss and freedom of meditative states. "He is contented and is 

the same in joy or sorrow. He discerns nothing to be achieved."469 The sage 

is happy with any state and does not seek to·escape from the world. "For the 

man of wisdom there is neither longing for the dissolution of the universe 

nor aversion for its existence. Hence he lives contentedly with whatever is 

his lot."470 
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Whether he is actively engaged in day to day activities or idly watching 

the world go by he is unconcerned with whether what he does is good or 

bad. The sage of the AG confesses, "Neither any good or any evil is 

associated with my stability, movement, or repose. Hence I live in... 

happiness whether I am at rest, move about or sleep."471 If something is 

required of him he does it happily. "For the wise one there is no [addictive 

grasping] in either action or inaction. When action is demanded of him, he 

does it and lives happily."472 He remains unmoved by the fact that he may 

be actively engaged in the world, as action is not a problem for him. "The 

emancipated one is established in the Self under all conditions and released 

from the notions of action and duty. Owing to his absence of desire, he is the 

same under all circumstances and does not ponder over what he has or has 

not done."473 He remains the same whether he is at work, play or rest. "The 

adept one, even when doing his duties, verily remains unperturbed."474 

Hence, the sage of the AG does not distinguish between states of 

consciousness. All states are the same for the sage who only sees the self. 

"The wise one is not asleep in deep slumber nor lying down in dreaming, nor 

even awake in the waking state. He is contented in all states ..."475 In all 

states and situations he is always the same contented self. "Even in the 

practical affairs of life the [one whose mental processes are stilled] sits 

contentedly, sleeps contentedly, moves contentedly, speaks contentedly, and 
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eats contentedly."476 In short, "He remains the same everywhere and under 

all conditions." 477 He is a mindless, happy-go-lucky wanderer. "Fulfilled by 

this wisdom ... with his [mind melted away]478 he lives happily, seeing, 

hearing, touching, smelling and assimilating. "479 

2.4.9 Mindlessness 

For the sage of the Ali mind and body have fallen away. He has no 

concern for his bodily condition. "Shining is the life of the wise man who is 

free from any expectation, who is without attachment... and without care for 

even his body."480 Death is also not an object of fear for the sage who is free. 

"The great one has no care whether the body dies or lives."481 The sage 

described by the AG is already 'dead.' His sense of self does not exist as it 

does for others. "The wise man shines without ego-sense, egoism and 

desire."482 Hence, with no ego to fulfill or desire to satisfy the sage does not 

seek power or hedonistic pleasure. Hence, his spontaneity is not a menace to 

those around him. "The wise man, free from egoism, does not commit any 

wrong deed."483 

The sage is also described as devoid of thought and perceptive capacity. 

"(Exhausting] himself [of] diverse reasonings ..., the wise one attains complete 

476t8:59 
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repose. He neither thinks nor knows nor hears nor perceives."484 His mind 

is free from movement and cogitation. "The mind of the liberated one is 

without either agitation or action. It is passive, free from fluctuations,485 

desireless. and purged of doubts."486 He intends no object, as all he sees is 

the self. "The liberated person of desireless intelligence [has no object)."487 

Intentional states of mind have dropped away as inconsequential to his 

actions. "How and for whom can be depicted the inner experience488 of one 

who... transcends all his sufferings?"489 

The sage's mind has 'melted away' or 'dropped off.' "A supreme state is 

possessed by the man of wisdom who with his mind melted away is [devoid] 

of the [manifestations] of the mind, delusion, imagination, and inertia."490 

The sage may appear to be dumb. "This knowledge of the truth... makes a 

person who is eloquent, wise and vigorous to be mute, inert and inactive."491 

He may also appear distant or oblivious, and his actions may appear random. 

"His gaze becomes vacant, his bodily action purposeless, and his senses 

inoperative."492 Yet, he is not entirely mindless, as, in another sense, he does 

see, think, hear, and act. 

2.4. l 0 The Paradox of the Sage 

48418:27 
485 spandavarjita. This may be a reference to the spandadoctrine of Kashmiri 

Saivism. See Mark Dyczkowski, T.he Poctri11e of Vi/Jratio11 (Albany: State University of 
New York. 1987). 
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The sage of the AG does not exist in a mere blank state. For he does 

allow thoughts present themselves to his consciousness. Likewise, he is also 

not entirely inactive, either. But in another sense, the sage does not act, for 

the sage is identified with the self and the self does not undergo 

transformation or 'do' anything. This 'condition' of the sage is expressed by 

the AG in terms of paradox.493 The text reads: "He is devoid of ego-sense 

and ego-feeling ... With all his desires melted away [from within] he has no 

action though he acts."494 How is this to be understood? The sage does 

nothing in the sense that the self does nothing. But he does not 'do nothing' 

in the sense that he remains completely inactive. He does nothing in the 

sense that his activities are not goal directed. "The wise one ... does nothing 

even though he apparently acts in the eyes of the world."495 

At times, the sage is described as being beyond pleasure or pain. But 

this does not mean that he would not feel a painful experience should it 

occur. Once again, this formulation is expressed by a paradox. "Delighted, 

493Simply put, the point of such talk seems to be that the sage does not shun 
ordinary states of mind. He is engaged with ordinary activities yet these states and 
activities are at the same time transcended. An abstract way to see the necessity of the 
paradoxical formulation can be found in the argument that consciousness has no limits. 
Since consciousness is limitless, and since limits are set upon consciousness by claims 
of exclusivity (i.e., the claims of discriminative knowledge and concentrative 
absorption), to speak of exclusivity is, in a sense, to speak in contradictory terms. 
Contradictions can then be teased out of such claims: 'concentration is a form of 
distraction,' 'non-dualism is a form of dualism.' etc. The 'logic' of a limitless 
consciousness and a self that is always ever free, dictates that ordinary states not be set 
apart from wholly transcendent or mystical states. Hence, the paradoxical formulation 
is, in this sense, a more consistent formulation than one which limits consciousness to 
exclusive meditative and noetic states. 
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yet he is not delighted; afflicted, yet he is not afflicted. Only one like him 

can appreciate his marvelous condition."496 

Similar expressions are found in the AG with regard to the thinking 

capacity of the sage. The sage does not abide in a state which excludes 

thought. There are thoughts in his consciousness, yet in another sense he 

does not intend those thoughts. "The wise one who is [devoid of mental 

activity}497 by nature perceives objects through [lapse of attention]498 and is, 

[as it were, awake though asleep}."499 He is aware of thoughts but he does 

not objectify them. "[The view] of one abiding in the Self in spite of his 

ideation of objects represents no object."500 Similar formulations are applied 

by the AG to the ego, intellect and sense-organs. "The man of Self 

knowledge is devoid of thought as he thinks, and of sense organs as he uses 

them. Endowed with a good intellect, he is without intelligence. Endowed 

with ego, he is without ego-sense."501 The noetic capacity of the sage can 

only be expressed paradoxically: "Who but the one free from all desires 

knows not while knowing, sees not while seeing, and speaks not while 

speaking?"502 

The same paradoxical formulations are used in the AGwith respect to 

meditative states. The absorption of the sage is not a meditative state that 

he has 'entered into.' He does not intentionally enter into absorption as if to 

49618:56 
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find serenity. In this sense his absorption is not some state set off from 

other states. "Neither in distraction is he distracted nor in samadbiis he in 

meditation...."503 For the sage, there is no distinction between meditation 

and non-meditation, sleep or wakefulness. Again, this is expressed in the 

terms of a paradox. "The wise man is neither awake nor asleep, he neither 

opens nor closes his eyes."504 The reference to the opening and closing of 

the eyes is a reference to the meditative and post-meditative states. No 

matter what 'state' the sage happens to be in, he makes no effort to remain 

in one state or another. "Happiness is for him, that head idler, who feels 

[exhausted] even at the effort of opening and closing the eyelids."505 The 

sage does not distinguish between the meditative and non-meditative states. 

He does not distinguish between any of the states of consciousness. He asks 

rhetorically, "Where is dreaming, where is deep sleep, where is wakefulness, 

50318:97 
504 .oo '.a.mllat.i.oa .mllat.il7:10 Cf. the Spanda.oirqaya of K~maraja: "the 

manifestation of the state of the fully illuminated yogi... is to be brought about by both 
introvertive ( .oimllana) and extrovertive ( u.omllana) meditation both of which are to 
be interpenetrative ( u/J./Jaya-visa.rgm-qi/J./Jtital/) ..." See J. Singh, tr. Spa.oda-Karikfis. 
<Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1980), p. 127. 

50.5 .oime~.ome$1J l6:4 References to the opening and shutting of the eyes also 
refer to the opening and shutting of the eyes of Siva. When Siva opens his eyes the 
world is created, when he closes them, the world is dissolved. In the yoga of Kashmiri 
Saivism, the opening and shutting of the eyelids refers to the meditative and post
meditative states. K~marajawrites, "(The yogi] views the whole world as play and by 
evolution ( u.ome~) and involution ( .oime~ manifests or withdraws it...The great yogi 
has his consciousness absorbed in the Universal Consciousness, and even while he is 
living i.e. even while he exercising the act of maintaining pniqa. his entire bondage is 
burnt to ashes by the spiritual knowledge ..." See J. Singh, tr., Spanda-J:irikfis. p. 120. Cf. 
the Yogav8s.1.~tha: "With the slightest movement in the mind (when the mind blinks), 
the saJJ}.sara (world-appearance) a.rises and ceases. Make the mind unwinking (f.ree 
from the movement of thought) by the restraint of the praria and also the latent 
tendencies (vasana)." Venkatesananda, t.r., p. 305. 
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and where is the fourth state ... for me who abide in my own glory?"506 

2.4.11 Fools, Idiots, Madmen 

The sage, as he has been described so far, may seem to be much like 

the ordinary man. He is different in one respect, however. "The wise man is 

the reverse507 of the average man though living like him."508 The sage is 

'turned around' while the average man is not. This has important 

implications, implications which are more clearly manifest at the 

mythological level. By 'turned about,' the text does not mean the usual ·180 

degree' about-face of the yogi, who withdraws his senses away from the 

things of the world and turns toward an inner or 'higher' reality. The yogi 

'fights the current' of the usual downward flow of psychic energies and 

attempts to polarize or redirect his energy toward the crown c/J.kra. But the 

'upside-down' world of the yogi is not really an 'upside-down' world at all. 

It is the same hierarchically oriented cosmos; the only thing that is different 

in the yogi's world is that the yogi is ascending. The '180 degree' inversion 

of the yogi is not the same as the complete, '360 degree' turning-about of the 

'mad' sage, as the turning-about mentioned 'in the AG is not an orientation 

toward inversion or ascent. It is a complete turning-about which has re

embraced the world. In metaphysical terms, it denotes the coterminous 

reality, embracing both the transcendent and the immanent, the relative and 

the absolute. 

Mythologically, the '360 degree turn' manifests itself either in terms of 

ordinary, everyday descriptions ('mountains are mountains') or in terms of 

50619:'.5 Nityaswarupananda, tr., A#Jivdra.SaJ!!hilii. p. 186. 
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descriptions which have the entire hierarchical cosmos turned on its head. 

In such descriptions, the order of the universe often appears upset, and the 

cosmos can appear as if it is chaotic. The sage in such a setting is often 

unusual, wild and anarchistic. He might be ugly, crippled or deformed, or 

appear childlike (as in the case of A~iavakra). He may appear to be drunk, 

or act as if he is mad; or he may act like a fool, or appear idiotic. This should 

not be interpreted as saying that the sage is mad, or that for the sage, the 

universe is chaotic. The unusual descriptions are intended to underline the 

point that for the sage, it is acting in a world of artificiality and constraint 

which is the 'mad' and topsy-turvy way of viewing things. Hence, the queer 

descriptions of the mad sage and his topsy-turvy world are intended as 

'mirrors' of an already crazy world, reminders to the reader or would-be 

seeker that if he finds the descriptions inane or crazy, it is only because his 

artificially constructed world is inane and crazy. 

Descriptions of the sage in the AG fit with the above descriptions. In 

the AG the sage is most often compared to the child. The child is naive to 

the sophistications of the world and it ,is this naivete that the sage 

approaches in his obliviousness to the world. "The wise man is like a child 

free from the duty of opposites and is verily well established."509 The sage 

is also like a child in that his actions are playful, like those of a child 

absorbed in play. "The sage who moves about childlike without desire in all 

undertakings and who is pure has no involvement even while performing 

action."510 The sage also has no need of pretenses, affectations or insincerity. 
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His actions are spontaneous and unconsidered as a child's often are. "The 

[straightforward) one does whatever [comes to him]. whether good or evil. as 

his actions are childlike."511 

The sage may act foolishly, or seem stupid or idiotic. "He behaves like a 

dullard."512 He may also appear as if he is asleep or inert. "The wise [fixed) 

in the Self, do not find anything to be attained, like persons asleep."513 The 

sage is not necessarily passive, however. He may appear to be mad or 

intoxicated.514 "Devoid of any thoughts515 within, and moving about at his 

pleasure516 [like a madman),517 the wise man's different conditions can only 

be understood by a similar ... one."518 Hence, he can also be a wild and 

unpredictable fellow. He is ordinary, yet he is also extraordinary. The sage 

has come back to the world, yet he is not quite of the world. 

2.5.0 Summary 

In summary, for the AG both discrimination and absorption are 

practices which involve cogitation. In the practice of yogic and tantric 

51118:49 
512..ouidha18:32. Cf. Atma/Jodha. 52. "He remains unaltered under all conditions. 

like a dumb. person." See Nikhilananda, Self-K..oorvledge (New York: Ramakrishna
Vivekananda Centre. 1980) p. 160. Cf. Vivekacii¢amlJJ!i. )40. "He wanders in the world. 
sometimes like a madman, sometimes like a child and at other times like a ghoul. ..." 
Madhavananda. tr .. p. 201. Cf. also 542. "Sometimes a fool, sometimes a sage ... sometimes 
wandering, sometimes behaving like a motionless python." Ibid., p. 202. Cf. also 
}8halopa..oi.sa4 69:6; and Vasi~/}11ulhar01asiitra. 10:19. 
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absorption, for example. the object of meditation may be the form of a god or 

goddess, or a mantra. or some other object; or, (as in Advaita) the object of 

meditation may be a 'great-saying'. Whether the technique involves an 

elaborate visualization or a simple formula for repetition, in any case, it will 

involve mental processes. 

Likewise, discrimination will always involve discriminating one object 

from another, one idea from its opposite. Thus, the practice of discrimination 

will involve vacillating from one position to another, from one idea to its 

compliment.519 If the mind is that which is to be transcended, then the 

problem remains as to how the mind is able to 'pull itself up by its own 

bootstraps' and go beyond itself. How, in other words, can thought be used 

to go beyond thought? As long as we consider absorption and discrimination 

as the means to a transcendent state, the goal of such practices must be seen 

as impossible. 

In place of absorption, the AG offers naturalness. Naturalness implies 

that there is no new experience or different state of consciousness that need 

be sought out by the practitioner. All such activity is abstraction that 

(though being no worse than the 'problematic' state) puts the practitioner in 

no better a position than he finds himself in at present. It also implies that 

the notion of the necessity of yogic ascent has dropped out of view as an 

inconsequential aspect of the strategy oriented toward formless absorption. 

In place of discrimination, the AG offers spontaneity. Spontaneity 

implies a lack of intentional states oriented toward objects and goals. In the 

A4 the notion of a willing subject, selecting his strategy and planning his 

519 sa.tJJkalpa vikalpa 
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means to release, drops out of view. Therefore, in the A6 the practice of 

discriminating correct objects from incorrect ones, along with the practice of 

deciding upon the proper course of action, falls out of view as unimportant. 

Both 'spontaneity' and 'naturalness' imply the rejection of a problem

based soteriology oriented toward the adoption of strategies intended to 

remedy a deficient state of being. Therefore, the text should be seen as the 

abandonment of any soteriology {or 'logic of liberation') that seeks a 

'solution' to a fictitious 'problem.' Hence, when the text expresses the 

abandonment of contrived soteriological strategies, this should be taken as 

an expression of the natural spontaneity of which the text speaks. Strictly 

speaking, then, the text cannot be said to offer any new strategy or point of 

view on the subject matter of 'means to release.' The distinction between 

bondage and release is simply another product of cogitation. 



3.0.o The Ved1ntas1ra and pvanmu.kl/Y.lve.ka as 
Philosophical Parallels to the A$(.8Vakral!fl.H 

In this chapter, I will examine certain attempts to place the AG within 

an historical and doctrinal context. I will begin by indicating the direction 

attempts to find a context for the AG have been taking and move to a 

discussion of the inadequacy of recent attempts at finding a doctrinal context 

for the AG The chapter will attempt to show that though steps in the right 

direction have been made with regard to placing the text in its proper 

historical context, attempts at placing the text in its proper doctrinal context 

have proved to be less than satisfactory. Recent scholarship has dated the 

text at a more reasonable date than dates previously assigned to the text by 

Advaitic apologists. Nonetheless, recent attempts to situate the text within 

the philosophical and spiritual milieu of the time period assigned to it have 

superficially and unquestioningly accepted the commentarial tradition's 

assimilation of the text into the tradition of post-Sankara Advaita Vedanta, 

rather than attempting to move beyond ihe received dogmatic Advaitic 

interpretation. 

I will argue that the AGcannot be understood as just another popular 

'handbook' of Advaita philosophy, but rather. that it stands in opposition to 

certain Advaitic texts. Through a analysis of the soteriological elements of 

Sadananda's Vedantasara and Vidyarat).ya's jivaomuktiviveka, I will show 

that, though it might be granted that AGis written in a style that resembles 

the popular Advaitic philosophizing found in Sadananda and VidyaraQya, the 
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AG is not a text that. in terms of its soteriology, can be doctrinally grouped 

with either Sadananda's Vedantasara or Vidyarat).ya's jlvanmuktiviveka. 

3.1.0 Recent Attempts at Finding a Context for the A1.tavakragita 

The most detailed introduction in English to the AG is found in 

Radhakamal Mukerjee's T.be Song of I.be Self Supreme. The work is a 

translation of the AG with commentarial notes and a short introduction. In 

his introduction and commentary, Mukerjee traces a large number of terms 

and phrases in the AG to their Upani~adic sources, and shows where the AG 

has affinities with other texts within the general tradition of Vedanta and 

with texts and traditions outside of Vedanta. However, a major weakness of 

Mukerjee's study lies in his numerous attempts (in the tradition of apologetic 

Advaitic commentary) to assimilate the text into the received Vedantic 

soteriology of Satikara Advaita. At times, the strains exerted upon the text 

made by the attempt to assimilate it take on almost grotesque proportions. 

Mukerjee writes. "The ·upani~adic ma/Javaxyas that A~iavakra uses for 

meditation in order to produce the direct experience of Atman are several." 

Among the examples cited by Mukerjee, we find the ma.bavaxya, "'I am 

Brahman' (a.ham bra.bmasmJ, (1:20; 18:8, 28, 37)."520 But when we turn to 

s/oka 18:37, one of the verses cited by Mukerjee, we read, "The ignorant one 

does not attain Brahman because he wants to become Brahman. The wise 

one, in spite of his absence of desire for Brahman, enjoys the nature of the 

Supreme Brahman."521 Rather than finding an injunction stating that 

meditation upon the phrase 'I am brahman' is the means to overcome the 

520R. Mukerjee, TlwSoogof/JJeSelfSupreme, p. 81. 

521 Ibid., p. 221. 
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problem of ignorance, we find instead a bit of advice suggesting to us that 

meditation upon brahman js the problem. Here, Mukerjee's own reference 

to the text actually refutes his attempt to assimilate it. 

The most serious weakness with Mukerjee's work Hes in his attempt to 

date the text. Mukerjee claims that its date "may be assigned to the period 

immediately after the Bhagavad Gita (c. 5th-4th century B.C.)." However, 

the appearance of specific phrases and of certain terminology in the text 

seems to presuppose at least exposure to language of a much later date than 

the date assigned by Mukerjee. Much of the language in the text suggests 

that its author had, at the very least, been acquainted with the ideas of 

Yogacara and Vijftanavada Buddhism: 
I am like the ocean and the universe is like the wave.522 
just as the waves and the bubbles of foam are not different from 
the water, even so the universe streaming out of the Self is not 
different from it.523 
In me, the limitless ocean, [the whole universe is imagined.)524 
All that exists is mere imagination.525 
This world is merely a mode of thinking.526 

These kinds of formulations appear throughout works such as the 

Lankiivatarasutra, as I have indicated in the footnotes of chapter one, and 

are indicative of a language of a later date than the one suggested by 

Mukerjee. 

5226:2 Nityaswarupananda, tr .. A~tava.kraSaJJJilita (Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama). 
p. 51. 

5232:4 

524 vikalpa 7:3 

525 kalp3.llamatral8:7. See also 2:20. 

526 /JilaY3.l1Bmatra 18:4 
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The appearance of certain other terms, such as svacchandt/J27 

svatantrya,528 also suggest exposure to the developed theologies of the post

Satikara age.529 Mukerjee's own account of such theistic language in the text 

is forced. Although he wishes to claim that, "Long before GauQapada's 

KarikO. A~iavakra rehabilitated the Upani~adic creed,"530 he also says: 

It is remarkable that A~iavakra. though showing no theistic 
inclination at all, links the ancient terms for the Lord or God with 
the Self .... Neither GauQapada nor Sankara of the later ages has 
done this.531 

What is more likely the case is that theistic language in the AG presupposes 

the developed theologies of the post-Sankara age. 

The appearance of other terms and phrases such as sphiirtimiitra,532 

v1sva1J1 sphurat.1,533 suddhasphurll.IJa,534 sphurata,535 spandvarjita 536 

suggest acquaintance with the ideas of Kashmiri Saivism. A number of 

phrases are also reminiscent of the language of the Yogaviisi!,tha: 
It is a marvel that in the boundless ocean of myself, (individuals -
like waves] -- rise, jostle, play with one another, and merge 
spontaneously.537 

527Aa18:21; 18:85; 18:92 

52818:50 

~29Qn the use these terms outside of the Saiva context see P. Granoff. "The 


Yogav8si.$lla: The Continuing Search for a Context," in New Horizons ofResearc.IJ in 
lndology, V.N. Jha, ed., (Poona: Centre of Advanced Studies in Sanskrit, 1989). 

~30R. Mukerjee, tr .. TlleSongoftlJeSelfSupreme, p.78. 
531 J!Jid, p.82 
532A611:8 
533 A615:7 

534A618:71 

535AG 18:72 

536AG18:30 

537 svahluivata.2:25 
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In me the boundless ocean the waves corresponding to the worlds 
spontaneously538 rise and vanish. I experience neither gain nor 
loss on this account.539 
One who understands with certitude that existence, destruction, 
and change are inherent540 in things becomes unaffected and free 
from pain.541 

The waves representing the universe spontaneously arise and 
disappear in you, the infinite ocean.542 

The metaphor of waves upon the ocean, the appearance of terms such as 

spanda, and the specific use of the term svabbava all suggest affinites with 

the language of the Yogavas/s.tba.543 As a preliminary conclusion, I would 

conclude that the text as a whole was written no earlier than the final 

redaction of the Yogavas/s.tba, which scholars have placed at the time period 

between 1150 and 1250 C.E.544 

A recent attempt to date the AG has been Richard Hauschild's critical 

edition of the A4' J)ie Astaval:ra-Giti.545 Hauschild's conclusion on the date 

of the text is that it should be taken as belonging to a period 

contemporaneous with either Sadananda's Vedantasara or Vidyarat).ya's 

Jivanmuktiviveka. He writes: 
Also ist, zeitlich gesehen, die A~taval:ra-Gita etwa mit dem 

538 sra.hluiva.la 

539AG7:2 

540 sra.hllava 
541 AG.11 :1 
542 AG.15:11. Cf. the Yogavas/~t.ha, "In that infinite consciousness, whirlpools 

known as the three worlds arise spontaneously and naturally..." Venkatesananda, tr., p. 
82. 

S43See the footnotes to chapter one for technical similarities between the language 
of the AGand the language of the Yogav8sJ..~t.ha. 

544See T.G. Mainikar, The Vasi~t.ha .Ramayana(New Delhi: Meharchand 
Lachhmandas, 1977). 

545Richard Hauschild, tr., PieA~t8.vakra.-6iti (Berlin: Academie-Verlag, 1967). 

http:Vasi~t.ha
http:Yogav8sJ..~t.ha
http:Yogavas/~t.ha
http:sra.hluiva.la
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bekannten Vedantasara zusammenzunehmen. dessen Verfasser 
Sadananda man auf ~1490 ansetzt oder jivanmuktiviveka des 
Vidyarat].ya, den Srockhoff auf etwa 1380 datiert.546 

In this statement, there is no direct doctrinal connection or affinity explicitly 

referred to by Hauschild with respect to the AC and the Vedantasara. or the 

ACand the jivanmuktiviveka. However, Hauschild's introductory remarks 

are clearly in line with the Advaitic interpretation of the AG547 There are 

also a number of references to Sadananda in his notes which seem to 

indicate that this is the direction that he intends his interpretation to lean. 

We might inf er. then, that the closest Hauschild comes to settling on the 

matter of the AC 's doctrinal context is an unstated inference that the 

Vedanta of the AG is closest to either the Vedanta of Sadananda's 

Vedantasaraor the Vedanta of Vidyarat].ya's jivanmuktiviveka. 

The latest English translation of the AC is Thomas Byrom's T/Je Heart of 

Awareness. In the foreword to Byrom's translation, the move to speaking of 

doctrinal connections between the AC and the Vedantasara and 

jivanmuktiviveka is explicitly made by j.L. Brockington. He writes of the 

significance of A~iavakra in the AC: 
We are left with the significance of the context of the Ma.babbarata 
episode as the only real clue. It is perhaps the relevance of that 
alone, combined with the similarity in title to the Bbagavadg7t3, 
which has encouraged many Indian scholars to see [the Aa as 
belonging to the same period and thus as dating to around the 
fourth century B.C.E. They therefore see certain radical Advaitin 
views found in the Af,tavakragJta which occur in GaU<;lapada's 
writings as anticipating his ideas. In reality, however, the 

546R. Hauschild. tr., Pie A~tavakra.-GJ/8, p. 55. 

547See /hid. pp. 7,10. 
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A~tiivakragltiias a whole reveals a form of Advaita Vedanta which 
has undoubtedly undergone a long line of development and must 
at least be later than SaQlkara, the renowned codifier of the 
Advaita system. Doctrinally, the text has much in common with 
Sadananda's Vediintasiiraand VidyaraQ.ya's jivanmuktivivekafrom 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, while in its adaptation of an 
epic setting to the propagation of an Advaita viewpoint it has 
analogies with the Yogavas/s.t/Ja. ...548 

There may indeed be language and terminology which is shared by the 

Aa VSand }MV. The AGmay also be said to be similar to the works of 

Sadananda and VidyaraQ.ya insofar as the Aa like works such as the 

Vediintasiiraand VidyaraQ.ya's Palicadas1,-was likely used as a compendium 

of popular Vedanta philosophy. In this sense, the AG may be included 

within that genre of literature associated with the appearance of the popular 

philosophizing which arose in the time period of the VS and the JMV, 

evidenced by the appearance of the Vedanta 'handbooks' such as the 

Vediintasiira and Pancadas[ 

However, to say that the AG belongs to the same spiritual and 

philosophical milieu as the Vediintasiira and jivanmuktiviveka does not 

necessarily mean that the AG has soteriological similarities with the VS or 

the JMV. In fact, if it can be said that the AGstands in any relation at all to 

the VS and the JMV. it must be said that it is critical of the VS and the JMV. 

In the sections that follow I will argue that the VS and the JMV are 

inadequate as doctrinal parallels to the AG and that they cannot be used as 

texts providing the proper philosophical context for the Aa except insofar as 

they provide grist for the AG's soteriological critique. 

548Thomas Byrom, tr., The Heart ofAwareness; (Boston: Shambhala, 1990), p. xi. 

http:VidyaraQ.ya
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3.2.0 Soteriology in Sadinanda's Yedantasara 

In this section I will focus upon the means to release as they occur in 

the V..S: The means to release are discussed in two sections of the VS In the 

first chapter of the work the means to knowledge are discussed under the 

chapter heading 'Preliminaries.' The other section in which the means to 

release are discussed is the fifth chapter of the work. 'The Steps to Self 

Realization.' It will be my contention here that the means of release that 

Sadananda discusses are foreign to the AG Given that the AG is critical of 

such means, it will be shown that the soteriology of the VS does not provide 

a reasonable comparative model for the understanding of release in the AG 

3.2. l The Means to Knowledge 

The discussion of the means to knowledge comes under the chapter 

entitled 'Preliminaries' in the VS In this chapter, Sadananda deals with the 

requirements of the student who wishes to study Vedanta. Sadananda 

writes: 
The competent student is one who, by studying in accordance with 
the prescribed method the Vedas and the Vedaogas(the auxiliary 
books to the Vedas), has obtained a general comprehension of the 
entire Vedas; who, being absolved from all sins in this or the 
previous life by avoidance of the actions known as l:amya (rites 
performed with a view to attaining a desired object) and #4fiddba 

(those forbidden by scriptures) and by the performance of act.ions 
called Nitya (daily obligatory rites) and Naimitti.Ka (obligatory on 
special occasions) as well as by penance and devotion. has become 

http:Naimitti.Ka
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entirely pure in mind. and who has adopted the four Siidbanas or 
means to the attainment of spiritual knowledge.549 

Following a discussion of the required rites and actions described previously, 

Sadananda then goes on to describe the means to spiritual knowledge: 
The means to knowledge are: discrimination between things 
permanent and transient; renunciation of the enjoyment of the 
fruits of actions in this world and hereafter: six treasures. such as 
control of the mind etc.; and the desire for spiritual liberation.'50 

Sadananda then explains each of the means. Discrimination55t consists of the 

discrimination that "Brahman alone is the permanent Substance and that all 

things other than it are transient."552 Discrimination is therefore both the 

means to knowledge and the fruit of the means. Discrimination is the fruit of 

the means in the sense that the knowledge of brahman is a knowledge of 

brahman as discriminated from transitory objects. 

The second means for the acquisition of knowledge is indiff erence553 to 

the enjoyment of the fruits of action. Sadananda writes that the fruits of 

heaven are to be considered as transitory as the enjoyment of earthly 

objects of pleasure. Hence, the aspirant desists,54 from both the objects of 

pleasure in this world and the next. This component of the spiritual practice 

follows from (or is grounded in) the first in the sense that the objects to be 

549Nikhilananda, tr., Ved.iatasir.f(Calcutta: AdvaitaAshrama, 1978),6, p. 3. 
550 Vedantas8ra. 15. The list here para11els the list in the Brallmasiitrabluf~ya of 

Sarikara, I. 1:1. See G. Thibaut. tr .. Ved8.ata.-Siitras. Part I (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1980), p.12. 

551 viveka 
552 VS.16. 
553 vir;iga 
554 vira.li The term also means cessation, abstension and resignation. 
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renounced must first be discriminated as objects worthy of renunciation if 

they are to be abandoned. 

Next, the six treasures are described by Sadananda: calmness,555 or 

restraint with respect to the tendency of the mind to gravitate toward 

external objects; self -control,556 or restraint of the five sensory organs as 

well as the five organs of action (speaking, grasping, moving, evacuating, and 

generating); cessation,557 the continual withdrawal of the mind from the 

objects of sense; forbearance,558 the tolerance559 of the pairs of opposites,560 

such as pleasure and pain, heat and cold; intentness,561 the constant 

concentration562 of the mind upon the scriptures and those virtues 

conducive to knowledge; and faith,563 which is defined as trust564 in the 

truths of Vedanta. 

Sadananda defines the fourth means to knowledge, yearning for 

spiritual freedom,565 as the desire for release.566 To these lists, Sadananda 

adds the following qualification, namely, that the Vedanta should "always be 

taught to one who is of tranquil mind, who has subjugated his sense, who is 

555iama 

556dama 

557 uparati 

558titixsa 

559 sal11~11ut8 

560dv~dva 

561 saouU/118.na 

562 samiUIJJi 

563 irmldhi 

564 visvlisa 

565 mumuksutva 

566 mok~c~./Ja 
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free from faults, obedient,567 endowed with virtues, always sub missive,568 

and who is constantly eager for liberation."569 

Can there be said to be any similarity between the AG and this section 

of the VS? Of the six treasures, four -- calmness. self-control, cessation and 

intentness -- can be grouped with those yogic practices oriented toward the 

attainment of concentration outlined in the previous chapter. Hence, these 

four clearly fall within the domain of the AG's critique. However, the A(l 

does refer to the sage as remaining the same in both happiness and in 

sorrow.570 The AG also extols faith: A~iavakra says, "Have faithfulness, my 

child, have faithfulness."57 t Hence, of the treasures, only forbearance, as the 

tolerance of polarities,572 and faith are favorably referred to by the AG. 

Neither do the other means to knowledge in the VS find acceptance in 

AG With respect to the practice of discrimination, the AG states, "To the 

yogi who is ... indefineable what is patience, what is discrimination, and what 

is courage?"573 Something similar can be said for the final means to 

knowledge mentioned by Sadananda, the desire for liberation. There are a 

number of allusions in the AG with respect to the aspirant's desire to attain 

release. The AG reads: "The ignorant sustain the world ... feverish for the 

attainment (of liberation)."574 Elsewhere, it states: "The ignorant one does 

S67Mayeda gives. "whose acting is prescribed (by the scriptures]." A Thousand 
Teac1Jiog$ p.156. 

568Mayeda gives, "always obedient" /hid 
569 VS. 26. p.14. The reference is to the UpadeSasa../J.asri. 1.16:72. Sadinanda seems 

to have added the desire for liberation to Sankara's list in the Mayeda edition. 
570 A618:82 
57l lradd./J.ti 15:8 
572 dvaodvasa.b1~qutli 
573 AC, 18:79 
57418:38 

http:lradd./J.ti
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not attain Brahman, as he wants to become Brahman."575 Hence, neither 

discrimination nor the desire for liberation are suitable analogs to the 

soteriological concepts found in the AG 

The only means for which a case might be made, is the one associated 

with term ·viraga,' a term which also means aversion, dislike and 

indifference.576 In his definition of the term, Sadananda gives, as a 

synonym, the term · virati', a term denoting cessation which also carries the 

senses of 'desistance,' 'abstention,· and 'resignation.' Of the possible senses of 

the two terms in question, the meanings which come closest to the AG 's 

notion of abandonment are 'resignation' and 'indifference.' But this is 

already laboring the interpretation. The primary meanings of the two terms 

used by Sadananda are 'aversion' and 'abstinence,' and it is this sense of 

abandonment which the AG finds problematic. In fact, when the AG states, 

"For him the sense of reality of the world is annihilated and he has neither 

attachment nor aversion for it,"577 the term 'viral:ti' in the verse is almost 

identical to the term used by Sadananda, · viraga.' Hence, the 'renunciation' 

of the VS is not the 'renunciation' of the AG It now remains to be seen if 

there are any doctrinal similarities between the chapter concerned with the 

steps to realization in the VS and the AG 

3.2.2 The Steps to Realization 

In this chapter, Sadananda outlines the four stages of the study of 

Vedantic texts and the eight limbs of yoga. Sadananda writes of the four 

57518:37 
576 viraga VS.17 
577 A6'17:9 
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stages: "Till such realization of the Consciousness which is one's own Self, it is 

necessary to practice hearing, reflection, contemplation, and absorption ...."578 

Hearing, or ascertaining the meaning of the Vedanta. is achieved 

through six modes or 'features' of the practice of 'hearing.'579 Each mode is 

said to establish the philosophy of Vedanta and contribute to the student's 

understanding of the scriptures. 

The next stage of practice, reflection,580 is defined by Sadananda as, 

"the constant thinking58J of Brahman, the One without a second, already 

heard about from the teacher, by arguments agreeable to the purport of the 

Vedanta."582 Here the meaning of the scripture obtained through hearing is 

carefully considered. By way of debate and argumentation, the aspirant 

becomes convinced of the validity of the scriptures. 

Contemplation583 is defined by Sadananda as, "a stream of ideas of the 

same kind as those of Brahman, the One without a second, to the exclusion of 

such foreign ideas as those of the body, etc."584 In contemplation, attention 

is focussed upon a great saying, or some other suitable object, to the 

exclusion of all other thoughts. When concentration upon the object of 

578vs181 
579Unde.rstanding the purport of scripture can be achieved in the following ways: 

through a presentation of the subject matter to be understood in a form consisting of a 
thesis and a conclusion; through the formal representation and interpretation of the 
subject matter to be understood; by way of the recognition that that which is heard is 
taught only by the scriptures; by means of the actual practice of what the scripture 
purports to teach, along with the fruit of such practice; through praise of the 
scriptures; and by way of the rational demonstration of the truth of the scriptures. VS: 
185-190. 

580.maoaoam 

58 t cinlaLJam 

582 vs 191 
583 nid.idllyasaoa 
584vs192 
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contemplation is sufficiently developed the meditator approaches 

concentrative absorption. 

Absorption, for Sadananda, is of two kinds. In the first there remains a 

trace of the mental functioning.585 In the absorption with thought, though 

the mental modifications586 take on the form of brahman with qualities, the 

distinction between the meditator and object of meditation remains.587 In 

the absorption in which there are no mental processes, the distinction 

between knower, object of knowledge and knowledge is dissolved, just as 

salt is dissolved in water,588 and the meditator is said to merge with 

brahman.589 

Sadananda states that the means to the distinctionless concentrative 

absorption is the practice of yoga.590 Yoga consists of eight limbs: restraints 

(non-injury, truthfulness, non-stealing, celibacy and the non-acceptance of 

gifts), observances (cleanliness, contentment, austerity, study of the 

scripture, and meditation upon isvarm, yogic postures, control of the vital 

breaths, withdrawal of the senses from their respective objects, 

585 savikalp8SIJ.018'111i 
586 cittav.rtti 
587vs194 
588vs198 
589vs197 
590the section upon yoga in the VS is clearly de.rived f.rom the Yogastitra of 

PatalJjali Fo.r example, Sadinanda also outlines the four obstacles to the concentrative 
absorption in which mental processes have ceased. Derived from the Yogastit.ra. (1:30) 
these a.re torpidity, distraction, attachment and enjoyment. Torpidity is sluggishness 
due to sleepiness or laziness. Distraction is simply the failure to concentrate due to 
distraction. Attachment is the inability to break away from transitory objects due to 
the .residual mental tendencies. Enjoyment is defined by Sadananda as " tasting the 
bliss of savikalpasaouiOlzi' The enjoyment of this bliss must be abandoned if 
meditation is to proceed to the higher state of absorption without distinction. VS 213. 

http:Yogastit.ra
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concentration, meditation, and absorption.591 The yogic postures involve 

the practice of placing parts of the body in particular positions, and the 

maintenance of those positions. Control of the vital breaths involves 

exercises making use of the inhalation, retention and exhalation of the 

breath. Concentration, meditation and absorption have already been 

discussed, but it should be noted that for Sadananda, the three involve fixing 

the mind upon brahman.592 

Having outlined the soteriological features of this chapter of the V~ it 

now remains to be seen if there are any similarities between this section of 

the VS and the AG. To begin the comparison I would like to point out that 

many of the practices offered by Sadananda overlap with other practices 

described in the VS For example, the practice of withdrawing of the senses 

bears many similarities to the prerequisites of self-control and cessation 

described in the previous section of the VS . Likewise, intentness, 

concentration, meditation, contemplation, and absorption, though not 

identical, carry a significant f eatu re in common between them, and that 

feature is 'one-pointedness.' The AG 's position on the practice of one

pointedness is clear: "The [fool] practices [one-pointedness] and control."593 

There are also a number of other comments in the AG which address 

the type of spiritual path outlined by Sadananda. For example, with respect 

to the practice of yoga we read, "The ignorant one does not attain liberation 

through his effort of yogic practice."594 From this statement it is clear that 

591 vszoo 
592 VS207 
593AG.18:33 
594A618:36 
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the AG has no sympathy for the means given by Sadananda for the 

attainment of concentrative absorption. Something similar can be said with 

regard to the practice of meditation upon brahman. Sadananda suggests that 

meditation upon brahman should take the form of concentrating upon a 

scriptural passage proclaiming the truth of the identity of the self with 

brahman. With respect to this type of practice, the AG states, "The ignorant 

one does not attain Brahman as he wants to become Brahman."595 As long as 

the meditator meditates upon an object, his meditation does not move 

beyond the object. The AG states, "The intelligence of one who strives after 

liberation cannot rise beyond a supporting object."596 Hence, the type of 

meditation extolled by Sadananda in the VS does not find a doctrinal 

parallel in the AG 

Hence, with respect to spiritual praxis and the matter of doctrinal 

parallels between the AG and the VS. I find no clear parallelism between 

the AG and the VS If anything the AG should be understood as a text 

which criticizes the VS What is more, in the VS. a number of topics are 

discussed, none of which are developed in the AG In the AG, we do not find 

the Advaitic formula of being-consciousness-bliss.597 Nor do we find a 

discussion of superimposition.598 Nor do we find the development of the 

doctrines of the states of consciousness and the sheaths of the self .599 Nor do 

we find an exposition of the great sayings.600 The question arises as to the 

595A618:37 
596AC18:44 
597 sa.ccidana11da VS 33 
598 VS32 
599 vs 35-121 
600 VS143-171 
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grounds upon which the judgement was made that there are doctrinal 

similarities between the AG and the VS 

What we do find in common between the two texts are a number of 

references and allusions that are by no means unique to the AG and the VS 

In the VS, there is an allusion to the rope/snake metaphor,60t one of the 

time-honored and pat expressions in Indian thought, used in a wide variety 

of texts with respect to the problems of appearance and falsely cognized 

objects. There is also a long string of epithets of brahman in the VS. a 

number of which can be found in the AG as epithets of the self. In the VS. 

brahman is eternal pure intelligence, liberated, of the nature of true being, 

supremely blissful, infinite and non-dual.602 But like the rope/snake 

metaphor, the appearance of any of these, or all of these together, is hardly 

convincing with respect to the theory of soteriologiocal parallels between the 

two texts, since these terms occur throughout the philosophical and mystical 

literature of India. My suspicion is that the thesis of the similarity between 

the AG and the VS is premised upon certain passages in the final chapter of 

the VS. a chapter dealing with the one who is liberated while living. 

In the VS we find the following description of the liberated one: 

'He who does not see anything in the waking state as in sound 

sleep; who though seeing duality does not really see it as he sees 

the Absolute; who though engaged in work is really inactive; he, 

and no other is the knower of the Self. This is the truth.· 
( Upade§asiibasrl 5).603 

601 vs 32 
602 nityaiuddha.buddh8J11uktasa.tyasva/Jluivapa.ra.mai:Jandana.ot.idvaya VS 170 
603 vs 221 
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A similar passage occurs in the AG We read: "The wise one ... does nothing 

even though he apparently acts in the eyes of the world."604 

There are other passages in the VS that are similar to passages in the 

AG For example the VS reads: "Witness such Sruti passages as: Though he 

has eyes he is as one without eyes; though possessed of ears, he is as one 

without ears,' etc."605 In the AGwe find: "Who but the one free from all 

desires knows not while knowing, sees not while seeing, and speaks not 

while speaking ?"606 

The only unequivocally common passage shared between the AG and 

the VS is a verse borrowed from the MuQ<fa.kopan/sad We find the 

following description of the liberated one in the VS: 
The knot of his heart is broken asunder, all his doubts are solved, 
and his past actions are neutralized when he who is high and low 
(cause and effect) has been realized' (MuQcj. Up. 2.2.8).607 

The phrase 'he whose doubts are dispelled' also occurs in the A4'608 as does 

the phrase 'he whose knot of the heart has been cut asunder. '609 

Hence, in terms of their descriptions of the sage and the ultimate state, 

the VS and the AG speak a common, language. In terms of their 

descriptions of the spiritual path, however, the AG and the VS are at 

variance with each other. Hence, though the two texts share discourse 

relating to the ultimate state of the sage, the thesis that the two texts are 

604A618:19 

605 VS220 

606A618:90 

607 vs 218 

608 c111i:ui8S80Jiaya A618:87 

609 suhhinna.lJ{'dayBKrantili AG 18:88 
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soteriologically compatible must be rejected, as their descriptions of their 

respective spiritual paths are completely different. 

3.3.0 Soteriology in VidyiraQya's ftv;mmuktivivcka 

Vidyaranya's JMV is divided into five chapters: 'Authority Bearing 

Testimony to jiva.n-Muktl 'On the Obliteration of Latent Desire,' 'On the 

Dissolution of the Mind,· 'The Purpose of the Attainment of jiva.n-Muktl and 

'Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened.' I will focus upon two chapters, 'On the 

Obliteration of Latent Desire· and 'On the Dissolution of the Mind,· with the 

intent to show that the use of the JMV as a doctrinal parallel to the A(; does 

not stand the test of a careful comparative analysis of the soteriological 

contents of the two texts. 

3.3.1 Discrimination and the Obliteration of Latent Desire 

Vidyaranya begins the discussion of his soteriology in the chapter on 

the obliteration of latent desire.610 He writes, "We now proceed to deal 

with the means which lead to 'Liberation·-in~this-life'. They are 'Gnosis.' 'the 

Dissolution of the Mind,' and 'the Obliteration of Latent desire'."61 t 

Vidyaranya explains that there is a reciprocal relationship between the 

three means.612 As long as the mental tendencies are not destroyed the 

mind undergoes transformation, and hence, dissolution of the mind is 

6to vli.sa.alik,sa.ya 
611Subrahmanya Sastri and T.R Srinivasa Ayyangar. tr., The jiva.n-mukt.i-viveJ:a 

ofSri VidyB.raqya.. (Adyar: Theosophical Publishing House, 1935), p.49. The set of three 
means are derived from the Yogavlisi~.tha. See Venkatesananda. tr., The Concise Yoga 
VasJ.°~tha(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1984), p. 254. 

612JMV. p. 51. Cf. Yogavas/~tha. See Venkatesananda. tr .. p. 254. 

http:vli.sa.alik,sa.ya
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delayed. On the other hand, if there is no dissolution of the mind, that is, 

abidance in the state hostile to the production of mental tendencies, then 

mental tendencies continue to arise and cause the mind to undergo 

modifications.613 There is a way out of this apparent dilemma, however, and 

that way is the production of certain mental states which guard against and 

inhibit mental tendencies. Vidyarat)ya writes: 
The Obliteration of Latent Desire means the absence of scope for 
the rise of anger and the like, even in the presence of appropriate 
external causes, as a result of Vasanas, such as Self-Control and the 
like, generated by Discrimination, being firmly fixed in the 
Mind.614 

Likewise, as long as the latent mental tendencies have not been 

destroyed, spiritual knowledge cannot dawn, and as long as spiritual 

knowledge has not dawned the mind continues to undergo transformation. 

VidyaraQya notes that, "Gnosis never comes about, for want of proper means, 

such as Self-control and the like, as long as the latent power of anger and the 

like is not laid entirely to rest."615 Hence, "Self-control and the like, which 

are identical with the obliteration of the latent sense of anger and the like, 

are the proper means of Gnosis."616 

Thus, Vidyaranya argues that the aspirant should practice all three 

means simultaneously. Vidyaral}ya quotes the Yogavasi~tba: "Therefore, O 

Raghava! with free personal effort, accompanied by right discrimination, one 

613 foid., p. 52. 
614 fbid., pp. 51-52. 
615 Jbid., p. 53. 
616 foid., p. 54. 
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should betake himself to these three ..."617 VidyaraQya explains the passage 

from the Yogav;is1~f,t/Ja thus: 
'Personal effort' connotes enthusiasm requisite to form the firm 
resolve 'Somehow or other I shall verily accomplish this.' 
'Discrimination' means the conviction borne on one after due 
analysis and observation, that SravaQa and the rest618 are the 
means to Gnosis. Yoga is the means to the Dissolution of the Mind, 
and the setting up of an opposite current (of VasaniJ the means to 
Obliteration of Viisan;J.619 

The way to enter the causal circle of the three means is through the 

'setting up of the opposite current,' that is, through the cultivation of those 

mental states which counteract the production of latent mental tendencies. 

VidyaraQya distinguishes two kinds of mental tendencies: pure (i.e., neutral) 

and impure mental tendencies. The pure mental tendencies are "of use only 

in keeping the body alive"620 and do not lead to the production of merit or 

demerit, and hence, do not lead to future incarnations. Impure mental 

tendencies are of three kinds: those relating to the world, those relating to 

learning, and those relating to the body.621 

Impure mental tendencies with respect to the world include the 

tendency to praise one's clan or race at the expense of belittling outsiders, 

and the tendency to seek praise and the favor of public opinion. Impure 

mental tendencies with respect to learning are said to be of three kinds: the 

tendency to overemphasize the mere study of books, the tendency to study 

617 !hid, p. 54. 

618Thinking and contemplation. 

619JMV. pp.54-5. 

620 Ibid., p. 74. 

621 J!Jid 
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too many subjects at once, and the tendency to focus only upon the 

observance of injunctions laid down in religious books.622 All three gravitate 

toward vanity and pride and for this reason they are said to be impure.623 

Impure mental tendencies relating to the body are made up of three 

divisions: the tendency to identify the self with the body, the tendency 

toward vanity with respect to the bodily form, and the tendency to think 

that relief from conditional existence is possible through purely medical 

means.624 

With respect to the three impure mental tendencies, VidyaraQ.ya writes: 
These three Vasaoas then, relating to the World, Learning, and the 
Body, though apparently agreeable to the Mind of the uninformed, 
should be entirely given up by those who have acquired 
Discrimination; for, they obstruct the rise of Knowledge in the 
Seekers and interfere with the permanence of &oosis acquired by 
the Enlightened. 

VidyaraQ.ya continues, "It may be asked: 'how is it possible to give up 

Vasaoas?"' His answer is: 
One should examine his own Mind and should then apply himself 
to the cultivation of such pure Vasaoas·as are thought necessary to 
counteract the impure Vasaoas... As one, harassed by children, 
friends, wife and the like, feels disgust for them all and betakes 
himself to Renunciation, so should one, afflicted with the impure 
Vas1111as.. cultivate 'Discrimination' to counteract them.625 

622 Ibid., p. 75. 
623 Ibid., p. 78. 
6241/Jid. 
G2s 1oid., p. 92. 
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Likewise, intellectual pride, avarice, and anger are all to be done away 

with by means of 'proper discrimination, '626 as are attachments to the 

opposite sex, attachments to family and friends,627 and any other impure 

mental tendency. Vidyaral)ya explains: 

As he does away with the impure flasaniis pertaining to Learning, 

Wealth, Anger, Woman and Son by proper discrimination, so also 

should he allay other similar Viisanii.'\ by skillfully discriminating 

the evil attendant on each of them and by having recourse to the 

remedies prescribed in the sa.~tras and out of his own 

resourcefulness. This being done, the highest condition. 

characteristic of Jivan-muJ:ti; is within easy reach.628 

Vidyaral)ya notes that discrimination is sometimes led astray by the 

senses. If this is the case, then the senses must be held in check.629 Hence, 

by means of discrimination and control of the senses comes the destruction 

of the impure mental tendencies.630 This having been done, the aspirant can 

then fix his mind on pure consciousness: 

Having accomplished this, he should apply himself to the study of 

the Vasana of ·Gnosis pure and simple' .... Having thus resolved 
that the Noumenon, the Transcendent Consciousness underlying all 

phenomenon -- which appear in and after it -- is the natural and 

real form of everything, he should cultivate in his mind 'the 
Vasana of pure Gnosis,' disregarding the phenomena.631 

Having summarized Vidyaranya's position on practice of discrimination 

and its relation to the destruction of latent mental tendencies. I think that it 

626 f!Jid., p. 99. 

627 Ibid., p. 100. 

628/!Jid., pp.101-2. 

629 J!Jid., p. 102. 

630 l/Jid., p.103. 

631 J!Jid., p. 104. 
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is worth looking into how the AG and JMV might possibly be related to one 

another with respect to the question of practice of discrimination. What is 

interesting about this section of the JMV, is that some of the objections 

Vidyaral)ya poses for himself can easily be seen as coming from a text like 

the AG I will pursue the discussion of one possible critical exchange that 

can be seen to obtain between the AG and the JMV. 

As noted above, VidyaraQya sees the practice of discrimination as an 

indispensable means to the obliteration of latent mental tendencies. He goes 

to some length to insist upon the necessity of discrimination for all types of 

practitioners, be they adepts, or aspirants, or those in whom spiritual 

knowledge has dawned spontaneously. With respect to the necessity of the 

practice of discrimination for the aspirant in whom realization has dawned 

spontaneously, he states the following objection to his position: 

"This Discrimination precedes the rise of Gnosis. as knowledge of 
the Brahman is not possible without employing means, such as, 

discriminating between the Eternal and the Non-eternal. We are 

now dealing with the employment of means, such as the 

Obliteration of Vasanas. so as to enable the Knower of the Bra.hman 
to enjoy the Bliss of jivanmukti While so, the introduction of 

Discrimination at this stage will be tantamount to dancing at the 

wrong moment, i.e., thoroughly out of place." 632 

What the objection amounts to is the claim that discrimination should not be 

a practice which follows self-realization, as it is clearly unnecessary if the self 

has already been realized. But wishing to insist upon the necessity of 

discrimination, apparently for even those cases in which realization has 

632JMV, p. 93. 
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already come about spontaneously, that is, without the practice of 

discrimination, Vidyaral).ya replies to the objection thus: 
No mistake has really been committed. The knowledge of BraiJman 
comes to one, only after the mastery of the four means633.... In the 
case of janaka, however, through the maturity of previous merit, 
Gnosis dawned upon him suddenly, as a result of his having heard 
the SiddiJa-glti even like the fall of fruit from heaven. Thence 
Discrimination had to be resorted to, for acquiring peace of Mind. 
Therefore Discrimination has been introduced quite in its proper 
place.634 

Thus, Vidyaral).ya's position is that discrimination is to be practised even if 

realization has already come about spontaneously. For V idyaral).ya, without 

discrimination, the obliteration of latent mental tendencies cannot come 

about. Without the obliteration of the mental tendencies complete liberation 

cannot be achieved. For VidyaraQya, discrimination is therefore necessary 

for liberation. 

However, Vidyara:t;tya has now worked himself into the difficult 

position of maintaining that for certain realized ones some forms of spiritual 

practice are still necessary after realization. Hence, one of Vidyara:t;tya's 

positions seems to be that realization, the obliteration of latent tendencies, 

and the dissolution of the mind are all necessary preconditions to liberation 

in this life. On the other hand, he seems to be willing to admit the possibility 

of a spontaneous realization, which not only precludes the practice of 

discrimination, but is, in itself, all that is necessary for liberation in this life. 

633Discrimination. detachment. the six requisites, and the desire for liberation. 
634JMV. p. 93. 
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With respect to this difficulty, the AG gives a possible reply to 

VidyaraQ.ya's position. We read: "What remains to be done by one who is 

pure intelHgence .... ?635" The point being made here by the AG is that there 

is nothing that the realized self needs to da The free soul is not dependent 

upon anything -- be it yoga, discrimination or even spiritual knowledge. 

Indeed, for the Ari thinking in terms of 'this still needs to be done' is 

merely indicative of a lack of understanding. The sage of the AG simply 

abandons such notions: "When the mind becomes free from such duality of 

opposites as 'this is done' and 'this is left undone,' it attains indifference 

toward righteousness, wealth, desire, and liberation ...."636 

The point of the practice of discrimination for VidyaraQ.ya is the 

rejection of objects causing the formation of impure latent mental 

tendencies. But for the sage of the Ari disgust and aversion can never give 

freedom. It is precisely the AG's point that the sage is free when he no 

longer discriminates good things from bad things. He takes things as a 

matter of course in life, no matter what kind of object or circumstance he 

happens to encounter: "For the man of wisdom there is neither longing for 

the dissolution of the universe nor aversion for its existence. Hence he is 

blessed as he lives contentedly with whatever kind of living is his lot."637 

Hence, A~iavakra's response to VidyaraQ.ya's insistence upon discrimination 

would read: "To the yogi who is {without a nature) and undefinable, what is 

patience, what is discrimination ..., what is courage?"638 

635 AC 18:69 
636AG.16:) 
637 AG.17:7 
638 AG. 18:79 
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3.3.2 Concentrative Absorption and the Dissolution of the Mind 

Vidyaral}ya begins the chapter on the dissolution of the mind639 by 

pointing out that if the mind is to be dissolved, it is necessary to first learn 

to control the mind. He argues that effort toward controlling the mind 

disappears only after the mind has been dissolved,640 and he supports his 

claim with a number of references, one of which is to Gauc;lapada: 
In the case of Yogins in general, the condition of Fearlessness 
depends upon the proper control of the mind; Freedom from 

misery, the dawning of Wisdom and the Attainment of endless 
Peace, likewise depend on it.641 

Control, Vidyaral}ya tells us, is of two kinds: 'control by vehemence' 

and 'control by degrees.' Control by vehemence involves the attempt to 

control the mind and the senses by sheer force of will. Vidyaral).ya rejects 

this type of self-control, treating it as a practical impossibility. Instead, he 

opts for 'control by degrees,' a practice which consists of three means: 

spiritual knowledge,642 the company of holy men,643 and the regulation of 

639 ma.ao.aiia 
640JMV, p. 110. 
641 ]MV, p. 111. The .refe.rence is to 68ll¢a.p8dllk8.riki 3:-40. The use of this 

pa.rticula.r ve.rse by Vidyi.ratlya appears to be out of context. Verse 3:39 is a description 
of Gau4apada's asparia.yoga, which he says ordin.a.ry yogins fea.r. Ve.rse 3:42 .reads: "The 
mind dist.racted by desi.res and enjoyments as also the mind enjoying the pleasu.re of 
oblivion [ Jaya] ... should be brought under discipline by the pu.rsuit of proper means. 
For the state of oblivion is as harmful as the desires." Nikhilananda, tr., p. 200. <This is 
precisely what I mean by the ambiguity of the term' /aya.' In his commentary, Sari.kara 
states that the practice of laya is no better than sleeping; an obvious reference to laya 
as 'sluggishness,' one of the 'obstacles' in. yoga). Verse 3:-45 of the 6au{lap8da.klirii:a 
relates that the mind should not be allowed to enjoy the bliss of samtid.IJi Gau4apada 
then gives the means for freeing the mind f.rom its attachment to absorption: pra.joi. 
Hence, Gauqapada's reference to the 'yogins who seek to control the mind' is likely 
polemical. 

642 joB..aa; /Jra.lzmavidya 
643 sa.tsa.iiga 

http:pleasu.re
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the vital breaths.614 VidyaraQ.ya argues that since the modifications of the 

mind are due to both the flow of the vital breath and the fruition of latent 

tendencies, and since each gives rise to the other, the vital breath must be 

controlled along with the destruction of the mental tendencies. 

In line with the position of classical yoga, VidyaraQ.ya insists that for 

breath-control to be effective, the yogic postures must first be mastered.645 

He then argues that since the senses are but forms of the vital breath, they 

too, must be controlled. Finally, as an introduction to the discussion that 

follows, he points out that with mastery of the control of the vital breaths, 

"the mind becomes fit for Contemplation, Absorption and Trance."646 

However, control of the vital breath is not the only means whereby the mind 

is dissolved. VidyaraQ.ya points out that concentrative absorption is "another 

means toward the same end."647 It soon becomes apparent that he intends 

to discuss the classical yoga of Patafijati.648 

For VidyaraQ.ya, absorption is of two types: with thought,649 in which 

each presently arising modification of the mind is identical to its 

predecessor; and without thought,650 in which all modifications are held in 

check. The latter state arises out of the former when distractions fall away 

and perfect one-pointedness arises.651 VidyaraQ.ya explains how the 

644pr8J!liy8ma ]MV, p. 113. The three means are taken from the Yogavasi.~tlla. See 
Venkatesananda. tr., pp. 2'.H-255. 

645JMV, p. 115. 
646]MV, p. 123. Yogasiitra. 2:53 
647JMV, p. 124. 
648JMV, pp.118-119. 
649 SBJJJprajluita 
650 IJSIJJl!pra.JDli!B 
651 Yogasiilnl3:11 

http:VidyaraQ.ya
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absorption with thought is transformed into the absorption without thought: 

"These distractions diminish day by day, by special effort put forth in that 

behalf by the Yogin and 'Concentration'652 rises in an increasing measure. 

Such transformation of the mind is called 'Trance."'653 

With regard to the practice of meditation, VidyaraQya follows the 

traditional interpretation of Patanjali, namely that meditation occurs in 

stages: "One who is exclusively devoted to Yoga, attains the height of Yoga, 

stage by stage."654 "The conscious variety of Trance ( Salilprajliata-samadb]J 

directed toward the Self, leads to Obliteration of Vasana and Absolute 

[cessation] (Nirod/Ja-samad/J]J."655 For VidyaraQ.ya, the practice of 

absorption is a gradual process of controlling the mind and its tendency to 

become distracted: "These impressions of Distraction are daily and hourly 

wiped off, by effort, put forth by the Yogin...''656 Only through superior 

effort and persistent practice can the concentrative absorption without 

thought be brought about: 
Complete suspension is suspension of the transformations of the 
Mind. For bringing about this, strong personal effort is essential.... 
The result of such repeated effort is ... Asalilprajliata-samad.bi. "657 

By means of the absorption in which thought has ceased, self-realization 

occurs: 
"By the Mind intercepted from all transformations by the Trance, 
known as interception ... is realized the Atman..."658 

652 ekigrata 

653 samBdlli, JMV. p. 12). 

654JMV. p. 141. 

655]MV.P. 131. 

656JMV. p. 132. 

657JMV. p. 134. 

658 .airodllasa.midlli JMV. pp. 144-). The term does not appear in the Yogasiitra.. 
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This having been achieved, the mind is then ready for initiation into the 

knowledge of brahman, a further stage in the process that reveals 

VidyaraQ.ya as a Vedantin: 
"Though purified by the Nirod.ba-samad.bi..a special kind of 
transformation of the Mind, known as Bra.bma-vidyii( {inosi.~ has 
to be induced, through the influence of the Ma.biiviikya. ...659 

How does Vidyaral)ya's theory on the practice of yoga jibe with the 

At;s soteriology? VidyaraQ.ya's position is that only through detachment and 

the toil and moil of yoga is release from mental modifications possible. He 

quotes Patafijali on this point: "Their suppression is secured by 

Application660 and Detachment."661 

With respect to detachment, VidyaraQ.ya writes: "The attainment of 

Samad.bi is nearest to those whose Detachment is most ardent."662 

VidyaraQ.ya distinguishes three grades of seekers on the basis of the 

zealousness of the practitioner: 
Yog.ins are of three classes, according to the degree of the ardor of 
detachment... The best among the best of Yogins, such as janaka ... 
belong to the class of practitioners with extremely excessive ardor, 
for they can at a moment's thought, work themselves up into the 
condition of confirmed Ecstatic Trance.663 

Vidyaral)ya's presentation of janaka's 'ardor of detachment' is, however, 

not consonant with the AG The response from the AG to the JMV might 

read: "{Fools] (merely) sustain the world ... feverish for the attainment (of 

659JMV. p.146. 
660 ah.hyasa 

661 vaini.gya.JMV, p. 157. Yogastitn1:12 

662 JMV, p. 162. Cf. Yogasutra, 1:21 

663 asa.DJpra.Jaa.tasam8d.hiJMV, pp. t62-3. 
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liberation). The wise cut the very roots of this [grasping, which isl the source 

of all suffering."664 

Vidyaral)ya then explains what he means by practice ('Application'): 
The frequent propulsion of the Mind to the firm resolve 'I shall, by 
all means, control the Mind from its inherent tendency of straying 
away from objects,' is what is meant by Application here...665 

He therefore insists that the meditator become fixed in pure consciousness 

by means of effort: 
Till the consciousness underlying phenomena is entirely obliterated 
and the consciousness of simple Gnosis becomes as unconsciously 
natural as the coming in and going out of the breath, effort to keep 
up the ' Vas/Jlla of simple Gnosis' should not be discontinued.666 

Hence, for Vidyaral).ya it is only through personal effort and the 

practices of absorption and discrimination that the aspirant can become fixed 

in pure consciousness. In response to the objection that the practice of 

absorption, too, must be given up, Vidyaral).ya argues that it is only the 

practice of meditation that must be given up to the practice of concentrative 

absorption.667 He explains: 

The' Vasana of simple Gnosis' arising from the coordination of the 
agent668 and the instrument669 ... called Concentration (Obyanm ... 

has to be given up (in favor of the higher process called Samadbi-

Trance ).670 

664A618:38 

665.JMV, p. 158. 

666 //Jid., p. 105. 

667 /hid., p. 106 

668 /Judd/Ji 

669 ma.nas 

670 j},IV, p. 106. 
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Effortlessness is possible only after the supreme effort has been exerted and 

release been achieved: 
When by constant practice, both the consciousness of co-ordination 
of agent and instrument as well as attention ceases, there arises 
what is called Ecstasy or Trance (Samad/JJ... After getting 
confirmed in such Ecstasy with long continuous and arduous 
application, he should give up even the effort which has been put 
forth....671 

In support of his position on the necessity of effort, Vidyararwa refers 

to the 'fool' who thinks that yoga can be achieved without effort: 
People often speak of the argument of the fool, who would say, "the 
Vedasextant are only four in number and it is a wonder why a 
MaQavaka (pupil), who went to study them, has not yet returned, 
though it is already five days since he left." The Yogin, who thinks 
that Yoga can be accomplished in a few days or months, adopts the 
same logic. Hence Yoga should be practiced a long time, measured 
in years, nay in births.672 

A~iavakra's response to VidyaraQya would sound something like this: "If 

you [detach] the [self] from the body and ... rest in pure [consciousness], 

[instantly] you will become happy, serene and free from bondage."673 As a 

counter-charge, A~iavakra would reply with his own polemic against the 

'fool' who thinks he can gain release through yoga: 
The [fool) intensely practices fixation and control of the mind. The 
wise, [fixed] in the Self, do not find anything to be attained. 
The [fool] does not achieve repose either through effort or 
inactivity. The wise one becomes [released] merely by ascertaining 
the truth of the Self. 

671 f!Jid. 

672 f!Jid, p. 158. 

673,461:4 
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In this world men who are habituated to various practices (of 
yoga) do not know the Self... 
The [fool] does not attain liberation through his effort of yogic 
practice. The blessed one abides emancipated without any effort 
through mere intuitive enlightenment.674 

just as he is insistent upon the necessity of the practice of 

discrimination. Vidyaral)ya holds to the necessity of the practice of 

absorption for adepts and seekers alike. Vidyaral).ya poses the objection to 

his position: "It may here be asked: ... 'to one who has realized the Truth, ... 

Trance is no longer necessary for the attainment of jivan-mu.ktl"675 

Vidyaral)ya's response to the objection is predictable: 'This is not so..... 

There is the supreme necessity, even for those who have realized the Truth. 

to resort to the Unconscious variety of Trance, with a view to destroy mental 

suffering."676 

The AG 's response to Vidyaral)ya's insistence upon the practice of 

absorption would be the same as his response to the practice of 

discrimination: "What remains to be done by one who is pure 

intelligence... ?"677 Curiously, at the con~lusion of the chapter on the 

destruction of latent mental tendencies. Vidyara:Q.ya, quotes a passage 

relating to janaka's discovery of this very truth: 
Having remained long in the condition of (ecstatic) Silence, Janaka. 
on regaining ordinary consciousness, be-thought to himself, with 
his mind all at peace, of the life and ways of men. "What is worth 
being taken up by me in this world? What can I accomplish with 
effort? What imaginings are possible for me, who am of... 

674 AG18:33-18:36 

675 JMV, p. 1)0. 

676JMV, pp. 150-1. 

677 AG18:69 
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Consciousness. self-sustained and ever pure? I desire not what I 
have not; I care not to part from what I have; l stand in the 
Eternal Self in me: let that be mine which has been mine ..."678 

How might the AG interpret the above passage? It would respond that 

janaka has discovered the truth that there is no need for him to re-enter 

and abide in concentrative absorption. janaka states that the self is 'ever 

pure.' Likewise, the phrase 'which has been mine' means that since Janaka is 

the self and since the self is ever free, and not dependant upon the processes 

of yogic ascent. his freedom, too, is not dependent upon, nor ever was 

dependent upon, the practice of yogic absorption. 

That having been said, the question arises: In what ways might the JA!V 

and the AG be said to be similar? Like the VS, most of the similarities 

between the jMVand the AG obtain between the final chapter of the JA!V 

and the AG Vidyarat).ya writes: 
The Enlightened Knower of the Truth has no concern whatever 
with action of any kind and is therefore not affected by any formal 
Injunctions and Prohibitions.679 

For VidyaraQ.ya, such statements are fine, as long as they do not refer to the 

practitioner. For the A~ however, statements like the above are 

incorporated right into its prescriptive language. 

What is of particular interest in the final chapter of the JMV is 

VidyaraQ.ya's references to descriptions of the Paramaba!Jlsa: 
As a child absorbed in play, feels no cold whatever, even on a 
winter morning, though all uncovered, so does the login engrossed 
in the Supreme Self know no cold whatever.680 

678.JMV pp. 108-9. 

679.JMV p. 194. 

680.JMV, p. 201. 
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Vidyaral)ya also makes a reference to the 'open mind' and 'non-commital' 

nature of the Parama/Ja!psa.681 He explains it thus: "The non-com mital 

attitude refers to the absence of his being tied down to any conventions or 

forms of daily life."682 

Suddenly, however, the comparison between the two texts breaks 

down: 
If Gold is touched with eagerness. then the Mendicant. who touches 
it, is degraded to the condition of Paulkasa, i.e., a veritable 
Affecc.ba.683 

Vidyaral)ya continues: 
As looking at Gold and other similar acts, with eagerness, are the 
causes of sin. the Mendicant should avoid looking at gold or 
touching it...684 

In the Ati we read: 
There shines the wise one who has no ego-sense and looks upon a 
clod of earth. a stone, or a piece of gold as of equal worth.685 

Hence, the JMV and the AG differ even with respect to their 

descriptions of the sage. Vidyaral)ya seems to think that the enlightened 

sage must keep discriminating between good and evil, sin and purity. For 

the AG indifference (or 'neither rejection nor acceptance') toward good and 

evil is inherent in its description of the sage. 

In conclusion, though the descriptions of the sage in the two texts are 

similar, the soteriology of the jMV depends upon the presence of effort, 

681 JMV. p. 213. 

682JMV, p. 214. 

683JMV, p. 219. 

684JMV, p. 220. 

685 AG'l8:88. Cf. Bhagavadg7t.i, 6:8; 14:24. 
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which is required by its style of meditation. and upon the free reign of the 

discriminative faculty. And this is precisely where it differs from the AG: 

for the AG, meditation, discrimination, and the effort and will-power 

required of both, are an aspect of the seeker's own self-imposed bondage. 

It is, therefore, primarily on the basis of their respective views on the 

nature of spiritual praxis that the AG differs from the JMV 

3.4.0 Conclusion 

Though the descriptions of the liberated sage in the At; f':s... and JA!V 

are similar in many respects, the A(; can only be understood as a critique 

of the soteriologies of the v..s-· and the JA!V For the A(~ effortlessness, 

freedom from discrimination and freedom from the need for artificially 

induced absorption are all a part of its spiritual 'praxis' (if it may be called 

that). For both the VS and the /A/f'; the practices of concentrative 

absorption and discrimination are central to the path to release. 

I find no problem with assigning the AG to the time period of the JA!V 

and the f() 0350-1500 C.E.). In fact, I would suggest that the AG can best 

be understood as a critical reaction to the specific soteriologies of the JA!V 

and VS In particular, the AG appears to be grappling with many of the 

same problems as the JAfV Far from seeing a mutual agreement between 

the AG and the JMi~ I see a heated, if not polemical debate occurring 

between the JMV and the A(; over the issue of the practice of yoga. 



4.o.o Anarchic Spirttualtt y and Reltgous Dissent 

In this chapter, I will attempt to find a suitable genre of literature for 

the A6 and begin the attempt to relate the AG to a particular tradition. 

will first outline the teachings of a number of sages that I think typify a 

particular philosophical/soteriological 'genre·, which I will call ·anarchic 

spirituality,' and then ask if the AG can be related to any of the texts 

examined in the chapter. The chapter will then conclude with a discussion o1 

language of anarchic spirituality. 

By 'anarchic' spirituality I mean spirituality which is not based upon 

methods, techniques, or principles of practice. Anarchic language m this 

context includes discourse concerning 'spontaneity,' 'naturalness,' 'no means.· 

and 'instantaneous release' -- discourse which has been shown to occur 

throughout the AG The task will be to show that this type of discourse 

occurs in texts other than the A Ci and that the literature containing this type 

of language can therefore be called a 'genre.' 

My argument in the latter section of this chapter will be that the 

language of anarchic spirituality can be understood in a number of ways: as 

a discourse concerned primarily with soteriological considerations, as a 

manifestation of the phenomena of religious dissent (i.e., the critique of the 

religious establishment and institutional authority), and as a rhetorical or 

polemical device aimed at rival traditions. 

I will begin the chapter by featuring a number of sages, each typifymg 

what I mean by the 'philosophical genre of anarchic spirituality,' and then 
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conclude with a discussion of how the rhetoric of anarchic spirituality relates 

to soteriology, polemics, and the phenomena of religious dissent. 

4.1.0 The Dissentient Sage in Taoism and Buddhism 

In this section I will look at anarchic elements in the soteriological 

teachings of three sages in Taoism and Buddhism. As the AG is clearly not a 

Buddhist or Taoist text. the expositions in this section will be for the sake of 

clarifying what I mean by a 'genre of anarchic spirituality,' and toward the 

end of demonstrating how. in one way, this type of language can be related 

to the historical conditions of its appearance. I will begin each subsection by 

discussing those soteriological features of each sage's 'teaching' which can be 

considered anarchic. and then move to a discussion of how those features 

relate to the phenomenon of religious dissent. 

4.1. l 	 Chuang Tzu 

In the C/Juang Tzu, a work attributed to the Chinese sage Chuang Tzu. 

we find the teaching of 'letting things be:' 
When I talk about having no feelings, I mean that a man doesn't 
allow likes or dislikes to get in and do him harm. He just lets 
things be the way they are...686 

He lets things be, argues 'Chuang Tzu.· because he understands that there are 

some things he can do nothing about. Hence, the sage takes all things as a 

matter of course: 
Life and death are great affairs, and yet they are no change to him. 
Though heaven and earth flop over and fall down. it is no loss to 

686Burton Watson. tr .. Tlw Complete !For.ksC.hua.ng Tzu( New York: Columbia 
University Press. 1968), pp. 75-76. 

http:For.ksC.hua.ng
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him.... He takes it as fate that things should change, and he holds 
fast to the source.687 

The point is that there is no sense fretting about what one cannot change. 

Thus. the Chuang Tzu teaches contentment with respect to those things that 

are impossible to change: "To know what you can't do anything about, and to 

be content with it as you would with fate -- only a man of virtue can do 

that."688 The sage sees change as an aspect of the nature of things. 

Understanding that change is something he can do nothing about the sage 1s 

content to let nature be: "There are some things that man can do nothmg 

about -- all are a matter of the nature of creatures."689 Chuang Tzu calls this 

the 'perfection of virtue:' "To understand what you can do nothing about and 

to be content with it as your fate -- this is the perfection of virtue..."690 

The CfJuang Tzu also teaches the equality of all things. The sage sees 

nobility in all members of society. He makes no distinction between 

beautiful and ugly, great and small, or good and evil. He ignores the 

hierarchical structuring of the world according to a principle of inherent 

value or virtue: 
Whether you point to a little stalk or agreat pillar I a leper or the 
beautiful Hsi-shih, things ribald and shady or things grotesque and 
strange, the Way makes them all into one ..... But trying to make 
things into one without realizing that they are all the same -- this 
is called 'three in the morning'.... When the monkey trainer was 
handing out acorns he said, "you get three in the morning and four 
at night." This made all the monkeys furious. "Well then" he said. 

687 !hid. pp. 68-69. 

688 f!Jid., p. 70. 

689 /hid.. p. 80. 

690 Ibid.. p. 60. 
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"you get four in the morning and three at night." The monkeys 
were all delighted.691 

just as the sage does not distinguish between virtue and sin, he does 

not discriminate between right and wrong courses of action: 
The way I see it the rules of benevolence and righteousness and 
the paths of right and wrong are hopelessly snarled and jumbled. 
How could I know anything about such discriminations?"692 

Hence, for Chuang Tzu, the sage does not rely upon a faculty of 

discrimination for theorizing about the nature of things or for judging 

appropriate courses of action: 
There is left, there is right, there are theories, there are debates, 

there are divisions, there are discriminations, there are emulations, 
and there are contentions. These are called the Eight Virtues. As 
to what is beyond the Six Realms, the sage admits its existence but 
does not theorize .... the sage debates but does not discriminate .... 

The sage embraces things. Ordinary men discriminate and parade 
their discriminations before others.693 

The sage makes no decisions as to how he lives his life. His actions are 

unplanned. In the C/Juang Tzu. we find Confucius instructing a student, 'you 

have too many policies and plans.''694 Chuang Tzu's sage is complacent, 

modest and unambitious. His activities are unintentional, meaning that they 

are not directed toward the fulfillment of some goal: "The True Man of 

ancient times did not rebel against want, did not grow proud in plenty and 

691 fbid. pp. 40 -41. 

692 fbid. p. 46. 

693 fb1Q., p. 44. 


694 lb1Q., p. 57. The use of Confucius in this context is, of course, ironic. 
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did not plan his affairs."695 Chuang Tzu teaches that one should ignore 

schemes directed toward self-improvement. The Chuang Tzu states: 
Do not be a storehouse of schemes; do not be an undertaker of 
projects; do not be a proprietor of wisdom ...wander where there is 

no trail.. .. The Perfect Man uses his mind like a mirror going after 
nothing, welcoming nothing ...696 

Thus, Chuang Tzu's sage lives his life spontaneously. His actions are 

non-volitional and without intent. Chuang Tzu teaches, "just go along with 

things and let your mind move freely. Resign yourself to what cannot be 

avoided."697 Chuang Tzu calls this 'wandering aimlessly,'698 a term that 

signifies total freedom and spontaneity in action. He relates. "Let your mind 

wander in simplicity."699 Chuang Tzu relates the teaching of meandering to 

the notion of 'inaction, '700 which, from the context, is clearly not 'doing 

nothing,' but acting without intention. Chuang Tzu speaks of the sages: "Idly 

they roam beyond the dust and dirt; they wander free and easy in the 

service of inaction. "70 t 

As the sage's actions are effortless and without purpose, the sage of the 

Chuang Tzu appears as if he were idiotic. ,The text reads, "Ordinary men 

strain and struggle; the sage is stupid and blockish."702 The sage may also 

appear mad: 

695 fbid., p. 75 

696 /!Jid.. p. 97. 

697 Ibid. pp. 60-61. 

698 J'U 

699Watson. tr .. p. 94. 

700 wu wei 

701Watson, tr., p. 87. 

702 Jbid.. p. 47. 
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They pay no attention to proper behavior, disregard their personal 
appearance and, without so much as changing the expression on 
their face, sing in the very presence of a corpse.703 

The sage's unconventional behavior and appearance is clearly meant as an 

expression of his utter spontaneity and freedom from constraints. It is only 

from the perspective of conventional behavior that he appears crazy. 

It has been suggested by a number of scholars that the C/Juang Tzuwas 

written as a reaction to Mohist and Confucian ethics. As Confucianism 

became established, it came to stress the identity of virtue with conformity 

to a moral code of conduct based upon status and social interaction between 

social stations.704 The freedom of the sage came to be limited by the 

constraints set by Confucian morality. The Cbuang Tzu can be seen as the 

attempt to free the sage from the limitations set upon him by the Confucian 

code of conduct. Other elements in the Cbuang Tzu indicate that is was 

written in response and to the peculiar form of debate that arose out of the 

Confucian and Mohist disputes.705 Comments such as the ones made above 

with regard to discrimination are suggestive of this theory. 

703 J!Jid., p. 86. 
704See H.G. Creel, Chinese Thoughtfrom Confucius to MM Tse-Tu.ng(Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1953). 
705Graham argues that the Chuang Tzu is directed "in particular against rational 

choice between one course of action and another. The book goes counter to the whole 
trend towards increasing rationality which had began with Mo-Tzu late in the fifth 
century B.I.E. Confucius ())1-479 B.l.E) had never needed to give reasons for his 
dicta.... With the emergence of Mohism, ... debate intensified, and it became habitual to 
argue one's case, define one's terms, look beyond moral and political disputes to ... the 
relation between morality and human nature .... 

In his time [370-300 B.l.E.l the crucial debate was still between Confucians and 
Mo.hists, and the issues on which it centered were moral. Confucians understood the 
word yiCrighteousness. duty') in terms of the customary 'appropriateness' ... of 
conduct to status, as ruler or subject, father or son, elder brother or younger brother... 
The Mohists exposed all traditional standards to the tests of whether or not in practice 
they benefitted the people." A.C. Graham, "Taoist Spontaneity and the Dichotomy of 'Is' 
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The emphasis in the C.buang Tzu is upon non-discrimination and 

spontaneous action. These teachings can be seen as responses to the 

Confucian and Mohist ethical ideals. Clearly, statements such as, "The sage ... 

looks on slaves as exalted,"706 can undermine any ethical superstructure 

based upon status and a hierarchy of value. Likewise, the teaching of 

spontaneity can be seen as the repudiation of the efficacy of moral decision 

making, whether it be based upon an utilitarian ideal or upon norms 

established according to status. These teachings are also an attack upon 

conformity and the institutions governing modes of conduct in a society. The 

ideal of a mad or idiotic sage, too. pokes fun at established norms of 

behavior. On the whole. the Chuang Tzu can be read as a reaction to the 

Confucian ethical establishment, and to the intellectual institutions governing 

rational debate at the time of the writing of the Chuang Tzu. Hence. the 

Chuang Tzu can be seen as a teaching arising out of a milieu of spiritual 

dissent. 

4.1.2 Vimalak1rti 

In the Vima13.l:Jrtinirdesasiitra we find a teaching which attempts to 

break down the distinction between the ordinary and the extraordinary. 

The bodhisattva of the Vima/a.1-Jrtinirdesastltra makes no distinction 

between the worldly and the supraworldly: "This is mundane' and 'this is 

and 'Ought'" in ExperimentalEssays on Chuang Tzu. edited by V.H. Mair (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press. 1983. pp. 4-S. 

706Watson. tr .. p. 47. 
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transcendental' is dualism."707 This teaching is extended to the practice of 

the bod/Jhattvo. 

You should absorb yourself in contemplation in such a way that 
you can manifest all ordinary behavior without forsaking cessation. 

You should absorb yourself in contemplation in such a way that 

you can manifest the nature of the ordinary person without 
abandoning your cultivated spiritual nature....708 

For 'Vimalakirti,' the bod.bisattva is in the world, yet he is also naturally 

absorbed in the midst of his daily life: "He may follow the ways of sensuous 

distraction, yet. naturally concentrated. his contemplation is not 

dissipated."709 He is without the use of artificial techniques for controlling 

the mind: "Noble son, the seat of enlightenment is the set of positive thought 

because it is without artificiality."71 o In the Vima/aJJrtinirde.<:asiltra the 

bod.bisattva neither tries to control his mind nor becomes attached to the 

passions: "He should live neither in control of his mind nor in indulgence of 

his mind."711 As 'Vimalak1rti' teaches. "Distraction and attention are two."712 

The bod.b.isattvais beyond the distinction between abiding in absorption and 

coming out of absorption: "Neither affected ,by passions. neither involved in 

concentration nor free from concentration. neither living in the world nor 

abiding in liberation."713 

707Robert A.F Thurman, tr., The Holy Teaching ofVimalakirtiWniversity Park: 
University of Pennsylvania. 1976), p. 74. 

708 Jb1'd, p. 24. 
709 nJlTl. 'd ., p. 64. 
71 Q Tl.LI.If'd ., p. 36. 
711 /oid. p. 47. 

7 I 2 /b1'd, p. 73. 
713 /bJ'd, p. 26. 
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For Vimalak1rti enlightenment is beyond intentional objects such as 

goals and means: "Enlightenment is free of the functioning of all intentional 

thoughts ... Enlightenment is free from all discriminative constructions."7H 

The bodhisattva therefore intends no goal to be achieved. Likewise. he has 

no means for the achievement of absorption. For Vimalak'irti the domain of 

the bodhisattva is "a domain essentially without undertaking."7 15 It is a 

domain, "where one does not fall into extreme quietism."7 16 

Thus, the enlightened condition is not something that can be brought 

about. It is beyond causation. The same can be said of the bodhi~attva. "He 

is not produced from causes, nor does he depend on conditions."717 For 

Vimalak1rti, the enlightened state is not the result of any procedure or 

method. Vimalak1rti teaches, "It is the seat of instantaneous, total 

understanding of all things ..."718 It cannot therefore properly be called a 

state at all. It does not arise, nor does it disappear. Its 'coming about' is 

therefore impossible. In the VimalakJrtinirde.~asiitra, the character known 

as the goddess relates: "Perfect enlightenment stands upon the impossible. 

Because it is impossible, no one attains- the perfect enlightenment of 

Buddhahood."719 No one attains the state of perfect enlightenment because 

enlightenment is never attained. The goddess states, "I have attained 

nothing... I have no realization."720 

7 J4 TJ. ',.J.1ulu., p. 35. 

715 .11).tTL d..• p. 48. 

716 .1t)JTJ. (/.• p. 49. 

717 TJ..1u1d..,p.91.

718 TJ. ',./
.1ulu., p. 36. 

719 Jbid. p. 62. 

720 Ibid.. p. 60. 
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For Vimalak1rti, liberation is never attained because it is already 

present. Thus, there is nothing that need be done. Vimalak1rti teaches, 

"There is nothing to be applied, and there is nothing to be removed."72 t 

'Liberation' is merely the correlative of 'bondage.' "Liberation can be found 

where there is bondage, but where there is ultimately no bondage where is 

there need for liberation?"722 The two are but an illusion: "What is bondage? 

And what is liberation?"723 Vimalak1rti therefore teaches that there is no 

need to seek out liberation: "He should... not encourage him to find solace in 

liberation."724 To seek liberation is to seek bondage, as it involves thinking 

that there are real 'things' called 'bondage' and 'liberation.' Vimalak"irti 

states, "He who is attached to anything, even liberation, is not interested in 

the Dharma but is interested in the taint of desire .... "725 Liberation is 

already present in all beings: "All beings are utterly liberated.726 'The 

nature of all things is liberation."727 There is, therefore. no need to run from 

the world. 

In the text, liberation is identified with the equality of all things: "The 

holy liberation is the equality of all things."728 Vimalak1rti teaches 

Mahakasyapa, "Reverend Mahakafyapa you should dwell on the fact of the 

equality of things ..."729 In the Vima/aJ-:Jrtinirdesasiitra. this is also an 

721 Jb1'd., p. 45. 

722 /bi'd.. p. 76. 

723 Tl. '.J.llllct., p. 46. 

724 Tl. ~..J


Wlct., p. 44. 

725 /bJ'd., p. 50. 

726 Jb1'd.. p. 34. 

727 lb1'd., p. 28. 

728 Jb1'd., p. 59. 

729 lb1'd.. p. 26 
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aspect of the way of the bodhisattva. that is, seeing all things on par with 

one another: "Equal toward all things, he does not discriminate between 

them."730 Vimalak1rti's way is therefore a way of non-discrimination. 

There are a number of features of the f!imalaJ.:Jrtinirdesasiitra that 

indicate the context in which the text was written. In the text, we read that 

the character Vimalak1rti is a lay person with "a son, a wife, and female 

attendants."731 We also read that. "he even entered the brothels" to teach, 

and that he was "compatible with ordinary people."732 We might infer from 

these statements and other data in the text that the text was written as a 

reaction against the monasticism of the period of its composition ( 1 S0-200 

A.C.E.).733 

There are a number of other statements in the text that are suggestive 

of the hypothesis that the text can be read as a reaction to renunciation and 

asceticism. At one point in the text, Mara offers twelve thousand divine 

maidens to a monk, but the monk is required to refuse them, as he has taken 

vows. Vimalak1rti suggests that he receive them instead: "Evil Mara, since 

these heavenly maidens are not suitable for this religious devotee... give 

them to me."734 There are also a number of reversals of 'cosmic hierarchy' 

in the text. Vimalak1rti teaches that the way of the bodhisattva includes, 

730 Ibid.. p. 92. 
731 /f;id. p. 20. 
732 f!Jid.. p. 21. 
733Hajime Nakamura writes, "The Vimalakirtinirdeia StJt.ra. in which the pious 

layman Vimalakirti gives a sermon to monks and denounces the homeless ascetic life 
they lead. is perhaps the best expression of the lay Buddhist ideal." "Mahayana 
Buddhism," in Buddhism andAsian Hi<>t.ory. edited by JM Kitagawa and M.D. Cummings 
(New York: Macmillan, 1989), p. 221. 

734Thurman. tr .. p. 37. 
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"Conceiving the world as a garden of liberation ...considering immoral beings 

as saviors."735 Elsewhere in the text we read, "Only those guilty of the five 

deadly sins can conceive the spirit of enlightenment and can attain 

Buddhahood."736 

The appearance of a goddess in the text also suggests that the text is 

intended to undermine the authority of the monastic establishment. The 

goddess teaches, "The very nature of desire, hatred and folly is liberation 

itself...."737 Mafijusr1 says to Vimalak1rti that the bodhisattva, "may show 

himself engaged in dancing with harem girls, yet he cleaves to solitude .... He 

follows the ways of the dumb and incoherent, yet... he is adorned with 

varied eloquence."738 These sorts of teachings clearly fly in the face of the 

codes of conduct of the monastic institutions. The Vimalal-Jrtinirde.<fasiitra 

can therefore be read a critique of the Buddhist monastic establishment. 

4.1.3 Saraha 

The teachings of 'Saraha' are found in the songs739 attributed to him. 

Many of the songs contain sharp criticisms of a number of spiritual practices 

that we can assume were current in his day. His criticisms include attacks 

upon the Saivas: 

They adopt a posture and fix their eyes 


Whispering in ears and deceiving folk.740 


735 wlTJ. d .. p. 88. 
736 wlTJ. d .. p. 66. 
737 Ib1d, p. 60. 
738 Tt. '.Jwlu., p. 65. 
739 car,vigitZ· dohi 
740"Saraha'sTreasury of Songs" (dohikoia..188), tr .. D. Snellgrove. in Edward 

Conze. ed., Buddhist Terts Through theAges (Oxford: Bruno Cassirer, 1954), 5. p 225 
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He criticizes the jains, "Enslaving themselves with their doctrine of 

release."741 His comments include the monks of the Lesser Vehicle, who 

"wither away in their concentration on thought;"742 and he is also not 

without words for those of the Great Vehicle, who "just meditate on 

Mandala-circles."743 

His critique is generally directed at the yogic practices of his day. He 

writes of the yogins: 
Some people have 
fontanelle 

kindled the inner heat and raised it to the 

Stroke the uvula with the tongue in a sort of coition and c

That which fetters and that which gives release, 
In pride will call themselves yogis.744 

onfuse 

Elsewhere. Saraha states: 
Don't concentrate on yourself, restricting your breath. 
Fie yogin, don't squint at the end of your nose.745 

Saraha especially has in mind the followers of the tantras 
Mantras and Tantras, meditation and concentration, 
They are all a cause of self -deception.746 

Hence, meditation is simply more self-dec~ption for Saraha. He advocates 

the abandonment of meditation. 
Will one gain release, abiding in meditation?747 

Abandon such false attachments and renounce illusion!748 

741J/Jid,188:6 
742 Jbid, 188:10 
743/bid..188:11 
744"The Song on Human Action" in Herbert Guenther. tr .. The .RoyalSong of 

Sara.ha, (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1969). 24, p. 68. 
745Conze. ed .. ( do.hakoia. 188:44), p. 230. 
746 fbid. 188:23, p. 227. 
747 Ibid. 188:14 
748 Jbid., 188:16 
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Apparently, for Saraha enlightenment does not depend upon the practice of 

meditation: "It is not a matter of meditation, or concentration or the reciting 

of mantras."749 Saraha gives a number of arguments for his position. He 

argues that the yogin either abides in an inert state or is only released as 

long as he is meditating: 

But when the flow of his breath is quite motionless 
And the yogin is dead, what then?750 

So long as one is in the sphere of the senses, 
Desire pours forth of itself.751 

The yogin is therefore bound by his practice of yoga. 

The same may be said of those who meditate upon emptiness. Those 

who abide in the absorption of emptiness are released only as long as they 

remain in such a state. They are like a bird on an ocean-going ship, who 

thinking he might escape the ship, flies up and away from the ship, only to 

become tired and have to return to the place where he started: 
He who does not enjoy the senses purified 
And practices only the Void, 
Is like a bird that flies up from a ship 
And then wheels round and lands back there again.752 

Saraha offers the following in place of meditation on emptiness: 

Do not cling to the notion of voidness, 
But consider all things alike.753 

749 f!Jid., 188:62, p. 232. 
750 Ibid. 188:66, p. 233. 
751fbid..188:67, p. 233. 
752 Jbid., 188:70 
753 J!Jid., 188:7), p. 234. 
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Saraha teaches. "Do not discriminate but see the world as one."754 This 

brings the discussion to the central teaching of Saraha. the teaching of sa/Ja/il 

or 'spontaneous coemergence.' 

Central to the teaching of Saraha is the notion of sa.ha/a. A number of 

different yet related senses of this term can be drawn out from the primary 

meaning of the term. Metaphysically the term denotes the co-emergence of 

transcendence and immanence, absoluteness and relativity.755 Hence, the 

term denotes the coterminous reality.756 For Saraha, enlightenment is not 

'far away' or on the 'other shore.· but is inherent in the everyday. 
Though spontaneity is all encompassing and close, 
To the deluded it remains far away.7.57 

Hence, whoever seeks it, as if it were far away, never finds it: 
Whoever deprived of the Innate seeks nirvana, 
Can in no wise acquire absolute truth.758 

Sabaja is therefore immediately and spontaneously accessible: 
Though the fragrance of a flower cannot be touched, 

754 f/Jid., 188:26, p. 228. 
75.5Shashibhusan Das Gupta writes, "As the quintessence of all, it is the absolute 

reality, both immanent a.nd tra.nsce.nde.nt." Das Gupta gets the 'immanent' but .neglects 
the '.relative.' Obscure .Religious Cults (Calcutta: Fir ma Mukhopadhyay, 1969), p .78. 
Herbert Guenther writes. " 

The literal translation of the Tibetan term lhao-cigskyes-pa(Sanskrit sa.haja) 
would be 'coemergence' .... Essentially it refers to the spontaneity and totality of 
the experience in which the opposites such as transcendence and immanence, 
subject and object, the .noume.nal a.nd phenomenal indivisibly blend. The 
translation of this term by 'i'Inne' (M. Shahidullah) and 'the Innate' <D.L. 
Snellgrove) is wrong. 

T/Je.Roya!Soog o/'Sa.ra.ha (Seattle: University of Washington. press, 1969), p. 9-10. 
756for the discussion of analogous notions in the Japanese context see Hajime 

Nakamura, "The Acceptance of Phenomenalism," in Ways o/'Thiokiogo/'Easter11 
Peoples(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1971 ), pp. 351-406. 

757Guenther, tr .. The Royal So11go/'Sara.ha, 3. p. 63. 
758Conze ed. (dohliosal88:13). p. 226. 

http:So11go/'Sara.ha
http:o/'Sa.ra.ha
http:tra.nsce.nde.nt
http:away.7.57
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'Tis all pervasive and at once perceptible.759 

Within the above context, Saraha's arguments concerning the practice of 

meditation become clearer. Saraha offers the following constructive 

dilemma regarding the practice of meditation: 
If it is already manifest, what is the use of meditation ?760 
If it exists apart from meditation, how may one meditate upon it?76I 

For Saraha, the state of enlightenment is the natural state. There is no sense 

trying to meditate, as if enlightenment were an end to be achieved. Such 

artificial constructs merely obstruct what is already present: 
Do not defile in contemplation thought that is pure in its own 
nature, 
But abide in the bliss of yourself and cease those torments.762 

Saraha teaches, "The world of appearance... is continuous and untque 

meditation."763 Thus, there is no need to seek out absorption. 

Hence, the way of sabaja is a natural way and is not constructed out of 

artificial techniques.764 As such, it is unhampered by unnecessary 

constraints and difficult yogic feats. Thus, the term sabaja also refers to the 

easiness of the way of natural yoga.765 Saraha's way follows the spontaneity 

759Guenther, tr .. TlJeHoya/So.ngofSaralla, 16. p. 66. 
760Conze. ed .. ( dollikoia. 188:20), pp. 226-227. 
761 Ibid., 188:22. p. 227. 
762 JIJid.. 188:23 
763Guenther, tr.. TlJe Hoyal Sons ofSaralJa. 32. p. 69. 
764Shashibhusan Das Gupta writes. "This [ sa.haja] process of yoga is the most 

natural process for a man; for in the nature of man hunger and sex are recognized to 
be the most primitive and fundamental propen~.ities; and all religions would prescribes 
strict rules for their suppression; but this is a way, said by these Yogins. which is 
absolutely unnatural. The Sahajiyas ... take human nature itself as the best help for 
realizing the truth. O/JscureReligiousCults. p. 51. 

765Das Gupta continues, "What is natural is the easiest. and thus Sahaja, from its 
primary meaning of being natural acquires this secondary meaning of being easy, 
straight or plain." ObscureReligiousCults. p. 52. 
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of the yogin, and as such, it is not dependent upon the practices of 

institutional yoga, tantra or meditation. 

Saraha's writings can be seen as direct attacks upon the Buddhist 

establishment. This can be inferred from a number of references in the 

writings attributed to him. Like Vimalak1rti before him, we find Saraha 

making the same anti-ascetic pronouncements: 
Eat. drink, indulge the senses ... 
By these things you'll gain the world beyond.766 

Saraha was a lay, or at least, a non-monastic wanderer. His writings can be 

seen as a reaction to the monastic ideal: 
Without meditating, without renouncing the world, 
One may stay at home in the company of one's wife. 
Can that be called perfect knowledge, Saraha says, 
If one is not released while enjoying the pleasures of the 
senses?767 

These wandering adepts, or sidd.has: became the ideal for the later 

Sahajayana movement. 

Sahajayana Buddhism developed out of the Vajrayana as a reaction to 

the Tantric Buddhist establishment. By the· time of Sar aha (750-800 A.C.E.), 

the Vajrayana had become amalgamated with the universities.768 The 

766conze, ed., ( dolJakoia, 188:24), p. 227. 

767 Jbid, 188:19. p. 226. 

768Luis Gomez writes: 


The Sahajiya was a movement that represented a clear challenge to the 
Buddhist establishment: the ideal was a hom~less madman wandering about 
with his female consort.... The Vajrayana [in contrast] ... was incorporated into 
the ordered program of spiritual cultivation accepted in the monasteries, 
which corresponded to the desired social and political stability of the academic 
institutions and their sponsors. The iconoclastic saints of the Sahaja, on the 
other hand, sought spontaneity, and saw monastic life as an obstacle to true 
realization .... This particular Tantric tradition, therefore best embodied the 
iconoclastic tendencies found in all Tantra. 
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Sahajayana was characterized by its disdain for bookish learning and its 

aversion to traditional religious practices. Its ideal was the wandering adept 

who roamed about freely with his consort practicing yoga as it suited him, or 

not practicing at all.769 Thus, Saraha's criticisms of the institutionalized yoga 

and t311trabecame the inspiration of the later Buddhist Sahajiyas, and hence 

constitute an important phase in the history of religious dissent in India. 

4.2.0 Parallels to A~livakra in the Asti.ka Traditions 

In this section I will explicate the teachings of two 'sages' in the astjJ:a 

tradition with the intent to show how the teaching of 'A~iavakra' might be 

related to the teachings of these other two sages. It will become apparent 

that the three, to some extent, share a body of discourse relating to the topic 

of the 'means to release.' The task, here, will be to see if the AG differs 

from the other two texts examined in this section. 

4.2.1 Vasi~iha 

The teachings attributed to the sage. Vasi~iha can be found in the 

Yogavas/s.tfJa.770 In this text we find Vasi~tha dismantling the dualities 

"Buddhism in India" in Buddhism in Asian His/Qr;~ ed. by J. Kitagawa and M.D. 
Cummings <New York: Macmillan, 1987), p.90. 

769Gomez continues: 
The Sahajayana was dominated by long-haired, wandering siddhas, who openly 
challenged and ridiculed the Buddhist establishment. They openly referred to 
the object of their religious experience as 'the whore' both as a reference to the 
sexual symbolism of ritual Tantra and as a challenge to monastic conceptions of 
spiritual purity.... 

Ibid., p. 89. 
770The most comprehensive study of this work to date is T. G. Mainkar, The V8si~tha. 

Ramayana (New Dehi: Meharchand Lachmandas, 1977). See also Peter Thomi "The 
Yogavi's/~tlJa in Its Longer and Shorter Versions." Journal of/.11dia.11 Plu1osophy; 11 
(1983): 107-116. 

http:11dia.11
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between the transcendent and the immanent, the absolute and the relative. 

For example, for Vasi$iha the distinction between liberation and bondage is 

illusory. He states, "When bondage is nonexistent, surely liberation is false, 

too."771 Since the world is no different from release, there is no need to run 

from it: '"Oh I am disgusted with this world and I shall abandon it' -- such 

thoughts arise only in the ignorant."772 Hence, Vasi$iha advocates the 

teaching of seeing all things as equal: "One should look with equal vision 

upon that which is pleasant and beautiful through and through and that 

which is unendurably unpleasant."773 

Vasi$iha also makes no distinction between meditation and distraction: 

"Freed from the delusion of meditation and nonmeditation, let be what has to 

be. I do not desire meditation and non-meditation."774 Apparently, for 

Vasi$tha meditation is not the answer to the problem of bondage: 
Austerity, meditation and such other practices can therefore not 
cause [the world's] cessation or enlightenment. As long as the 
notion of creation lasts, even the contemplation (samadhi) in which 
there is no movement of thought (nirvikalpa) is not possible. Even 
if it were possible. the moment , one returns from such 
contemplation, the creation with its sorrow arises in the mind.775 

Likewise, we find Vasi$iha being critical of the practice of yoga: "The mind 

should not rest in the head, inside the palate, between the eyebrows, at the 

tip of the nose ..."776 For Vasi$tha, the meditative state is not something that 

771 Venkatesananda, tr., The Concise Yoga V.is1$,tha(Albany: State University of 
New York Press), p. 98. 

772 Jbid, p. 201. 
773 /bid.. p. 299. 
774 /bid., p. 187. 
775 Jbid, p. 40. 
776 Jbid., p. 233. 
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is 'entered' into -- 'Now I am going to meditate.' Absorption should be 

natural and continuous: "Self knowledge is spontaneous, natural and 

therefore unbroken."777 

Since meditation is natural it is also effortless: "This can be easily 

achieved without any effort at all... by the cultivation of the proper 

attitude."778 For Vasi~tha, one should not seek out what one does not 

already have. Release is always already present. It is, therefore, the easy, 

natural state which is in no need of effort: "One should not make the least 

effort to attain that which one does not possess."779 Thus, Vasi~tha's 

teaching is that one should, "Live effortlessly without grabbing or giving up 

anything."780 

Vasi~~ha associates this naturalness with living non-volitionally: 

"Engage yourself in the non-volitional act of creation. For what will you gain 

by abandoning your natural function?"78t The idea is to mirror the 

spontaneity of the arising and dissolving of the universe. just as the 

universe arises and dissolves without any known reason, so too, action 

should proceed non-volitionally and without·reasons: 
Desirelessness,... fearlessness... wisdom, nonattachment... those 
qualities are nonintentional and spontaneous .... Not even thinking 
about what has thus befallen you, live a non-volitional lif e.782 

Vasi~iha teaches that the yogin should let things come as they come 

and let them go as they leave: "Whatever comes let it come; whatever goes 

777 Ibid., p. 111. 

778 Ibid., p. 106. 

779 Ibid., p. 299. 

780 Ibid., p. 163. 

781 Ibid., p. 89. 

1821bid., p. 1n. 
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let it go."783 By this he means that action should be spontaneous and 

without expectations or intentions: "Let appropriate actions spontaneously 

proceed from you."784 "Do whatever has to be done spontaneously."785 just 

as action is spontaneous, so too, is release spontaneous. Hence, for Vasi~iha, 

liberation can be immediate: "In this world, 0 Rama, liberation is at hand at 

all times everywhere. Therefore be thou liberated here and now."786 

The parallels between the AG and the Yogavasi~t.ba are clear. For 

example, in the AG we read: 
[Recognizing that things come to be and leave regardless of 
anything he can do, one) becomes unaffected and free from pain. l t 
is he who can easily find peace.787 

This passage from the AG is similar to the Yogavas1~t;_t.ba 's teaching that it is 

the nature of things to spontaneously come to be and pass away. In both 

texts, the message behind the metaphor is that the yogin should model god, 

in his (or her) spontaneous generation of the world, and act spontaneously. 

This having been said, there is also much about the teaching of Vasi~tha that 

is different than A~iavakra's. 

In the Yogavas4~.t.ba. there are a number of formulations that appear to 

give the work an ambiguous flavor. For example, though Vasi~tha says that 

release can be immediate, for some, release only comes about by following 

the path set out by the master. He therefore distinguishes two paths: 
The first: treading the path indicated by the master, the seeker 
reaches the goal of liberation. The second: self-knowledge literally 

783 J!Jid., p. 194. 

784 J!Jid.. p. 275. 

785 Jbid.. p. 108. 

786 Jl;id.. p. 236. 

787 .46.11 :1 

http:Yogavas4~.t.ba
http:Yogavas1~t;_t.ba
http:Yogavasi~t.ba
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drops into ones lap, as it were, and there is an instant 
enlightenment.788 

There is also a section in the Jogava.~~'t,t.ba -- resembling Vidyaral).ya's 

description of the means to liberation -- on the cessation of the latent mental 

tendencies and the dissolution of the mind. The Yogavffsi.s.t.ba reads: 
For until the mind is free from the movement of thought, cessation 
of conditioning is difficult, and vice versa. Yet again, until the 
conditioning ceases, the unconditional truth is not realized, and vice 
versa. Since the realization of truth, cessation of the mind and the 
ending of conditioning are interwoven, it is extremely difficult to 
deal with them individually and separately. 
Hence, 0 Rama, by every means in your power renounce the 

pursuit of pleasure and resort to all three simultaneously... This 
world appearance has been experienced as a truth for a long time 
and it needs persistent practice to overcome it.789 

Rama then outlines the means whereby the mind is dissolved: 

It is not possible to kill the mind without the proper methods. 
Knowledge of the self, company of holy men, the abandonment of 
conditioning and the restraint of prana are the means to overcome 
the mind.790 

There are also a number of passages in, the Yogavasi!,t/Ja which to refer 

to the toil and moil of yoga. For example, there are a number of references 

to effort in the text: "He who desires salvation should divert the impure 

mind to pure endeavor by persistent effort."791 "Whenever it strives, then 

and there it surely finds the fruition of its suffering."792 There are also a 

788Venkatesananda, tr., p. 164. 

789 J!Jid.. p. 254. 

790 Ibid., p.255. 

791 Ibid.. p. 28. 

792 /!Jid.. p. 93. 


http:Yogavffsi.s.t.ba
http:Jogava.~~'t,t.ba
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number of references to the practice of meditation in the text: "By the 

persistent practice of such meditation, even your body will become one of 

pure consciousness."793 "He attains the supreme being by constant 

meditation."794 

The teaching of A~iavakra can not be said to be compatible with this 

latter teaching. For example, in the AG we read, "All are unhappy because 

of effort."795 Elsewhere we read, "The ignorant one does not achieve repose 

through effort or through inactivity."796 There are similar references to the 

practice of meditation in the AG : "Forsake in every way even 

contemplation."797 Elsewhere the AG states: "That you practice meditation 

- this, indeed, is your bondage."798 

I would conclude on the basis of this latter comparison that though the 

two texts share some commonality with respect to the language pertaining to 

the teaching of spontaneity,799 the two texts are dissimilar in that the 

Yogavas/s.tba periodically insists upon effort and the practice of meditation. 

Thus, though there are anarchic elements in the Yogavas/s.tbil. its insistence 

upon the practice of meditation and yoga indicate that a careful evaluation of 

'anarchic' language, and its relation to the entire text in question, is 

necessary before comparisons can be drawn with the AG 

793 TJ. '.Jlll/U., p. )6. 

794 J!Jid., p. 10). 

795 AG.16:3 

796 AG.18:33 

797 AG.15:20 

798 AG.1:15 

799 svahhava 
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4.2.2 Dattatreya 

In the Avad.hiitagJti a text attributed to the sage Dattatreya, we find a 

number of repudiations of the practices of meditation and yoga. With 

respect to the practice of yoga we read: 

He attains to the supreme. eternal Self, in whom is no dosing of 

nostril nor gazing nor posture. and in whom is neither knowledge 
nor ignorance nor any nerve current.800 

The text continues on the subject: 
He attains the supreme, eternal Self whether he has perfect self 

control or not, whether he has withdrawn his sense or not. whether 
he has gone beyond activity or is active.801 

The text's pronouncements upon the practice of meditation are similar. 

We read that, "There is no need of knowledge, reasoning, ... instruction from a 

teacher, or attainment of samad.!Jl'802 'Dattatreya' asks rhetorically, "Why 

does your mind meditate shamelessly?"803 The true state of the self is 

beyond meditation: "In thy mind there is neither the meditator. meditation, 

nor object of meditation. Thou hast no samad.!JJ'804 There is. therefore, no 

need to meditate. Meditation is only indicative of delusion: "There is no 

knowledge or ignorance and no practice of concentration ... Why doest thou, 

who art the identity in all, grieve in thy heart?"805 

In the Avad.hiitagJta we find a constructive dilemma similar to the one 

put forward by Saraha concerning the necessity of meditation. Dattatreya 

800Ashokananda. tr. Anulbiila fii/9. (Mylapore: Sri Ramakrishna Math. 1980. 2:35. 
p. 59. 

801//Jid.,2:37. p. 61. 
802//Jid., 1:58. p. 31. 
803 /IJid., 1:26, p. 14. 
804 JIJid.. 3:41. p. 92. 
805 Jbid., 5:5, p. 116. 
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argues, "If it is the nature of the not-Self. how can there be samad.bi..? If it 

is of the nature of the Self, how can there be samadb1?"806 The meaning of 

the argument is identical to Saraha's: if the self were not already present, 

meditation would be impossible. Since it is already present, what is the 

point of meditating? Dattatreya gives similar arguments with respect to the 

practice of discrimination: "If there is only one indivisible, all-

comprehensive Absolute, how can there be consciousness of discrimination 

and lack of discrimination?"807 

Dattatreya is a representation of the sage who has 'shaken off' the 

world: the avad.biita. the most extreme type of renunciate.808 We find 

mention of the avad.biita in a number of other scriptures and secondary 

literature. For example, in the BbiigavatapuriiQa there is the story of 

Bharata. In this story, Bharata first incarnates as a deer and then as a 

brahman -- not just any brahman, but an avad.biita. We discover that his 

brothers address him as a, "Madman, a stupid or a deaf fellow."809 The 

story relates that he "attained the knowledge of his Self which is not the 

product of any cause but is self existent, of the nature of extremely pure 

bliss; and he never identified with his body in pleasure or pain caused by 

pairs of opposites ..."810 

806 Ibid., 1:23 p. 12. 
807 Ibid., 6:21, p.147. 
808 anul.lulta.. On Dattitreya and the literature surrounding him see H.H. 

jayachamarja Wadeyar, Patt.itreya(London Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1957). 
809Tagare, G.V., tr., B.IJB.gavata.Puri.qa Vol. 3. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1976), 

V, 9:9, p. 677. 
810 Ibid. 

http:B.IJB.gavata.Puri.qa
http:samad.bi
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In the story, Bharata begins to manifest unusual behavior: "He 

wandered about barebodied like a bull ... nor did he take a bath. Under a 

coating of the dirt... his spiritual glory remained unmanifested ... "81 l In the 

course of his wanderings, Bharata is one day forced to assist in the carrying 

of a palanquin of a king named Rahuga:Qa. Due to his easy gait, Bharata is 

threatened by Rahuga:Qa with punishment. Bharata responds: 

If I be a mukta-- beyond bondage of salJlsiirawhat purpose and to 
what extent, can be served by your treatment (punishment) or 

lessons to me who am established in the self, though appearing like 

a lunatic, intoxicated or dull witted person.8 l 2 

His royal pride abated somewhat by Bharata's responses, the king asks: 

Who are you of the great Brahmanas who go about in disguise, as 

you wear the sacred thread? Who are you among avadbiitJ£, (like 

Dattatreya and the others, if you be an avad.biit~?8 t 3 

Bharata proceeds to give instruction to the king on the nature of bondage, 

the soul and release. Bharata concludes his speech: "He continues to wander 

so long as he does not understand that the mind, the conditioning 

environment of the Soul, is the field of salJlsara... "814 

In the chapter that follows the tale of Bharata, the characteristics of 

the avad.biitaare given. The B.bagavatapurB.pa relates that the avadbiita: 
may, though learned, show himself (i.e. behave externally like) a 

mad person or an ignorant child; though highly intelligent and wise 
he should appear to be dumb in the eyes of the public.815 

81 l /bid, V, 9:10 


812/bid, V, 10:13,p.684. 

813 Jbid, V, 10:16 

814/!Jid. V, 11:16, p. 690. 

815 Jbid, VII, 13:10, p. 975. 


http:B.bagavatapurB.pa
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Other characteristics are also given in conversation between Prahlada and 

Dattatreya. In the B/Jagavatapur8Qa. Dattatreya relates some of the 

characteristics of the avadbtlta. 
Being free from all desires and with contented mind, I accept what 
is brought to me by providence. If not, I lie inactive like a big 

serpent for many days, depending on my power.816 
Sometimes I eat scant food; sometimes I enjoy a heavy meal 
irrespective of sweetness ....817 
Remaining contented in mind, I enjoy what is ordained by fate ...818 

Sometimes I sleep on the bare ground; sometimes on grass or on a 
heap of leaves or on a slab of stone or in ashes; sometimes I lie 
inside the mansions on a rich bed over a precious bedstead ...819 
Sometime I walk stark naked like an evil spirit...820 
I neither revile nor praise people who are of diverse nature.821 

In the Avad/Jiltopani,sad we find Dattatreya giving similar 

characteristics of the avad/Jtlta. There, the avadbtlta is described as follows: 
He who rests constantly in himself after crossing {the barrier} of 
castes and stages [of social position] and thus rises above var.m1-s 
and asra.mtrs and is in union ... is said to be an avad/Jtlta.822 
His worldly existence consists in moving about freely, with or 
without clothes. For him there is nothing righteous or unrighteous; 
nothing holy or unholy ....823 

816 Ibid, VII, 13:36, p. 978. 
817 J!Jid, VIL 13:37 
818 Jbid, VIL 13:39 
819 /!Jid, VIL 13:40 
820 Ibid, VIL 13:41 
821 Ibid, VIL 13:42 
822 AnulhtJta Upani~ in SaO)nyasa Upani,sa.d-s. (Adyar: Theosophical Society, 

1978), 2, pp. 1-2. 
823 Jbid, 7, p. 3. 
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The 'teachings' of the avadhiitas are also set forth in the 

A vadbiitopan.i_sad Their teaching with regard to meditation is as follows: 

When the results of actions set in motion [priirabdba-karmaIA are 
exhausted, the habitual usage also ends. This... will not cease even 

after repeated meditation unless such actions are exhausted.824 

If infrequency of worldly dealing is sought, let there be 

contemplation for you. Wherefore should I, to whom worldly 

dealings offer no hindrance, contemplate?825 

Because I do not have distractions, I do not need concentration, 

distraction or concentration obeying of the mind that modifies.826 

Among these 'teachings' we also find the following verse: 

There is neither death nor birth; none is bound, non aspires. There 

is neither seeker after liberation nor any liberated; this indeed is 
the ultimate truth.827 

The Dattatreya of the A vadbfitggJta gives a similar teaching: "There is no 

state of liberation, no state of bondage, no state of virtue, no state of vice. 

There is no state of perfection and no state of destitution ..."828 

In the A vadbiitagJta we find the following descriptions of the 

avadbiita: 

The avadbiita, alone, pure in evenness -0f feeling, abides happy in 

an empty dwelling place. Having renounced all. he moves about 

naked. He perceives the Absolute, the all within himself.829 

The enlightened one, nude or clad in patched garment made of rags 

gathered from roads, follows the path which is devoid of virtue and 

824 /IJid, 21. p. 5. 

825 Joid. 22 

826 Joid, 23. p. 6. 

827 //)J'd., 11, p. 4. The verse is identical to 6au¢aptiddlirild 2:32. See below. 

828Ashokananda, tr., Avadb.tlta Gita, ):19. ·p. 125. 

829 Ibid, 1:73, p. 38. 
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vice and stays in an empty abode, absorbed in the pure, stainless. 
homogeneous Being.830 

The enlightened one... wanders leisurely, filled with the 

spontaneous joy of his own mind.831 

To all things from the practice of religious laws and duties to 

liberation, we are completely indiff erent.832 

In the Avad.hiitagJta the term ·avad.hula · is pseudo-etymologically 

broken down into its component syllables and each syllable is related to a 

characteristic of the avad.hiita: 

The significance of the letter ·a· is that the avadbiita is free from 

the bondage of hopes, is pure in the beginning, middle, and end, 
and dwells ever in joy.833 

The syllable 'va' is indicative of him by whom all desires have been 

renounced, whose speech is wholesome, and who dwells in the 
present.834 

The syllable 'dhii' is a sign of him whose limbs are grey with dust, 
whose mind is purified, who is free from diseases, and who is 
released from the practices of concentration and meditation.835 

The syllable 'ta' is significant of him by whom the thought of Truth 

ha3 been made steady, who is free from ignorance and egoism.836 

The same formulation occurs in the Siddbasidd.hantapadd.hati a Nath text 

attributed to Gorakhnath.837 Other terminology in the Avad.hulagJtareveals 

that the Avadbiitaglta is, in fact, a Nath text.838 The term ·samarasa,' a 

830 sudd./J811.iraJJj811IJS8Jllarasamag114 Ibid, 7:1 p. 152. 

831 sa.Jia/8.n811da Ibid, 7:9, p. 157 

832 /hid, 7:14, p. 160. 

833 fbid, 8:6, p. 165. 

834 Ibid, 8:7 

83.5 Joid.. 8:8, p. 166. 

836 Jbid., 8:9 

837Cf. Sidd./Jasidd./J8Jltapmld./Jati 8:6-8:9. 

838S. Radhakrishnan calls the Avml./Jiitagi~ "Advaita Vedanta philosophy." See 

the introduction to H.H. Jayacham.araja Wadeyar, .Patl.i/.roya(London: Routledge Kegan 
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technical term in the yogic terminology of the Naths and Siddhas denoting 

the yogi's final absorption in the ultimate state, occurs throughout the 

AvadbtltagJtJ.839 The term saba/a. another term in the vocabulary of the 

Naths and Siddhas, also appears throughout the text.840 These features 

make it extremely likely that the AvadfJLltagJta is a Nath text. 

Such language is just as revealing with respect to the AG's relationship 

to the A vadbtltaglt~ One of the titles sometimes given to the AG is 

Avadbiitaoubbiiti84t We might assume from this that the AG was at times 

associated with teachings related to the notion of the avadbiita. However, 

nowhere in the AG do the technical terms avadhiita. samarasa. or sabaja 

appear. We must assume, therefore, that 'Avadbiitaoub/Jtlti · is a mere 

appellation, and that the AG is not associated with either the Naths or the 

Siddhas, though its teachings may be said to bear a strong resemblance to 

the A vadbtltaglta and to the teachings of the Siddhas.842 

Paul, 1957), p. vi. S. Mukashi-Punekar points out that a manuscript of the Anulbiitaglta 
in the Trivandrum Library includes a chapter containing a dialogue between 
Dattitreya and Gorakhnath. In light of this, the Avadbiif.88it3 becomes Dattitreya's 
address to Gorakhnith. See Mu.kashi-Punekar's introduction in Shree Purohit Swami. 
tr., Avadboo/8 6118 <New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1979), pp.4, 42; for the 
chapter in question see/bid., pp. 173-187. 

839 Anulbiil8git8, 3:3-3:42; 7:1; 7:10; 7;11. Cf. Siddbasiddh8.o14paddllati 5:59. 
840 Ibid., 2:17; 2:30; 3:46; 7:4; 7:9. 
841 V. Raghavan. ed., NewCa.talogusCa.talogorum, Vol. I <Madras: University of 

Madras, 1949), p. 345. 
842Although the Naths arose out of a milieu of dissent analogous to that of the 

Buddhist Sahajiyas, and although much of the language in the Avadbiitaglta is 
anarchic in that it denies principles of practice, for reasons that will become apparent 
in what follows, this particular use of anarchic language in the Ava.dbtita.gita, though 
arguably soteriological, can also be understood as polemical language. 
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4.3.0 Gau<Japida and Nigirjuna on Release 

In the instances of anarchic spirituality outlined above, a number of 

common elements were presented, including the teaching of 'no means,' the 

teaching of instantaneous release, and the teaching of spontaneous action. In 

what follows I will show how these teachings can be related to the 

philosophical explication of the unconditionality of release. My intent will be 

as follows: if the teachings of 'no means' and 'instantaneous release' can be 

shown to follow directly from the logic of the inherent freedom of release, 

then such a philosophy which argues for the implicit freedom of all 

individuals can serve as a powerful legitimating device for the spiritual 

anarchist. 

In a number of astikatexts, we find the teaching that the soul or self is 

inherently free. For example, in the Sa.tpk.byakarikawe read: 
Of certainty, therefore, not any spirit843 is bound or liberated. nor 
does it transmigrate; It is Primal Nature, abiding in manifold 
forms, that is bound, is liberated, and migrates.844 

The question arises: if the soul or self is already free then what is the point 

of seeking liberation? In the philosophy of Gau<;fapada, we find this very 

line of thought pursued. 

Gauqapada's arguments hinge upon the premise that the transcendent 

self and the empirical self should be treated upon the same logical grounds. 

For Gaugapada, just as the transcendent self is unborn, "No ;Jva [empirical 

self] is ever born. There does not exist any cause which can produce it. This 

843puru~ 
844S8.oµ:ilya.k8riki 62. S. Radhakrishnan and C. Moore, eds .. A Sourcehook in 

Indian Pi111osop.1Jy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957), p. 444. 
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is the highest truth that nothing is ever born."845 For Gauqapada, nothing is 

ever born as everything is the self, and the self is unborn. This leads to the 

conclusion that just as no being is ever born, no being is ever liberated or 

bound: "There is no dissolution, no birth, none in bondage, none aspiring for 

wisdom, no seeker of liberation and none liberated. This is the absolute 

truth."846 For Gau<;lapada, there is no liberation because liberation is not an 

event. If it were, then it would have a beginning and would therefore not be 

eternal. If it were not eternal then how could it be one of the inherent 

characteristics of the self, which is eternal? Gau<;fapada argues, "Mok,sa or 

liberation cannot have a beginning and be eternal."847 

Gaudapada's full argument, then, is that all things are the self, the self 

is inherently free, therefore all things are inherently free: 
All f}./Jvmas or jivas are from the very beginning and by their 
very nature, all peace, unborn and completely free. They are 

845Nikhilananda, tr. T./Je Mfif!¢iikyopa.ni~wit/J 6au¢ap8da sKarika(Mysore: Sri 
Rama.k.rishna Ash.rama, 1974), 3:48, p. 207. Potter has written upon this topic under the 
rubric of what he calls 'leap philosophies.' He writes: 

Leap philosophers a.re those who believe in ajativada, the theory that nothing 

eve.r is born. created, or caused -- "no causation." When we become free, 

.nothing comes to be; therefore, .none of the problems about puzzle progress 

philosophers arises for the leap philosopher. 

Nevertheless, even if we a.re all in one sense free al.ready, as the leap 

philosopher likes to say. the.re is another sense in which we are not all free -

the sense in which we are not fully appreciative of our freedom in the first 

sense... 

With respect to this second sense, in which there is change from "not free" to 

"free," leap philosophers may be divided into "do-it-yourself' and "non-do-it

you.rself' philosophers. 


Though he mentions the teaching of ajat.iniila, Potter does not discuss Gau4apa.cta in 
Presuppositio.as ofJ.adia sPhilosophies. The term for 'non-origination· in Nagarjuna. 
whom Potter does discuss, is a.nutpfida, not a/a.ta. See Karl H. Potter, Presuppositions of 
India sPlu1osophy(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1 %3), pp. 236-256. 

846Nikhilananda, tr. 6au¢ap8'/akir.iKi. 2:32. p.117. Cf. the Avadl11Jtopa11i~ above. 
The formulation is identical. 

847 Ibid. 4:30. p. 243. 

http:Presuppositio.as
http:Mfif!�iikyopa.ni
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characterized by sameness and are non-separate from one another. 
Therefore the jivas are Atman unborn, always established in 
'sameness' and 'purity' itself.848 

For Gauqapada, nothing else is required than the understanding of this: 
All jivas are by their very nature illumined from the very 
beginning and they are immutable in their nature. He who having 
known this, rests without. .. seeking further knowledge, is alone 
capable of realizing the highest truth.849 

Working from different premises, Nagarjuna reaches conclusions with 

similar consequences.850 For Nagarjuna, no being that is 'bound' can be 

'unbound' just as no being that is 'unbound' can be 'bound.' Similarly, there 

is no movement from bondage to release. For Nagarjuna, thinking in terms 

of 'bondage85t and release'852 is just as much a part of the soteriological 

problem as is the problem of desire and attachment. As long as one thinks 

in terms of 'release,' it remains an impossibility: 
In truth, then, a bound entity cannot be released and it is so also 
with an unbound entity. If by chance a bound entity is in the 

848 Ibid., 4:93, p. 300. 

849 Ibid, -t:92 

850f.rits Staal w.rites: 

While the yoga is concerned with the methods which lead to samao.bi the 
Upani~ begin to develop a notion of mok_sa which is beyond all methods. In 
the Advaita Vedanta this notion is expressed in terms of the contrast between 
sidd.ha and s8'/.hya ... In Buddhism the unconditionality of nirvaqa is present in 
the superstructure almost from the beginning; but it is especially expounded by 
Nagarjuna. In his philosophy, nirvaqa is never attained because it is al.ready 
there, so there is no seeker of 11irvti.tJa and no process of liberation. 
Gau4apida (Maq{ltlkya.kariki 2.32) described these notions in lines which use 
almost identical expressions ... 

Frits Staal, Underslallding Mysticism(Berkeley: University of California Press. 1975). p. 
179. 

851.moK.sa 
852 band.hana 

http:851.moK.sa
http:samao.bi
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process of being released, then bondage and release will be 
simultaneous phenomena.853 
Those who delight in maintaining, "Without the grasping, I will 
realize nirv.iQa, Nirv.iQa is in me;" are the very ones with the 
greatest grasping.854 
Where nirvaQa is not subject establishment and sa1psiira not 
subject to disengagement, how will there be any conception855 of 
nirv.iQaand salJlsara ?856 

Philosophies like those of Gau<;tapada and Nagarjuna tend to undermine 

notions which conceive of release as a process or as the result of a number 

of causes Hence, philosophies like those of Gauqapada and Nagarjuna can 

(though they need not) be used as justifications for arguments intended to 

repudiate both the necessity of means (i.e., practices or techniques) and the 

necessity of traversing a gradual path to enlightenment or realization. What 

they can also do, however, is serve as powerful legitimating devices for any 

particular means of practice.857 Thus, with the introduction of such ways of 

853Kenneth K. In.ada, tr.. N.ig.i.rjuoa: Miilamad./Jyama.ka.CB.ri.J:a(Tokyo: Hokuseido 
Press. 1970), 16:8, p.103. 

854 Jbid., 16:9 
855 vi.J:alpyate 
856Jnada.. tr .. Miilamad.hyamakak.i.ri.J:i 16:10. p. 103. 
857 Staal writes: 
In Advaita Vedanta. Joana is regarded as ... having for its object something that 
is sidd.ha "established." This term is contrasted with the term sBllhya, which 
denoted something that is "to be established...." In elaborating on this contrast 
between siclclha and siidhya. the Advaitins were undoubtedly thinking of their 
adversaries the philosophers of the MimaIQ.si. For... the MimaIQ.si is concerned 
with what is s8t/1Jya "to be established," not siddha "established." 
Sankara regards c/hyana"meditation" also as activity, which .... relates to what is 
siid./Jya. ... In thus subordinating d.hyana, Sankara probably had the Yoga in 
mind.... 
In Sanskrit there is another term derived from the same root as ... sid./Jya 
namely, s8tlha.ni literally "means of establishing," that is, "religious practice." 
In advocating knowledge which is confined to what is side/ha, and rejecting or 
subordinating all those other notions which pertain to what is slid./Jya, the 
Advaitins in fact undermined the foundations of religious practice, BuL. they 

http:s8tlha.ni
http:MimaIQ.si
http:MimaIQ.si
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thinking, not only is the philosophical justification of religious dissent 

possible through the invoking of such arguments, but an entire arena of 

religious polemic is opened up. In the next section I will discuss the various 

types of anarchic religious language and how the characteristic features of 

anarchic language relate to soteriology, dissent and polemics. 

4.4.0 Conclusion: The Rhetoric of Anarchic Spirituality 

There are a number of ways in which the language of anarchic 

spirituality can be understood. Likewise, a number of uses of anarchic 

religious language can be distinguished. There is considerable overlap 

between the ways in which such discourse can be used and understood, and 

so in what follows, I do not mean to imply that each of the instances 

described functions, or should be understood, in only one way. The task will 

be to unravel the various functions and perspectives upon these functions. 

For the sake of keeping the discussion as clear as possible, I will divide the 

genre of anarchic language into two subcategories: the soteriological and the 

rhetorical.858 

adhered to the Vedic tradition. and in practice adopted a kind of compromise. 
They could do this because they accepted the distinction of two levels [of truth]. 
which originated with Nagarjuna. This distinction enabled Buddhists as well as 
Advaitins to justify in theory whatever practice they chose to adhere to. 

See 011derslalldi11g Mysticism. op cit, pp. 176-177. 
858There is another distinction that could be made with respect to teachings of 

spontaneity and divine madness, and that is the distinction between the h/Ja.J:ti and 
non-h/Ja..tti literature. I will not pursue the h/Ja..tti literature. as that would take us 
somewhat far afield from the AG (though the AGshares terminology with the theistic 
systems of thought). On spontaneuos release and divine madness in theistic and 
bhaktic literature see Shashibhusan Das Gupta, Obscure .Religious Cu/ts (Delhi: 
Mukhopadhyay, 1%9); David Kinsley, "'Through the Looking Glass': Divine Madness in 
the Hindu Religious Tradition," His!IJr..v ofReligio11sl 3 (1974): 270-305; Karl Potter, 
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4.4.1 The Soteriological Use of Anarchic Language 

1. In the A vad/Jiitopan/sad and Bfulgavatapur8.(Ja there are 

descriptions of the avadlJiita that can be understood as anarchic. In these 

texts the avadfJiita is described as beyond social status, covered in dirt, 

wandering naked, and as existing beyond the moral categories of good and 

evil. In such descriptions, anarchic language is used to portray the sage who 

has utterly 'shaken off' or transcended the world. The implication is that the 

avadfJiita is completely identified with the coterminous reality; hence, 

relative categories do not apply to him. Such descriptions are intended as 

representations of the ideal of the sage, who, though covered in the dirt of 

the world, walks beyond its dust and grime. 

In these cases anarchic language functions as a soteriological ideal that is, 

as an end toward which spiritual practice is directed. In such descriptions, 

there need not be injunctions telling the practitioner to actually emulate the 

spontaneity of the avad/Jiita, as the tradition making use of the ideal of the 

avadhiita may deem that the means to the ideal state involve the practices 

of yoga and meditation. Hence, in such cases the end toward which practice 

is directed is not necessarily identical with the means leading to it. 

2. The second way in which the language of anarchic spirituality can 

function soteriologically arises when the ideal is made into an actual way life 

for the practitioner. Vasi~iha's advice to Rama, "Live effortlessly without 

grabbing or giving up any thing,"859 is an example of making the ideal of 

Presuppositions ofIndia 'sPhilosophies. (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1963); Edward 
C. Dimock, jr ., The Place ofthe Hidden Moon (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1989); and June McDaniel. The Madnessoft./Je Saints: £cs/al.Jc Religion in Bengal 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989). 

859Venkatesananda, tr., The Concise Yoga Vis.1.~tha, p.163. 

http:cs/al.Jc
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spontaneity an actual part of spiritual practice. In such a case, the 

description is still of an ideal, but the ideal is held to be identical with the 

practice leading to it. In these descriptions of spontaneity the implication is 

that the aspirant should live his life in the same way that the sage lives his 

life. Such language is therefore prescriptive in nature. 

2.a.i. There are two ways in which anarchic language can function 

prescriptively. The first has two subspecies. The first subspecies intends for 

anarchic features of the path to be an aspect of the final phases of the 

spiritual path. In this case, 'spontaneity' and 'no means' refer only to the 

final stage of a long path involving the gradual transformation of the yogin; 

that is, for such disciplines, spontaneity in practice is possible only after a 

gradual and arduous practice. 

Two examples of this particular use of anarchic language include the 

anupayaliterature of the Pratyabhijfia school of Kashmiri Saivism860 and the 

atiyoga literature of the rDzogpa Chenpo tradition of Tibetan Vajrayana.861 

Concerning the rDzogpa Chenpo, Mipham Namgyal writes: 

860see Ta..otrilo.ka. 2:1; 2:4-6; 2:9; 2:11. For a discussion of a..oupiya in the 
Pratyabhijna literature see Mark Dyczkowski. The Poctrioe ofVih.ratioo (Albany: State 
University of New Yo.rk, 1987), pp.17)-180. 

861fo.r primary literature in translation on the topics of spontaneous practice and 
the teaching of 'no means' in the .rDzog chen and its sister school. the Mahimudra, see 
respectivelyTulku Thondup Rinpoche, t.r .. BuddilaMiod<Ithaca: Snow Lion. 1989); and 
Lobsang P. Lhalungapa, tr .. Ma/J.imudni (Boston: Shambhala, 1986). For a suggestive 
discussion on .rDzog chen, Ch'an and the Siddhas see G. Tucci, Minor Budd.hist Texts 
<Delhi: Motilal Bana.rsidass, 1986), pp. 412-417 (pa.rt two, pp. 102-107). On the topic of 
'sudden enlightenment' in the Indian context see Luis Gomez, "The Direct and the 
Gradual App.roaches of Zen Master Mahayana: Fragments of the Teachings of Mo-Ho
Yen," in Studies io Cil 'a.a andHua Yeo, ed. by R. M. Gimello and P. N. Gregory 
<Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, l 983); and" Indian Materials on the Doctrine of 
Sudden Enlightenment," in Early Ch 'an io CilioaaodTi/Jet, ed. by W. Lai and L. K. 
Lancaster (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983 ). Fo.r primary literature in 
translation on Ch'an subitism see Phillip Yampolsky, t.r .. Tile Platform Siitra oftile Sixt.h 
Patriarch <New York: Columbia University Press, 1%7). On subitism in the Chinese 

http:Ta..otrilo.ka
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This (rJJzogpa Chenp~ is the only resultant yana and it is the 
summit of all the yanas 
Except for this one, other yff.nasare accompanied by accepting and 
rejecting, defending and negating, 
And are created by mind. 
They are the stairs (leading) to this yana 

All the different tenets, divisions of yanas 

And the paths and stages -
By accomplishing the great confidence in this realization -
Will be perfected in the equalness state without eff orts.862 

In this case, it can be seen that effortlessness and spontaneous practice are 

intended as the culmination of a gradual path comprised of a series of yogas. 

The rDzokpa Chen po teaching is therefore an example of institutional 

anupaya.863 

2.a.ii. The second subspecies has its descriptions of spontaneity apply 

here and now for any practitioner. In these cases of anarchic language, there 

are no prerequisites for the practice of spontaneity. This use of language 

represents anarchic spirituality in its 'purest' form. The language of the AG 

fits closest with this type of anarchic language, as it describes no meditative 

procedures as preliminaries to the life of spontaneity. Its teaching is 

therefore an example of anarchic anupaya. 

2.b. The other type of prescriptive anarchic language tells its 

practitioner to act as ff he were acting spontaneously. An example of this 

type of language can be found in the teachings and practices of the 

Pasupatas. The Pii.ttupatasiitra tells its practitioner that he should smear his 

context see Peter Gregory. ed.. Sudden aodCra.dual: Approaches /Q Enlightenmentin 
Chinese Thought (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. 1987). 

862'fulku Thondup Rinpoche. tr .. BuddbaMind(lthaca: Snow Lion. 1989), p. 91. 
863Literally, 'no means.' 
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body with dirt, act like a lunatic, pretend to be drunk or asleep, speak 

nonsense and make sexual advances upon women. The goal is to actively 

seek public disdain and censure.864 Hence, the behavior prescribed by this 

type of anarchic language is largely diSsjmulatjve in nature. 

4.4.2 The Rhetorical Use of Anarchic Language 

1.a. The language of anarchic spirituality can also be understood as 

rhetorical discourse. There are two ways in which this function of anarchic 

language can be used. In the first, the discourse, once again, appears to be 

anarchic in that in its instantiations there are sweeping dismissals of a wide 

variety of spiritual practices. For example, in Saraha and the Nath literature 

such as the Avad/Ju!agJtO, we find a number of criticisms of the techniques 

and methods of yoga. But these critiques are often not so much critiques of 

techniques per se as they are critiques of rival yogic paths and disciplines. 

For example, in Saraha we read, "Thought is pure when it is consigned to the 

forehead."865 Likewise, he says, "Here is the sacred jumna and here is the 

River Ganges ... here is the Sun and the Moon.. "866 These kinds of descriptions 

are clearly references to yogic states and practices.867 Likewise, in the 

864Wendy Doniger o· Flaherty writes, "The bowdlerized nature of the Pi.Sopata 
StJtra. is obvious: The devotee is instructed to "pretend" to be drunk, to make indecent 
gestures to women. etc., but not actually violate any caste strictures. By this means he 
obtains the unjust censure of passersby, and thereby his bad karma is transferred to 
them and their good karma to him." See "The Origins of Heresy in Hindu Mythology," 
History ofReligionslO (1974): 281. See also D. Kinsley, "'Through the Looking Glass': 
Divine Madness in the Hindu Religious Tradition. ll.iswr;rof'Religions13 0974): 294. 

865eonze. ed .. ( doluitoSa, 188:83). p. 235. 
866J/Jid.. 188:47, p. 230. 
867Qn the yoga of Saraha, see Shashibhusan Das Gupta, Obscure Religious Cults. 
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CaryagJtJko~a Saraha states, "why are all the meditations practiced?"86S This 

passage might also be read thus: "what can these (other) samad/Jisdo?" In 

other words, Saraha's statements concerning yoga and meditation can also be 

read as a critiques of rival spiritual paths. Thus, we can conclude that 

Saraha's intent is not merely the dismissal of yogic practices and meditations 

per se, but the dismissal of yogic practices and meditations with the 

intention of introducing his own yogic practices. 

Similarly, in the Avad/JtltagJtawe read: "One should successively take 

recourse to the objects of concentration, as mentioned by the yogis, in 

accordance with their subtlety, invisibility and attributelessness."869 In the 

same text we read: "When through constant practice one's concentration 

becomes objectless, then, being divested of merits and demerits, one attains 

the state of complete dissolution in the Absolute through the dissolution of 

the object of concentration, but not before then."870 What is the point of 

'anarchic' language in a text that contains these kinds of formulations? 

would suggest that the appearance of anarchic language in texts also 

containing these types of formulations should be understood as being largely 

polemical in nature. In these cases, anarchic critiques are used as polemical 

devices meant to 'clear the ground' before the introduction of a prescribed 

soteriological means.87 t 

868 saala sam8Jiiak8.lti kariai Nilratan Sen, ed .. Qvy.igitJko:S"Jl(Simla: Indian 
Institute of Advanced Study, 1977), l, p. 129. 

869Ashokananda, tr. Avadhuta Gita., 2:15, p.46. 
870 Ibid, 2:16. pp. 47-48. 
871The point of the polemic is not so much the total disc.rediting of .rival sects as it 

is the individuation and glorification of the lineage making use of the polemic. Cf. 
Siddhasiddhantapaddhati 6:20-6:21; 6:33. Cf. also Ibid, 6:34-6:71. 

I 

http:means.87
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1.b. The other type of rhetorical use of anarchic language is to a greater 

degree a manifestation of the phenomena of religious dissent; i.e., it is the 

articulation of a general dissatisfaction with and rebellion from religious 

authority and the social status qua All of the characteristic features of 

anarchic spirituality (spontaneity, no means, instantaneous release) can be 

understood in this way, and I have described how they might be used so 

above. This does not mean that all instances of anarchic language are 

necessarily a function of dissent, or that this is the only way to understand 

anarchic language. There are admittedly profound philosophical and 

soteriological reasons behind the arguments of anarchic spirituality. 

However, the language of anarchic spirituality is also an ideal mode of 

expression for the rejection of established meditative practices and codes of 

conduct. 

For example, the critique of 'means to release' can signify for the 

dissenter that the practices required of him by the religious establishment 

are all null and void. Likewise, the teaching of 'instantaneous release· 

signifies that a long arduous practice, as dictated by the institutional 

religious establishment, is not necessary. The teaching of 'spontaneity' can 

also be used as a counter-claim against the institutional code of conduct, or 

against the conventional norms of behavior established by the social status 

qua Teachings such as 'no means,' spontaneity, and instantaneous release 

are therefore powerful devices of legitimation for the spiritual dissident.872 

872Agehananda Bharati writes: 
Meditational traditions which prescribe a gradual, well defined set of physical 
and cognitive activities, and which provide highly formulated guidelines for 
peripheral behavior -- food, dress, sexual demeanor -- and which reject 
attempts at sudden advances toward the zero-[ mystical] state ... seem to appeal to 
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As an example of how this relationship between soteriology and dissent 

might work, I will examine the phrase 'beyond accepting and rejecting,· a 

phrase that appears throughout 'anarchic' writings on spirituality. The 

phrase 'beyond rejecting and accepting' can be used in a number of different 

ways. In its usual usage, it is used to radically point beyond worldly 

existence. The enlightened sage transcends the world. He is beyond being 

either caught up in it or running from it. Thus the phrase can be used as an 

expression of an ideal -- the enlightened sage. 

The expression is also powerful because it points beyond the range of 

'normal' behavior. There is no doubt that the phrase has important 

connections with soteriological and philosophical considerations. But 

consider the ideological implications of this phrase. When this type of 

the greatest number of people. since most people a.re confo.rmists....Why are the 
most laborious. intrinsically unpleasant. pedantic, joyless methods the orthodox 
ones? Because "important things a.re ha.rd to come by; real consummation is the 
result of real effort," etc ..... The real .reasons for the symbiosis of orthodoxy and 
orthop.raxis lie deeply embedrled in ideology and in power.... Gradual, strenuous. 
orthop.ractical training is the least likely to rock the boat. The process of 
gradual training toward mystical ends are so time-absorbing, so highly 
formalized, and so schedule-bound. that the disciples have neither the time nor 
the energy to get funny ideas. Danger to the religious establishment comes 
from heretics, from people who dispute the official claim that the laborious way 
is the only one, or even the best. 

Agehananda Bharati. lJJeliglltattlie Centre(Santa Barbara: Ross-Erikson, 1976), pp. 
129-130. 
Frits Staal argues that the distinction between 'easy' and 'difficult' paths is largely a 
moral distinction: 

Institutional religions are not so much concerned with the religious or mystical 
experience of individuals. as with society, ethics, morality and the continuation 
of the sta.tus quo. One of the ways to make ethical actions palatable ... is to show 
that they are meritorious. By extrapolation. they are claimed to contribute to 
the highest .realization of the religious life. which is often regarded as a 
mystical vision. But the mere ingestion of a drug can hardly be con side.red 
meritorious. so how could it lead to such an exalted state? That would be unfair. 
to say the least. Hence the moralist's distinction between "easy" and "difficult" 
ways... 

Understanding MysliciS.m(Be.rkeley: University of California Press, 197)), p. 16). 
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expression is invoked as an actual component of the spiritual praxis it can be 

used to call into question established norms of behavior instituted by 

organized religion and society in general. It thus serves as a powerful 

rhetorical expression of dissent. This can be shown by bringing it into 

relation with two other sets of terms: bondage and release, and meditation 

and discrimination. 

Each path in the Indian tradition describes the conditions of bondage 

and the conditions of release. There is a small degree of variance as to what 

constitutes bondage and what constitutes release, but there is a larger 

degree of variance as to the means out of bondage and the means to release. 

Hence, each path is best defined in terms of its description of the means or 

method whereby the seeker is lead away from bondage and toward release. 

A way is set out for the seeker in each respective path. He is told 

those things which will lead him toward release and those things which will 

lead him toward bondage. Thus, the path tells the seeker which things he 

must accept if he is to be successful and and those things he must avoid if 

he is not to fail. For only if he accepts those things that lead him to release 

will he be released and only if he rejects those those things he must avoid 

will he be lead out of bondage. 

The seeker must also learn to orient himself toward those things that 

will give him release, and away from those things that will keep him bound. 

Hence, he must learn to meditate upon those things that will grant him 

peace and to discriminate and reject those things that cause him misery. 

The things he must meditate upon are a part of the prescriptions of the path 

while the things must discriminate and reject are a part of the prohibitions 
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of the path. Prescriptions tell him things he should do while the 

prohibitions tell him the things he should not da Hence, to say 'I neither 

accept anything nor reject anything' is to pull oneself completely outside of 

the language-game of 'codes of conduct.· Obviously, then. the phrase 'beyond 

accepting and rejecting' can be a powerful expression of dissent from 

authority.873 

Of the two rhetorical usages of anarchic language, the AG comes closest 

to the latter type in that its language is less polemical with respect to rival 

religious factions than a representation of a radical or complete dissent from 

the spiritual practices of the religious establishment. Its critique is a critique 

of yogic methods and meditative techniques in general and not merely a 

critique of the spiritual practices of rival traditions. The AG offers no 

concrete yogic practice or meditative discipline of its own to fill the void left 

873fo.r the use of this phrase cf.: the C./Juaog Tzu: "Why don't you just make him 
see... that acceptable and unacceptable a.re on a single string?" Burton Watson, t.r. The 
Collect.ed Tl'o.rksofC./Ju8J1g Tzu. p. 72: the Vimalaki.rti11i.rdeiastlt.ra: "The Dharma is 
without acceptance o.r rejection." Thurman, tr., p. 50; Saraha: "How do you exit. by 
accepting and rejecting what?" Sen, tr. Ca.ryagifiko~ (Simla: Indian Institute of 
Advanced Study. 1977), 6, p. 131; Tilopa's "Song of Mahimudri:" "Mahamudra is beyond 
all acceptance and rejection." Ga.rma Chang, Teac./JingsofT.ihela.a Yoga (Hyde Pa.rk: 
University Books. 1963), p. 29; the dpfQagtsug p '.ren ba: "The path is beyond any notion 
of grasping an idea o.r rejecting another." G. Tucci.tr., Mmo.r Buddhist Teru(Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass 1986), p. 413: the B./Jagavadgita: "Be thou free ... from acquisition 
and possession ..." F. Edgerton, tr.. The B./Ja.ganu/Gita(Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1972), 2:45, p.14: the Gauflap8llak8.rik8,: "In the Bra./J.maowhich is free from all 
acts of mind the.re is neither any idea of acceptance no.r any idea of giving up (of 
anything). Nikhilananda, t.r .. 3:38, p. 195: the UpadeSasahas.ri: "As I am Brah.man, I 
have nothing to .rejecto.r accept." Mayeda., t.r., I, 17:67. p.166. Cf. also Ibid, I, 17:82; I, 
13:24; the Vivekactlflama,qi: "In the ocean of Brahman filled with the nectar of 
Absolute Bliss, what is to be shunned and wha.t accepted .. ? Madha.vana.nda. t.r ., 484, p. 
181: the A11utta..nfy_tiJ:a of Abhinavagupta: "Neither .reject anything, nor accept, abide 
in you.r essential Self which is Eternal presence." 2, in J. Singh, t.r., Siva Sti'tnl.s(Delhi: 
Motilal Bana.rsidass, 1979), p. xxxiv; the Yogavasi,~tha: "We neither accept no.r .reject." 
Venkatesananda, tr., p. 279. Cf. also Ibid., p. 281; the Avad./Jtl18git8: ".renounce the 
poison of .renunciation and non.renunciation." Ashokananda, t.r., 3:46, p. 95. 
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by its critique. This feature of its polemic is connected to the fact that its 

discussion of 'no means' is radically anarchic and not merely the capstone for 

a series of gradual, institutionalized, meditative practices. In this way, the 

soteriologica1 understanding of the AC is connected to the rhetorical 

understanding of the AC: its language is completely anarchic just as its 

language is completely the language of dissent. 



------- -

s.o.o Conclusion 

In this final section, I will attempt to pull together the various types of 

language in the AG I will begin by discussing certain linguistic and doctrinal 

features that the AG shares with the Advaita of Sankara. I will then move 

to a discussion of the critical language in the AG Finally, I will attempt to tie 

the conservative and radical features of the AG's language together. 

5.1.0 Vedintic Language in the A~!11'Y11kr111J'ta 

There can be no doubt that there is much in the At; that represents 

traditional ways of thinking about release and the means to release. The AG 

shares a large vocabulary with a number of diverse traditions. Many of its 

formulations of the ideal of the spiritual life closely resemble Buddhist 

formulations of the same ideals.874 This should not be a source of alarm, as 

it merely shows that these traditions shared a way of speaking about the 

nature of release and the means to it. This is not to say that their 

conceptions of release and the means to release were identical, only that 

there was a common mode of discourse among them. 

In this respect, the AG makes particular use of the language of the 

lfpani_sadsand Vedanta, especially Advaita Vedanta. For example, the first 

chapter of the AG bears a number of similarities with the Upade.fasabasrlof 

Sankara. The AG reads: 

874for example, "There is freedom when the mind is unattached to any Iviewpoint] 
(d,~ti)" AG.8:3 
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You are neither earth nor water nor wind nor sky. For the sake of 
freedom know the Self as the embodiment of pure consciousness 
and the witness of all of these.875 

You are neither VfirJJa. such as the BrabmlJJ)a. nor do you belong to 
an asrfima, nor are you perceived by the senses. You are non-dual, 
formless, and witness of the universe. Thus contemplating, be 
happy.876 

0 all pervasive one, virtue and sin, happiness and sorrow, are 
attributes of the mind, not of yourself. You are neither the doer or 
the enjoyer. Surely you are ever free.877 

If you differentiate [the self] from the body and... rest in pure 
intelligence. [at once] you will become happy, serene, and free from 
bondage.878 

In the Up1Jdefasabasrl Sankara uses similar expressions: 
I am neither an individual element nor all the elements; I am 
neither an individual sense organ nor all the sense organs.... The 
Knower is different from these.879 

From the [apparent] mixing up of .Atmanwith intellect, mind, eye, 
light, object, and so on, actions arise; therefrom results the 
confused idea that Atmanacts.880 

[The notion that] Atman is a doer is false, since it is due to the 
belief that the body is Xtm11.11. The belief. "I do not do anything," is 
true and arises from the right means of knowledge.881 
[The Srut..{1 "Not thus! Not so!"... negates all things, including the 
agency which is superimposed upon the Atman, Pure 
Consciousness...882 

875 AG.1:3 

876 AG.1:5 

877 AG.1:6 

878 AG.1:4 

879Mayeda. tr .. A Thousa.11dTeachings. I. 15:20. p. 144. 

880 Ibid.. I. 16:19. p. l'.51. 

881JIJid..I.12:16. p. 130. 

882/IJid.. I. 18:2). p.174. 
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As [Atmad cannot be negated. [It] is left unnegated [by the ..S'rut..d 
"Not thus not sol" (Brh. Up. II 3,6). One attains [It] in some such 
way as "I am not this. I am not this."883 
Distinguishing one's own Atman from the rest, one should know It 
to be pure and the highest state, the Seer abiding in all beings ....884 

It can be seen from these passages that the opening chapter of the AG 

bears a strong resemblance to the Opade.fasff/Jasrl of Sankara. It was, no 

doubt, precisely this sort of language, and other Vedantic phrases in the text. 

which facilitated the assimilation of the AG back into the Advaitic fold. But 

such language does not convey the primary teaching of the AG As was 

noted in chapter three, the AG must essentially be seen as a critique of 

Advaita Vedanta, especially the Vedanta of Sadananda and Vidyaral).ya. 

).2.0 Critique and Dissent 

There are many elements of the AGwhich demonstrate that the AGin 

fact is a critique of Advaita Vedanta, and many have been pointed out so far 

in thi5 essay. But by looking at the AG in terms of the order of its chapters, 

the critical elements can be related to the Advaitic elements in a manner 

that makes the appearance of both types of language in the text more easily 

understandable. 

As noted above, chapter one has the characteristics of a typical Advaitic 

work. By chapter three, however, signs of dissent begin to manifest: 
Having realized 'I am That' from which the universe streams forth 
like waves from the sea, why do you as a wretched creature run 
(after the universe)?885 

883 f!Jid., I, 2:1, p. 108. 

884 f!Jid., I, 15:36. p. 145. 

885 .46.3:3. 

http:Vidyaral).ya
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It is surprising that realizing the Self in all beings and all being in 
the Self, the man of wisdom continues being egoistic.886 
Strange it is that having realized the transcendent non-duality and 
become fixed in the goal of liberation, a person yet comes under 
the sway of lust and is distraught by sexual habits.887 
The wise are free from attachment to this world and heaven. They 
discriminate between the ephemeral and what is eternal, and they 
aspire after emancipation. Strange it is that even they would 
dread emancipation.888 

The point being made in these verses is that the Advaitin's knowledge is 

incomplete and ineffective in that it is a knowledge abstracted from the 

world. The Adavitin is free only as long as he intuits the non-dual reality 

which is discriminated from the world. But back in the world he is no 

better off than he was prior to the intuition of transcendent knowledge.889 

Ironically, it is his aspiration for escape and his attempt to discriminate an 

absolute reality from the world that are indicative of the Advaitin's self

imposed bondage. Hence, to aspire after liberation is, ironically, to dread 

emancipation as it only exacerbates the problem. from which the seeker is 

attempting to escape. 

As can be seen from the verses above, chapter three has a rather 

sarcastic edge to it. The reader begins to think that perhaps something is 

amiss in the Advaitic picture of release. By the middle of the work, the 

efficacy of discrimination and discriminative knowledge are beginning to be 

openly questioned: 

886AG,3:5. 
887 AV:3:6. 
888AG,1 :8. 
889Jiiana 
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As my desires melt away, ... where can be the scripture, and where 
the (discriminative knowledge]?890 
For the yogi whose nature is... indefinable,... what is discrimination 
and what is courage?89 l 

In the final chapter, the critique comes to full bloom in a taunting rhetorical 

questioning of the soteriological necessity of the Advaitic notions of 

knowledge: 
To me, ever transcending the duality of opposites, what is 
scripture892 and what is [discriminative] knowledge of the Self,893 
what is mind dissociated from objects and what is contentment?894 
What is knowledge895 and what is ignorance, what is ego and what 
is the world, what is mine, what is bondage and what is 
liberation... ?896 
To myself, who am ever devoid of natural attributes, ... what is 
inaction and what is manifestation, what is the direct perception 
(of the Self)897 and what is the fruit thereof?898 

Thus, in chapter one the focus is upon discriminating the self from that 

which is non-self, in the traditional Advaitic fashion. The seeds of dissent 

are sowed in chapter three, and by chapter twenty the discriminative 

approach to the self is dismissed as inadeql:late. Two questions arise: why 

do both types of language appear in the text, and is there a tactic behind the 

order of the chapters in the Aa 

890 v1jnana AC. 14:2 
891 AC.18:79 
892iast.ra 

893 81.ma.vii'iia.aa. 

894AC,20:2. 

895 vi(fya 

896AC,20:3. 

897 a.pa.roJ:.sa. 

898 AC.20:5. 
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5.3.0 Using the Useless: The .A~/avllkragi"ta as Ironic Upaya 

What remains to be accounted for, then, is the appearance of both 

traditional or conservative elements in the text and anarchic or radical 

elements. At first glance, the text may appear to be contradictory. But a 

flat, two-dimensional reading of the AG misses an important function of the 

text, one that can only be noticed when the text is appreciated as a piece of 

literature and not merely a collection of propositions to be analyzed. To see 

this feature of the AG, another function of anarchic language in the AG 

needs to be pointed out. 

Another way in which the language of the AG can function is 

(ironically) as an actual means designed to elicit a specific response from its 

reader. Used evocatively in this way, the anarchic language of the AG 

functions as a kind of spiritual 'shock therapy.' To demonstrate this aspect 

of the Ali I will feature the discussions surrounding the practice of 

meditation, as they are perhaps the most striking example of this aspect of 

anarchic language in the AG 

In chapter one we read the following advice to the aspirant: "Having 

abandoned the illusion of the reflected self and its internal and external 

fluctuations, meditate upon the Self as immutable, non-dual. pure 

consciousness."899 With this phrase, the reader is lead to believe that the 

text is perhaps another manual on the practice of meditation. Only two 

verses later, however, we read: "That you practice meditation -- this, 

indeed, is your bondage."900 The first reaction in the reader is one of 

899 AC.1:13 

900 AG.1:15 
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surprise and disbelief: "That can't be right!" But the AG has already 

accomplished its task -- it has elicited a response from the reader. These 

evocative statements are then followed-up with explanations intended to 

reinforce the initial response: "A man who meditates on the unthinkable 

reality resorts only to a form of his thought."901 

It is important to note that the success of such language is largely 

dependent upon the reader's acceptance of the original mode of discourse; 

here, the Advaitic and Yogic ways of thinking. The reader is first lead to 

believe that the way of discrimination and absorption is the way to conduct 

one's spiritual life. The reader is thereby left open to the attack that comes 

in the latter sections of the AG In those latter sections, the text begins to 

undermine and ridicule those beliefs with provocative statements intended 

to shock the serious seeker. The effect is ironic: it is the seeker's own 

seeking that is his problem: 
The intelligence of one who strives after liberation cannot rise 
beyond a supporting object.902 
The ignorant (merely) sustain the world... feverish for the 
attainment (of liberation).903 

The ignorant one does not attain Brahman, as he wants to become 
Brahman.904 

The AG can therefore be seen as a kind of ironic upiiya.90'5 This 

perspective on the text also allows for a more complete account of the 

language of the text. The appearance of the original Yogic and Advaitic 

901 AG.12:7 

902 AG.18:44 

903 AG.18:38 

904 AG.18:37 

90)·means' 
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discourse in the early chapters of the text reinforces the success of the irony 

in the later chapters of the text where the Advaitic and Y ogic ways of 

thinking about release are ridiculed and subjected to critical analysis. 

This reading also sheds more light upon the the meaning of 

A~~avakra's eight useless limbs. In the C.buang Tzu we find the story Tzu

ch'i, who was one day wandering around the hill of Shang. In the midst of 

all the smaller trees on the hill, he notices a huge tree whose limbs are too 

gnarled and twisted for rafters or beams and whose trunk is too pitted and 

rotten to be useful for making coffins. He sniffs the odor of the tree and 

notes that it is strong enough to make him drunk for three days. Tzu-ch'i 

then says, "It turns out to be a completely unusable tree ... and so it has been 

allowed to grow so big. Aha! -- it is this unusableness that the Holy Man 

makes use of!"906 

Like the sages of the C.buang Tzu, A~iavakra, too, makes use of the 

useless. For A~iavakra, the soteriological teachings of Advaita and Yoga are 

ultimately useless. But it is precisely their uselessness that the AG makes 

use of in its ironic upaya. In this way, A~~avakra makes use of his eight, 

crooked, useless limbs. 

906Burton Watson, tr., The Complete lrorksofChuang Tzu. p. 65. 
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